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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
1 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY ) 
WOHRLE, husband and wife 
Petitioners I Respondents, ) 
) 
VS 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political ) SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO. 
subdivision of the state of Idaho ) 34095 
Respondent I Appellant. ) 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and 
for the County of Kootenai 
HONORABLE JOHN T. MITCHELL 
District Judge 
Patrick M. Braden 
P.O. Box 9000 
45 1 Government Way 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 15-9000 
Scott L. Poorman 
P.O. Box 1390 
8884 N. Government Way 
Hayden, ID 83835 
Attorney for Appellant Attorney for Respondent 
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Scott L. Poorman, ISB #470 1 
Post Office Box 1390 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 
Hayden, ID 83835-2871 
Phone: 772-4400 
Fax: 772-7243 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
Petitioners, 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, 
husband and wife, 
vs. 
Case CV 06- 5-333 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of Idaho, 
Petition for Judicial Review 
and Writ of Mandate 
Fee Category R.2. 
Fee: $78.00 
Respondent. 
Petitioners, JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, husband and wife, by and through their 
attorney, Scott L. Poorman of the firm Beck & Poorman, LLC, hereby petition the Court for 
judicial review of an administrative decision of the BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO, ("Kootenai County") as follows: 
Petitioners are residents of Spokane County, Washington, and the owners of certain real property 
located within the restricted residential zone of Kootenai County, Idaho. !?, C 3 I@ F.4 ED TD 
. i" l?,q iTc \+ i.::.' $ 
11. 
&.- ib. j .*. .--. -..2 L' 
Respondent Kootenai County is a political subdivision of thestate of Idaho. 
Petition for Judicial Review 001 Page - 1 
111. 
In 200412005, petitioners constructed two decks on their property in the restricted residential 
zone. Said decks were constructed without building permits because petitioners were advised by 
the Idaho Department of Lands that building permits were not required for decks under 200 
square feet. 
IV . 
In response to a Notice of Code Violation issued by Kootenai County, the petitioners applied for 
a variance to the 25-foot front setback requirement contained in Kootenai County Zoning 
Ordinance #348. 
v .  
A Kootenai County Hearing Examiner heard the petitioners' variance application on March 16, 
2006 and recommended denial of the application. 
VI. 
The Kootenai County Board of Commissioners held a second public hearing on the petitioner's 
variance application on June 1,2006. 
VII. 
In an Order of Decision issued June 15, 2006, the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners 
denied the petitioners' variance request. 
VIII. 
In its Order of Decision the Board of Commissioners issued "conclusions of law" including: 
a. ".. . this request fails to meet the requirement of public interest and the intent of the 
zoning ordinance, specifically Section 30.03(d)." 
Petition for Judicial Review Page - 2 
b. "The issuance of variances that not only encroach into the required setback but also the 
lakebed is not in the public interest and would allow a benefit that is not afforded to other 
property owners.. ." 
c. "The granting of the variance requested in this application does not meet the requirements 
of Idaho Code 567-65 16 because it would serve to legitimize the Applicant's construction 
of decks without required building permits, which would be considered a special 
privilege." 
d. "The requested variance does not conform to Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance No. 
348 and Idaho Code 867-6516 because the requested variance is not necessary to 
accommodate the recreational use of the property and would be detrimental to 
surrounding properties and the public welfare if zero setbacks and lake encroachments 
were to be allowed, even by special permit." 
IX. 
Petitioners are affected persons aggrieved by the decision of Kootenai County. 
X. 
Petitioners are entitled to judicial review of the decision of Kootenai County pursuant to Idaho 
Code 567-6521 and the Court has jurisdiction to hear this petition for judicial review pursuant to 
Idaho Code $67-5270 and Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84. 
XI. 
Statement of Issues for Judicial Review 
Petitioners allege that the decision of Kootenai County denying the petitioners' variance request 
was: 
1. arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of discretion; 
Petition for Judicial Review Page - 3 
2. made in violation of statutory or constitutional provisions; 
3. made upon unlawful procedure; 
4. not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; and 
5. in excess of the statutory authority granted to Kootenai County. 
XII. 
Substantial rights of the petitioners have been prejudiced by the actions of Kootenai County and 
the petitioners have no plain, speedy and adequate remedy in the ordinary course of law. 
XIII. 
In accordance with Idaho Code § 67-5275, the petitioners request that Kootenai County transmit 
to the Court the full public record of all the documents and proceedings related to its Order of 
Decision dated June 15,2006 in Case No. V-841-05 within forty-two (42) days after service of 
this petition. Petitioners will pay the clerk of the agency the estimated fee to prepare a transcript 
of the record. 
XIV. 
Should the record appear inadequate or incomplete in this matter, petitioners request a hearing to 
supplement the record. 
xv . 
The petitioners may request corrections to the record pursuant to Idaho Code 5 67-5275(3), and 
evidence in addition to the record, including proof as to irregularities, pursuant to Idaho Code 3 
67-5276. 
XVI. 
Petitioners request oral argument and leave to file written briefs herein. 
Petition for Judicial Review 
XVII. 
As a direct and approximate result of Kootenai County's actions, the petitioners have incurred 
and continue to incur attorney fees in the prosecution of this action. Petitioners are entitled to 
recover their reasonable attorney fees and costs from Kootenai County. 
WHEREFORE, Petitioners pray for relief as follows: 
1. For an Order finding that the decision of Kootenai County denying the petitioners' 
variance request was arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of discretion; made in 
violation of the petitioners' statutory and constitutional rights; made upon unlawful 
procedure; not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; andlor in 
excess of Kootenai County's statutory and ordinance authority. 
2. For an Order remanding petitioners' variance application, Case No. V-841-05, to 
Kootenai County and requiring Kootenai County to hear and decide petitioners' 
application in accordance with Idaho law; 
3. For reimbursement of all reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred by the petitioners 
in the prosecution of this action; 
4. For such other relief as the court deems proper and just. 
l3 day of July 2006. DATED this -
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Certificate of Sewice or Delivery 
I hereby certify that on the @day of July, 2006, the foregoing Petition for Judicial Review 
was served as follows 
Cl US Mail Pat Braden 
Cl Fax Kootenai County Department of Legal Services 
Hand Delivered PO Box 9000lLS 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816 
.FAX: (208) 446-1 62 1 
C1 US Mail Board of Commissioners 
C1 Fax Kootenai County fl Hand Delivered 45 1 Government Way 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 14 
Petition for Judicial Review 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Kootenai 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
1 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WORHRLE,) 
husband and wife, 1 case NO. CV 06-5323 
1 
Petitioners, 1 ORDER SETTING HEARING FOR 
1 ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL 
VS. 1 
) 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision) 
of the State of Idaho 1 
1 
Respondent. 
A transcript having been lodged and settled as required by Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
84(k) and 846), IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND NOTICE is hereby given that oral argument, 
limited to ten (10) minutes per side, on the appeal filed in the above matter will be brought for 
hearing on THURSDAY, JANUARY 4,2007 at 4:00 PM in a Courtroom of the Kootenai County 
Courthouse, Coeur BAlene, Idaho, before the undersigned. 
DATED this %day of OCTOBER, 2006. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the - day of OCTOBER, 2006 a h e  and correct copy of the foregoing was 
FAXed to: 
Patrick M. Braden, 
208-446-1621 
Scott L. Poorman 
208-772-7243 /! 
BECK & POORMAN, LLC 
Scott L. Poorman, ISB #4701 
Post Office Box 1390 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 
Hayden, ID 83835-2871 
Phone: 772-4400 
Fax: 772-7243 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
Respondent. 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, 
Petitioners, 
vs. 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of Idaho, 
Petitioners, JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, through their attorney of record, 
Case CV 06-5323 
Motion to Augment Record 
I.R.C.P. 84(1) 
Scott L. Poorman, hereby move the Court for leave to augment the record to include the 
documents attached to the affidavit of Scott L. Poorman filed herewith. 
In accordance with I.A.R. 30, oral argument is not requested. 
DATED this @day of October 2006. 
BECK & POORMAN, LLC. 
Motion to Augment Record Page - 1 
Certificate of Sewice or Delivery 
I hereby certify that on the day of October, 2006, the foregoing Motion to Augment 
Record was served as follows: 
US Mail Pat Braden 
Fax Kootenai County Department of Legal Services 
0 Hand Delivered PO Box 9000lLS 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 8381 6 
FAX: (208) 446-1621 
Motion to Augment Record 
BECK & POORMAN, LLC 
Scott L. Poorman, ISB #4701 
Post Office Box 1390 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 
Hayden, ID 83835-2871 
Phone: 772-4400 
Fax: 772-7243 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, 
Petitioners, 
VS. 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of Idaho, 
Case CV 06-5323 
Affidavit of Scott L. Poorman in 
Support of Motion to Augment 
Record 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
1 
County of Kootenai ) 
SCOTT L. POORMAN, being first duly sworn under oath, deposes and testifies: 
1. I am the attorney for the petitioners, JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE. I make 
this affidavit voluntarily and I am competent to testify concerning the facts stated herein 
based upon my personal knowledge. 
2. On September 21,2006, while mediating another civil case, I learned of a variance 
granted by Kootenai County to Stephen and Mary Iacoboni. The facts and circumstances 
01 1 
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surrounding the variance granted to Mr. and Mrs. Iacoboni were nearly identical to the 
facts and circumstances involved in the variance denied to the petitioners in this case. 
3. On or about September 26,2006, I filed a public records request with the Kootenai 
County Building and Planning Department for various documents related to Kootenai 
County variance case No. V-849-06. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibits 1 through 6 are true, accurate and complete copies of the 
documents I received from Kootenai County in response to my public records request in 
Case No. V-849-06. 
5. On or about September 26,2006, I also requested public records related to all building 
permits issued to Stephen or Mary Iacoboni for their property located at10634 Blue Rock 
Lane, Hayden, Idaho. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibits 7 and 8 are true, accurate and complete copies of the 
documents I received from Kootenai County in response to my request for building 
permit information. 
7. The attached documents support the Petitioners' claims that the decision by Kootenai 
County to deny their variance application was arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion 
and not supported by substantial evidence on the record. 
8. Petitioners respectfully request that the record in this case be supplemented to include the 
documents attached hereto as Exhibits 1 through 8. 
DATED this lo - day of October 2006. 
Affidavit of Scott L. Poorman in Support of Motion to Augment Record - 2 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, a notary for the State of Idaho, this m - d a y  of 
October, 2006. 
*+4+++*9*++'4+ 
6 NANCY J. JAMES Publi 
NOTARY PUBIJC + My commis $ STATE OF IDAHO 
6+*+9aA+94*4+9 ' 
Certificate of Service or Delivery 
I hereby certify that on t h e k  day of October, 2006, the foregoing Affidavit of Scott L. 
Poorman in Support of Motion to Augment Record was served as follows: 
0 US Mail Pat Braden 
Fax Kootenai County Department of Legal Services $f Hand Delivered PO Box 9000LS 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816 
FAX: (208) 446-1621 
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Vasseur & Schlotthauer, PLLC 
Attorneys & Counselors a t  Law 
Thomas M; Vasseur Brent G. Schlotthauer 
Kootenai County 
Building & Planning Department 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Re: Variance Application 
10634 Blue Rock Lane, Bayden 
Dear Planning Department: 
My law firm represents Stephen & Mary Iacoboni, the property owners submitting the enclosed 
Variance Application. I am writing to set forth the nature of the Iacoboni's request and to provide a 
narrative of the proposed project 
Nature of Request 
Applicants are requestingrelief from the five foot (5') side yard set back line requirement 
as set forth in Section 25.04(B)(l)(d) of Kootenai County's Zoning Ordinance (Ordinance No. 
348). The purpose of the relief is to allow for the relocation and construction of an existing 
stairway system extending from Applicant's residence to the shore of Hayden Lake. The 
location of a basalt cliff precludes the relocation of thestaiway without relief from the side yard 
setback requirements. 
[Section 8.09(B) of the Ordinance sets forth a side yard set back often feet (1 0'). PROVIDED, 
pursuant to Section 25.04(B)(l)(d) (Exceptions to Height and Setback Regulations) the applicable 
setback requirement in the present case is five feet (5') from the side yard lot line in that the subject 
stairway does not exceed four feet (4') in width and the associated stairway landings do not exceed six 
feet (6') in width.] Exhibit" I " 
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Kootenai Cozlizty 
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The subject parcel is located directly adjacent to the shores ofHayden Lake and enjoys 136.53' 
of lake frontage. The exact property location is evidenced by a series of vicinity maps submitted with 
the application and marked as Exhibits A-1, A-2 & A-3. Applicants purchased the subject parcel in 
2003. 
Based on the prior owner's representations that certain trees flagged with red ribbons (See 
Exhibit B-1) identified the location of the property line, applicants constructed an extensive stair 
system from their residence to the shore of Hayden Lake. At the time of construction, Applicants 
believed that said stair system was located entirely upon their parcel. However, in the Summer of 
2005, the owner of Tax Parcel # 18926 caused a survey to be performed which identified the exact 
location of the parties' common boundary line. The survey disclosed that portions of the Applicants' 
stair system encroached upon the neighbor's parcel. The exact nature of the encroachment is as 
identified in Exhibit C. Applicants now desire to remove and reconstruct portions of their stair system 
so as to remedy the existing encroachment. 
The most attractive features of the subject parcel are its spectacular views of Hayden Lake and 
its 136.53' of lake frontage. The landowners' ability to gain access to the shore of Hayden Lake is an 
integral aspect of the utilization and enjoyment of said parcel. Access to the lake shore would be 
extremely hazardous or impossible for most individuals absent the ability to utilize a well constructed 
stair system. 
Reason for Variance. 
The topography of the subject parcel is highly unique and Applicants suffer undue hardship due 
to the site's physical characteristics. Major portions of the subject parcel consist of an extremely steep 
and rocky slope located between Applicants' residence and the shore of Hayden Lake. The majority 
of said slope consists of a 90" columnar basalt cliff which runs nearly the entire width of the parcel. 
Said cliff runs from Applicants' Western side yard line to within approximately seven to eight feet (7'- 
8') of the Eastern side yard line. The Eastern edge of the property is the only feasible location to 
relocate portions of the existing stairway. 
Vasseur & Schlotthauer. PLLC 
Atlorneys & Counselors at Law 01 5 
Koote~zai Couizfy 
Building & Planniizg Departi~zer7t 
January 24, 2006 
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Location and A~~zoz/ni o f Variance 
It should be noted that the existing stairway exceeds 250' in length, yet only approximately 70' 
of the stair system will be required to encroach upon the setback area. The Site Plan (Exhibit C) 
indicates the location of the existing stair system as highlighted in yellow. The relocated portion that 
will require a variance is highlighted in blue. Thoseportions of the stairway that will be relocated, yet 
do not require a variance, are highlighted in pink. The encroaching portion will only be required to 
infringe approximately three feet (3') into the setback area. 
Site Characleristics. 
The property located directly adjacent to Applicants' parcel is a ten foot (10') strip of 
unbuildable land designed to provide Tax Parcel #I8926 (located to the North of Applicants' parcel) 
legal access to Hayden Lake. Said adjacent strip of land is unimproved, of an extremely steep slope, 
rocky, covered with brush and utilized in a very infrequent manner. It is believed that the only feasible 
use of said access strip would be a foot path from the residence located on Tax Parcel #I8926 to the 
shore of Hayden Lake. It is also believed that a water line may be located upon said adjacent strip. 
The access strip is not a buildable parcel. The requested variance would in no way interfere with any 
current or reasonably anticipated future use of the neighboring adjacent strip. 
~ i r z i h u m  Possible Request. 
Applicants' request is the minimum variance that will make possible the reasonable use of the 
land. As indicated by those portions of the relocated stair system in pink, Applicants intend to honor 
and observe the setback requirements in those areas where there is ample space between the face of 
the basalt cliff and the property's side yard line. A variance is requested only for that seventy foot (70') 
portion of the stairway where observance ofthe set back requirement is not feasiblz due to the location 
of the basalt cliff. There are portions of the existing stairway that encroach upon the setback area for 
which Applicants are not requesting a variance. ,%ppIicants will instead relocate said portions more 
than five feet (5') from the side yard line. 
Applicants believe an alternative exists whereby the stair system could be relocated across the 
face of the rock cliff, yet believe such an alternative to be cost prohibitive and would present a 
multitude of safety issues. Additionally, allowing the stair system to run adjacent to the face of the 
cliff will cause less disturbance to the site. 
Vasseur & Schlotthauer, PLLC 
Arrornqs & Counselors at Law 
Kootenai Coz~nQi 
Building & Planning Departinent 
Janz~ary 24, 2006 
Page 4 
Public Interest. 
Applicants do not believe their request to be in conflict with the public interest. Their request 
will cause no measurable disturbance to their neighbors or the neighborhood in general. The requested 
variance will not cause any harm to the neighborhood, reduce the value or utility of any other property 
in the neighborhood or otherwise constitute any form of nuisance or disti~rbance. Applicants do not 
believe their request runs contrary to the rights of any adjacent landowners, the neighborhood or the 
public in general. 
CounB Ordinances. 
Applicants believe their application package to be in compliance with Kootenai County's 
Zoning Ordinance (Ordinance No. 348). Pursuant to Section 30.02 of the Ordinance, the requested 
variance from the terms of the Ordinance will not be contrary to the public interest and a literal 
enforcement of the Section 25.04(B)(l)(d) setback requirements would result in an unnecessary 
hardship upon Applicants. Pursuant to Section 30.03 of the Ordinance, Applicants believe the 
requested variance would be in harmony with the general purpose and intent ofthe Ordinance and will 
not be injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise detrimental to the public welfare. 
Idaho Code. 
Applicants believe their application package to be consistent with the requirements of Idaho 
law, including Idaho Code Section 67-6516 (Variance). 
Comurehensive Plan. 
Applicants further believe their request to be consistent with Kootenai County's 
Comprehensive Plan. The requested variance will not have an adverse impact upon the County's air 
or groundwater quality. Arguably, the columnar basalt cliffs surrounding portions of Hayden Lake 
constitute a "natural landmark" and/or a "unique landscape". Allowing the Applicants to avoid 
destroying a portion of said cliffs and not having to construct the stair system over the face of the cliff 
is consistent with Goal 27 of the Comprehensive Plan. 
Vasseur & Schlotthauer, PLLC 
Attorneys & Counselors at Law 
Kootenni Cowzty 
Bziildirzg & Planning Depa~tmeni 
Jnnzmry 24, 2006 
Pnge j 
Additional Documentation. 
Also enclosed with this application package are the following documents: 
(i) Vicinity Maps [Exhibits A-1, A-2 & A-31; 
(ii) Site Photos [Exhibits B-I, B-2, B-3, B-4, B-5 & 8-61; and 
(iii) Site Plan [Exhibit C]. 
I believe my clients' Application Package to be complete. Please contact my office with notice 
of any missing or incomplete information. I look forward to working with you in processing this 
application. Feel free to give me a call with any questions. 
Very sincerely yours, 
V SEUR & SCHLOTTHAUER, PLLC . 
$27 
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Vasseur & Schlotthauer, PLLC 
Attorneys & Counselors at Law 
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CASE NO. V-849-06 (lacoboni: 
I 
Type: Variance, a request by Stt,,len and Mary Iacoboni for a variance to the ,-ioot side set back requirement of the 
Kootenai County Ordinance in order to relocate and reconstruct a stairway system extending from their residence to the 
shore of Hayden Lake. The Applicant is requesting a variance to allow a setback of two (2) feet from the five (5) foot 
setback requirement on the sideleast property line. The parcel is approximately .906 acres in the Restricted Residential 
zone. The site is located at 10634 Blue Rock Lane, in tlayden Lake. The site is described as TaxNo. 18925 in Govt. Lt. 
4, and is a portion of the northwest quarter of Section 17, Township 51, Range 03 West, B.M., Kootenai County, Idaho. 
Staff Presentation: Jay Lockhart, Planner 1, presented the application. He submitted Exhibit HE1000, which is a letter 
received from the City of Hayden Lake stating they had no objection to the application. He also submitted Exhibits P-3 
and P-4 (Public Comment), which are documents received since the writing of the Staff Report. Mr. Lockhart stated he 
does not believe the survey issues have been resolved. In addition, based on a signed Affidavit, notice requirements have 
been met. 
Applicant Presentation: Brent Schlotthauer, Applicants' Legal Counsel, presented the application. H e  stated the 
Applicants plan to reconstruct and relocate the stairway. The seller of the property told the Applicants where the 
property line was located, but subsequent surveys showed an encroachment. He added tlie Applicants want to place the 
entire stairway on their property, but the topography does not allow this without a variance. Mr. Schlotthauer stated the 
stairway would only be used by the homeowners, whicll would result in fairly low level usage. Regarding the litigation 
between the Applicants and Mr. Barnes, he stated the situation arose from a faulty survey by the prior owner of botli 
parcels. [He stated the property was divided and the survey shows the lake frontage substantially in the lake bed. He 
added the frontage footage was substantially altered. tiowever, the litigation does not affect the variance request and it is 
a non-issue wit11 this application. Mr. Schlotthauer stated there is an extremely steep slope of the property from the 
residence to tlie shore and it would be difficult to walk up and down with the stairway. If the variance request is denied, 
the Applicants would have to blast tlie cliff out a r  place the stairway over the cliff, which would destroy the natural 
beauty of the outcropping. 
Public Testimony: Comment Sheets submitted: 2. Applicant/Representative-1; Neutral-1; In Favor-0; Opposed-0. The 
names and addresses of the individuals speaking or submitting comment are part of the record. 
Sumnzary of Publrc Conzmenf Rece~ved 
Agree with the Applicants that the slope is too steep to walk down safely. 
The neighbor was only sold fifty feet of lake frontage and path. It would not be possible to build a stairway on 
that property due to setbacks. 
The neiglibor will loose property if tlie survey is adjusted. 
Tlie surveyor made a mistake, but the stairway needs to be put in the correct spot once the survey is corrected. 
If this variance is approved, the neighbor wants to be afforded the same courtesy that if he needs one, he can get 
one. 
Tlie neighbor has no objection to what they are trying to do, but doesn't want them to object if lie requests to do 
the satiie thing. 
Exhibits Presented: HE1000- Letter from City of Hayden Lake, submitted by Staff 
HE 100 I -  Photos of sitelstairway, submitted by W. Barnes 
Applicaot's Rebuttal: None 
There being no f~irtlier coniiiients froru the public, testiiiiony was closed 011 this item at 6 2 3  p.in 
The Heal-ing Esa~iiiner. Lisa Key, will review this case and submit her written report to the Board of County 
Coin~nissioners in two weeks. 
Exhibit t i  > II 
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BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMWER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO 
IN THX MATTER OF TNE APPLICATION ) CASE NO. V-849-06 
OF STEPHEN & MARY IACOBONI FOR ) FINDINGS OF FACT, 
A VARIANCE TO SETBACK REQUIXEMXNTS ) APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS, 
IN TFE RESTRICTED RESIDENTIAL ZONE ) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
) RECOb@lENDATION AND DRAFT 
) CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
I COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
1.01 The Building and Planning Department issued a Notice of Public Hearing on this application, Case No. 
V-849-06, with the hearing to be held on June 1, 2006. On May 4, 2006, notice was published in the 
Coeur d'Alene Press. On May 9, 2006, notice was posted on the site. It is the Applicant's 
responsibility for notification of adjacent property owners within 300 feet of the subject property. 
Based on a signed Affidavit, notice requirements appear to have been met. 
1.02 On June 1. 2006, a public hearing was held before the Kootenai County Hearing Examiner. Jay 
Lockhart introduced the application. He submitted into testimony ACI comments &om Hayden Lake 
(Exhibit RE-1000, Letter). Brett Schlotthauer, applicant's attorney, presented the request. He testified 
that the applicant was seeking a variance to allow for the reconstruction of a stairway that currently 
encroaches on the neighbor's property to within three feet from the property line. He indicated that the 
property has a unique topography, with only seven to eight feet between the property boundary and a 
steep basalt cliff. He indicated that while there is litigation between the applicant's and the adjacent 
property owners regarding a survey error by the prior owner of both properties, the property boundary in 
question was not in dispute. He did indicate that the owners have a residence on the property, and the 
stairway serves to provide access to the waterfront. He indicated that the stairway was built by the 
applicant's after the property was purchased, and that the variance was only being requested in the area 
of the rock outcrop. He indicated that if the variance was denied, the options for accessing the 
waterfront were very limited and cost prohibitive. 
Wayne L. Barnes, neighbor, testified that his property was adjacent to the requested setback variance, 
and that he was in litigation with the applicant over a property boundary dispute. He introduced photos 
into the record (Exhibit HE-1001, Photos), and indicated that the terrain was too steep to walk down to 
the water front safely without a stairway. He testified that he wasn't opposed to the variance request, 
provided that the two neighbors could resolve their boundary dispute first, or so long as it didn't effect 
his ability to also obtain a variance. 
ZI FINDINGS OF FACT 
2.01 Applicant. Brent Schlotthauer, 409 Coeur d'Alene Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 (Exhibit A-1, 
Application) 
2.02 Owners. Stephen and Mary Iacoboni, 10634 Blue Rock Lane, Hayden Lake, Idaho 83835 (Exhibit 
A-1, Application) 
2.03 Proposal. The Applicant is requesting a variance to the Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance to allow a 
side setback of two (2) feet, &om the five (5) foot side setback requirement, to the east side property 
line. The site is 0.906 acres, and is located adjacent to the shores of Hayden Lake, in the Restricted 
Residential zone. The Applicant has an existing stair syst t t. nc ofiches onto t$ adjacent property. Fx'IbIf '4 
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The variance would allow for a 70-foot section of the stair system to he relocated within the property, 
two (2) feet from the property line. (Exhibits A-3, Narrative; A-7, Site Plan) 
2.04 Location and Legal Description. The site is located at 10634 N. Bluerock Lane, Hayden, Idaho 
83835. The site is described as Tax #I8925 in Govt. Lt 4, and is a portion of the northwest quarter of 
Section 17, Township 51, Range 03 West, B.M., Kootenai County, Idaho. The parcel number is 
5 1N03W-17-4150, and the serial number is 229566. (Exhibits S 2 ,  Assessor Map; S1, Assessor Data 
Sheet; S-3, ArcView Map) 
2.05 Zoning. The property is located in the Restricted Residential zone. The minimum lot size in this zone 
is 8,250 square feet. The minimum setbacks in this zone are 25 feet front and rear, and 10 feet on the 
sides. Stairways less than four (4) feet in width may 'be located no closer than five (5) feet from a side 
property line. 
2.06 Existing Structures. The one structure on this parcel is a 4,831 square foot home with an attached 
garage. mxhibit A-6, Photographs; A-7, Site Plan) 
2.07 Surrounding Land Use. The surrounding land use consists primarily of single family residences, and 
accessory buildings. 
2.08 Physical Characteristics. According to the Soil Survey of Kootenai County Area, Idaho, the soils in 
this area are considered the Lacy-Bobbitt association and consist of moderately deep soils on 
mountainsides and terrace escarpments. Slopes are 5 to 35 percent. Topography: The home sits on a 
slope of approximately 35%, but the parcel drops off to near vertical due to the basalt cliffs on the south 
end near the lake. Vegetation: The parcel is sparsely vegetated with trees and brush. (Exhibit A-6, 
Photographs) 
2.09 Flood Zone and Wetlands. According to FEMA Flood Lnsurance Rate Map, Community Panel 
Number 160076-0125 C, a small portion of this site, at the waterfront, is within a Flood Zone A. 
2.10 Access. Access to the site is by N. Bluerock Lane, a privately maintained road in the Lakes Highway 
District. 
2.1 1 Fire Protection. The property is within the boundaries of the Northern Lakes Fire District. In a 
comment letter dated March 13,2006, Fire Marshal Dean S. Marcus stated that the Northern Lakes Fire 
District approves the variance and has no requirements. (Exhibit PA-1, Comment Letter) 
2.12 Area of City Impac t  The property is located within the Hayden Lake Area of City Impact. A request 
for comment was mailed to Hayden Lake City Hall on April 21,2006. At this writing, no comment has 
been received. 
2.13 Public Comments. At the time of the hearing, the Building and Planning Department had received four 
comments: two opposed and two neutral. (Exhibits P-1 through P-4, Public Comment) 
111 APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS 
3.01 Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance No. 375. 
Article 2, Rules and Definitions, Variance. This restates the Idaho Code definition of a Variance 
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Section 30.02 authorizes variances from the Zoning Ordinance, as will not be contrary to the public 
interest, owing to special conditions where literal enforcement of the Ordinance would result in 
unnecessary hardship. 
Section 30.03 outlines the procedures for granting a variance, states that a public hearing be held with 
notice according to Idaho Code, authorizes the hearing body to attach conditions to a variance approval, 
and states that the following findings shall be made: 
a) Whether the requirements of Section 30.03 have been met. 
b) Whether the reasons set forth in the application justify the granting of a variance. 
c) That the variance is the minimum that will make possible the reasonable use of the land, 
building or structure. 
d) That the granting of the variance will he in harmony with the general purpose and intent of the 
Zoning Ordinance, and will not be injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise detrimental to the 
public welfare. 
Article 25, Supplementary Regulations 
Section 25.04 Exceptions to Height and Setback Regulations 
B. Exceptions to Setback Requirements 
1 .  The setback requirements as previously stated in this Ordinance shall not 
apply to: 
d) Stairways and walkways (which do not exceed four (4) feet in width) and 
stairway landings (which do not exceed six (6) feet in width or length), 
subject to the following setback requirements: 
.................... 1) Front and Rear Yard. none 
.......................... 2) Side Yard five (5) feet 
3.02 Kootenai County Ordinance No. 355, Hearing Procedures. 
3.03 Idaho Code $67-6516, Variance; 967-6519 and 567-6520, Permit Process; $67-6521, Actions by 
Affected Persons; 967-6535, ApprovalIDenial Requirements; 967-2343, Notice of Meetings. 
Idaho Code $67-6516 defmes the situations for which a variance to the Zoning Ordinance may be 
granted, and states that a variance may be granted "only upon a showing of undue hardship because of 
characteristics of the site, and that the variance is not in conflict with the public interest". Notice and an 
opportunity to he heard must be provided to property owners adjoining the parcel under consideration. 
Idaho Code 967-6519 and $67-6520 outline the permit process and the decision specifications. The 
application must first go to the Planning Commission or Hearing Examiner for their recommendation. 
Recommendations andlor decisions must specifL the ordinance and standards used in evaluating the 
application, the reasons for the approval or denial, and if the decision is a denial, the actions that the 
Applicant could take to obtain a permit. 
Idaho Code $67-6521 defmes an "affected person", states that an affected person may request a hearing 
on any permit authorized under Chapter 65, outlines the actions the Board may take, and provides for 
judicial review if requested within 28 days after all remedies have been exhausted under local 
ordinances. 
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Idaho Code $67-6535 requires that the approval or denial be accompanied by a reasoned statement that 
explains the criteria and standards considered relevant, the relevant contested facts, and the rationale for 
the decision based on the factual information contained in the record, the applicable provisions of the 
Comprehensive Plan, relevant ordinances and laws. 
Idaho Code 967-2343 provides general requirements for meeting notices such as the Commissioners 
weekly deliberations. 
IV CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
4.01 The granting of a variance in this application is inconsistent with the requirements set forth in Section 
30.03 of Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance No. 375 and Idaho Code 967-6521; given the existing 
development on the lot, the applicant has not demonstrated unique or special circumstances pertaining 
to this property that would create an unnecessary hardship that would deny reasonable use of the 
property when the literal enforcement of the code is applied. 
4.02 The reasons set forth in the application and through testimony do not appear to justify the requested 
variance, based upon the standards set forth in Section 30.03 of Kootenai County Zoning Ord'mance No. 
348 and Idaho Code 967-6521. The applicant's submission indicates that an existing residence, already 
existed on the property prior to the construction of the stairway that encroached on the adjacent 
property. The applicant has demonstrated that he already had reasonable use of the subject property, 
without the construction (or reconstruction) of the stairway. The applicant has therefore failed to 
demonstrate that strict enforcement of the ordinance would result in an undue hardship that would 
prevent the reasonable use of the subject property. 
4.03 Since the applicant has reasonable use of the property without the granting of the variance, the applicant 
has failed to demonstrate that the variance requested is the minimum necessary to make possible the 
reasonable use of the property. 
4.04 The granting of a variance in this application is not consistent with the requirements set forth in Section 
30.03 of Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance No. 375. While public notice and public hearing 
requirements for an application for variance have been met, the applicant has failed to demonstrate that 
the application meets the standards of approval for a variance. 
V RECOMMENDATION 
Based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law set forth in this document, the Hearing Examiner 
recommends to the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners that the application for Case No. V-849-06, a 
request by Stephen and Shirley Iacoboni for a variance to setback requirements, DENIED. 
Submitted by: 
I . h-6- 
Lisa D. Key, Hearing ~ x a m &  
BEFORE T H E  BOARD O F  COMMISSIONERS O F  KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO 
IN T H E  MATTER O F  T H E  APPLICATION ) CASE NO. V-S49-06 
O F  STEPHEN Sr MARY UCOBONI  FOR ) FINDnVGS O F  FACT, 
A VARIANCE T O  SETBACK REQUIREMENTS ) LEGAL 
IN T H E  RESTRICTED RESIDENTIAL ZONE ) CONCLUS1ONS OF 
) RECOMMENDATION AND DRAFT 
) CONDITIONS O F  APPROVAL 
1 COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
1.01 Tile Building and Pla~iliing Department issued a Notice of Pi~blic Hearing on this application, 
Case No. V-849-06, with the hearing to be held oil June I ,  2006. Oil May 4, 2006, notice was 
publislied in the Coezrr djllene Press. On May 9, 2006, notice was posted on the site. It is the 
Applicant's responsibility for notification of adjacent property owners within 300 feet of tlie 
subject property. Based 011 a signed Affidavit, notice requirements appear to have been met. 
1.02 On June 1, 2006, a public hearing was held before the Kootenai County Hearing Examiner. Jay 
Lockhart introduced the application. He submitted into testimony Area of City Impact comments 
from the City of Haydeli Lake (Exhibit HE-1000, Letter). Brett Schlotthauer, Appiicant, 
presented the request. He testified that tlie Owners were seeking a variance to allow for the 
reco~istruction of a stairway that currently encroaches on the neighbor's property to within three 
feet from the property line. He indicated that the property has a unique topography, with ollly 
seven to eight feet between the property boundary and a steep basalt cliff. He indicated that while 
there is litigation between the Owners and the adjacent property owners regarding a survey error 
by tlie prior owner of both properties, the property boundary in question was not in dispute. He 
did indicate that the Owners have a residence on the property and the stairway serves to provide 
access to the waterfront. He indicated that the stairway was built by the Owners after the 
property was purchased and that the variance was only being requested in the area of the rock 
outcrop. He indicated that if the variance was denied, the options for accessing the waterfront 
were very limited and cost prohibitive. 
Wayne L. Barnes, neighbor, testified that his property was adjacent to tlie requested setback 
variance, and that he was in litigation with the Owners over a property boundary dispute. He 
introduced pliotos into the record (Exhibit HE-1001, Photos) and indicated that tlie terrain was 
too steep to walk down to the water front safely without a stairway. He testified that he wasn't 
opposed to the variance request, provided that the two neighbors could resolve their boundary 
dispute first, or so long as it didn't affect his ability to also obtain a variance. 
1.03 At their deliberations on June 22, 2006, the Board of County Coinmissioners received a 
recommendation from the Hearing Examiner that Case No. V-849-06 be denied. Upon review of 
all files, exhibits and testimony of current record regarding said application, the Board makes tlie 
following Findings of Fact and Conclusions. 
11 FINDINGS OF FACT 
2.01 Applicant. Brent Schlotthauer, 409 Coeur d'Alene Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 83814 
(Exhibit A-1, Application) 
Exhibit " 5 11 
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2.02 Owners. Stephetl and Mary lacoboni, 10634 Blue Rock Lnne, Haydeli Lake, Idalio, 83835 
(Esliibit A-1, Applicatio~~) 
2.03 Proposal. The Applicant is requesting a variance to the Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance to 
allow a side setback of two (2) feet, from the five (5) foot side setback requirement, to the east 
side property line. The site is 0.906 acres, and is located adjacent to the shores of Hayden Lake, 
in the Restricted Residential zone. The Applicant has an existing stair system that encroaclies 
onto the adjacent property. The variance would allow for a 70-foot section of the stair systein to 
be relocated within the pi-operty, two (2) feet from tile property line. (Eshibits A-3, Narrative; 
A-7, Site Plnn) 
2.04 Location and Legal Description. The site is located at 10634 N. Bluerock Lane, Hayden, Idaho 
83835. The site is described as Tax #I8925 in Govt. Lt 4, and is a portion of the northwest quarter 
of Section 17, Township 5 1, Range 03 West, B.M., Kootenai County, Idalio. The parcel number 
is 51N03W-17-4150, atid the serial number is 229566. (Exhibits S-2, Assessor Map; S-1, 
Assessor Data Sheet; S-3, ArcView Map) 
2.05 Zoning. The property is located in the Restricted Residential zone. The minimuin lot size in this 
zone is 8,250 square feet. The minimum setbacks in this zone are 25 feet fi.ont and rear, and 10 
feet 011 the sides. Stairways less than four (4) feet in  width may be located no closer than five (5) 
feet from a side property line. 
2.06 Existing Structures. The one structure on this parcel is a 4,831 square foot home with an 
attached garage. (Exhibit A-6, Photographs; A-7, Site Plan) 
2.07 Surrounding Land Use. The surrounding land use consists primarily of single family 
residences, and accessory buildings. 
2.08 Physical Characteristics. According to the Soil Survey of Kootenai County Area, Idaho, the 
soils in this area are considered the Lacy-Babbitt association and cozlsist of moderately deep soils 
on moulltainsides and terrace escarpments. Slopes are 5 to 35 percent. Topography: The home 
sits 011 a slope of approximately 35%, but the parcel drops off to near vertical due to the basalt 
cliffs on the south end near the lake. Vegetation: The parcel is sparsely vegetated with trees and 
brush. (Exhibit A-6, Photographs) 
2.09 Flood Zone and Wetlands. According to FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map, Community Panel 
Number 160076-0125 C, a small portion of this site, at the waterfront, is within a Flood Zone A. 
2.10 Access. Access to the site is by N. Bluerock Lane, a privately maintained road in the Lakes 
Highway District. 
2.1 1 Fire Protection. The property is within the boundaries of the Northern Lakes Fire District. In a 
comment letter dated March 13, 2006, Fire Marshal Dean S. Marcus stated that the Northern 
Lakes Fire District approves the variance and has no requirements. (Exhibit PA-I, Comment 
Letter) 
2.12 Area of City Impact. The property is located witliin the Hayden Lake Area of City Impact. A 
request for comment was mailed to Hayden Lake City Hall on April 21,2006. At this writing, no 
comment has been received. 
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2.13 Public Comments. At the time of tlie hearing, the Building and Planning Departinent had 
received four comments: two opposed and two neutral. (Exhibits P-1 tlil-ough P-4, Public 
Comment) 
III APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS 
3.01 Kootenai County Zoni~lg Ordinance No. 375. 
Article 2. Rules and Definitions, Variance. This restates the ldalio Code definitioii of a Variance. 
Section 30.02 authorizes variances from tlie Zoning Ordinance, as will not be contrary to tlie 
public interest, owing to special conditions where literal enforcement of the Ordinance would 
result in unnecessary hardship. 
Section 30.03 outlines tile procedures for granting a variance, states that a public hearing be held 
with notice according to Idaho Code, authorizes the hearing body to attach conditions to a 
variance approval, and states that the following findings shall be made: 
a) Whether the requirements of Section 30.03 have been met. 
b) Whether the reasons set forth in the application justify the granting of a variance. 
c) That the variance is tlie minimum that will make possible the reasonable use of tlie land, 
building or structure. 
d) That the granting of the variance will be in harmony with the general purpose atid illtent 
of the Zoning Ordinance, and will not be injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise 
detrimental to the public welfare. 
Article 25, Supplementary Regulations. 
Section 25.04 Exceptions to Height and Setback Regulations 
B. Exceptions to Setback Requirements 
I .  The setback requirements as previously stated in this Ordinance sliall not apply to: 
d) Stairways and walkways (which do not exceed four (4) feet in width) and 
stairway landings (which do not exceed six (6) feet in width or length), 
subject to tlie following setback requirements: 
..................... I) Front and Rear Yard none 
.......................... 2) Side Yard five (5) feet 
3.02 Kootenai County Ordinance No. 355, Hearing Procedures 
3.03 Idaho Code 967-65 16, Variance; 567-6519 and 567-6520, Permit Process; 967-6821, Actions by 
Affected Persons; 967-6535, ApprovalIDenial Requirements; 567-2343, Notice of Meetings. 
Idaho Code 567-6516 defines the situations for which a variance to the Zoning Ordinance may be 
granted, and states that a variance may be granted "only upon a showing of undue hardship 
because of characteristics of the site, and that the variance is not in conflict with the public 
interest". Notice and an opportunity to be heard must be provided to property owners adjoining 
the parcel under consideration. 
027 
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Ihho Code 567-65 19 and 567-6820 outline tlie pe~mit process and the decision specifications. 
The application ~iiust first go to tlie Planning Commission or Hearing Esaininer for their 
recommendation. Recorn~nendations andlor decisions must specify the ordinance and standards 
used in evalr~ating tlie application, tlie reasons for tlie approval or denial, and if the decisio~i is a 
denial, the actions that the Applicant could take to obtain a permit. 
ldnho Code $67-6521 defines an "affected person", states that an affected person may request a 
hearing on any perniit authorized under Chapter 65, outlines the actiolis tlie Board may take, and 
provides for judicial review if requested withill 25 days after all remedies lhave been exhausted 
under local ordinances. 
lo'nho Code $67-6535 requires that the approval or denial be accompanied by a reasoned 
statement that explains the criteria and standards considered relevant, tlie relevant contested facts, 
and the rationale for tlie decision based on the factual information contained in tlie record, the 
applicable provisions of the Comprehensive Plan, relevant ordinances and laws. 
Idaho Code 567-2343 provides general requirements for meeting !notices such as the 
Commissioners weekly deliberations. 
IV CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
4.01 The granting of a variance in this application is consistent with the requirements set forth in 
Section 30.03 of Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance No. 375 and Idaho Code $67-6521; given 
the existing development on the lot, the Applicant has demonstrated unique or special 
circumstances pertaining to this property that would create a hardship that would deny 
reasonable use of the property when the literal enforcement of the code is applied. 
4.02 The reasons set forth in the application and through testimony appear to justify the requested 
variance, based upon the standards set forth in Section 30.03 of Kootenai County Zoning 
Ordinance No. 375 and Idaho Code 567-6521. 
4.03 The granting of a variance in this application is consistent with the requirements set forth in 
Section 30.03 of Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance No. 375. The public notice and public 
hearing requirements for an application for variance have been met, and the Applicant has 
demonstrated that the application meets the standards of approval for a variance. 
V RECOMMENDATION 
Based on the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law set forth in this document, the Board of County 
Commissioners of Kootenai County, Idaho, orders that the application for Case No. V-849-06, a request 
by Brett Sc1ilotthauer for Stephen and Shirley Iacoboni for a variance to setback requirements, be 
APPROVED with the following conditions: 
5.01 The specific terms and conditions placed on this variance shall run with the land and remain valid 
upon a change of ownership. The Applicant, or future assigns having an interest in the subject 
property, shall fully comply with all conditions place upon this variance. This variance is not 
transferable from the approved site to another site. This approval is limited to the buildings, 
activities and plans outlined in the project narrative, site plan and testimony provided as part of 
this request. 
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5.02 Changes in the coliditions and terms of this Order of Decision shall not be nodertaken by the 
Applicant, or future assigns having an interest in the subject property, until the Building and 
Planning Director lias reviewed the proposed changes atid approval has been granted by the 
appropriate officials. 
5.03 Tlie project shall coliforni to tlie nat-rative atid plans that were submitted, Elllibits A-3,and A-7. 
All other setbacks sliall be met. 
Dated this 6th day ofJuly 2006 
KOOTENAI COUNTY 
DELIBERATIONS 
MINUTES OF MEETING 
June 22,2006 
Case No. V-849-06 (Iacoboni) 
The Kootenai County Board of Conmlissioners met in a continuation of the second Monday of June 
2006. 
Commissioners Present: Commissioner Brodie, Cornmissioner Currie, Chairmail lohiison 
CONFLICT(S): None 
CHANGES: Case No. S-83 IP-05 (Morning Star Equestrian Estates) was pulled from the 
agenda. 
PRESENT: Mark Mussman, Staci Arnies, Cheri Howell, Debbie Wilson, Jay Lockhart, Pat 
Braden, Jan Gera 
Jay Lockhart presented Case No. V-849-06, a request by Stephen and Mary lacoboni for a variance to 
the 5-foot side set back requirement of the Kootenai County Ordinance in order to relocate and 
reconstruct a stairway system extending from their residence to the shore of Hayden Lake. The Appkicant 
is requesting a variance to allow a setback of two (2) feet from the five ( 5 )  foot setback requireinent on 
tlie sideleast property line. The parcel is approximately ,906 acres in the Restricted Residential zone. The 
site is located at 10634 Blue Rock Lane, ill Hayden Lake. The site is described as Tax No. 18925 in 
Govt. Lt. 4, and is a portion of tlie northwest quarter of Section 17, Township 51, Range 03 West, B.M., 
Kootenai County, Idaho. 
Mr. Milssman stated this case was heard before the Hearing Examiner on June 1, 2006 and she 
reconimended denial. The Applicant's attorney has submitted a letter requesting a public hearing before 
the Board of County Commissioners. 
Commissioner Currie stated the Board normally grants requests for public hearings, but after looking 
through the Findings of Fact, lie is not willing to waste the Applicants' time or Staff's time. He stated 
that, although he is in favor of granting the request for public hearing, be is willing to make a motion to 
approve the variance application. Commissioner Brodie stated she is familiar with the site, which is very 
steep. She stated she is not opposed to the variance request and wishes to move forward. Chairman 
Johnson stated the Applicants would not be asking for a public hearing if they had received a 
recommendation of approval from the Hearing Examiner. He added that the only person in attendance at 
the public hearing was not opposed to the variance request. Commissioner Currie questioned Staff 
regarding tlie location of tile request and the location of the boundary line dispute. Mr. Lockhart stated he 
did not believe the dispute had anything to do with the variance request, as it is on the opposite boundary 
line. In addition, the topography of the site warrants the variance request. 
Motioii by Commissioner Currie to deny the request for a public hearing on Case No. V-849-06, a request 
by Stephen and Mary Iacoboni. The motion was seconded by Chairmen Johnson, who then asked for 
discussion. Commissioner Brodie asked for confirmation that the Board could approve the request 
without an additional public hearing. After receiving an affirmative, she was i i i  agreement with the 
Como~issioners. 
Commissioner Brodie: Aye / 
Commissioner Currie: ~ ; e  
Chairman Johnson: Aye 0x0 Exhibit " 6 " 
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Decision: Deny request for additional public hearing 
Motioti by Conlmissioner Brodie, secoltded by Coilumissioner Currie, to approve Case No. V-849-06, a 
reqttest by Stephen and Mary Iacoboni for a variance to the 5-foot side set back requil-ement of the 
Kootellai County Ordinance in order to relocate and reconstruct a stairway system extending from their- 
residetlce to the shore of Haydeli Lake. Further, directed Staff to prepare the Order of Decision. 
Co~nlllissioner Brodie: Aye 
Cotntnissioner Cut-rie: Aye 
Chairii~an Johnson: Aye 
Decision: Approve 
Submitted by, 
iT8.1 229566 51N03W-17-4150 REAL REGULAR ROLL for 2006 27 SEP 2006 
1502 'PRIME* 17 51N 03W Code Area 118-000 07: 22: 14 
LACOBONI, STEPHEN J ETUX B L D G P R M T 08/05/05 
10634 BLUE ROCK LN Lender '0942' not on file 
iAYDEN, ID 83835 Loan# 0142535962 
Agent/Pull code ZCS (09-28-05) 
~ocation: 10634 N BLUEROCK LN, HAYDEN 
* * *  SEE OCC #252762 * * *  




%RENT. 51N03W-17-3150 REVAL YEAR 2003 
.IOTICE DATE: 05-31-05 
:ategory Note Acres Front Ft Market Blt Apprd Inlt Factor 
L2 RURAL LAND IW333 0.906 115.300 361,682 0303 MLS 1500'T 
34 IMPROVEMENT/CAT 12 HI 534,425 04 1204 EAM 1250*T 
30 HOMEOWNERS EXEMPT 34 -50.000 120405 BW 
0.906 115 300 846,107 
qASTE CODING: 1.00 RESIDENTIAL 
Exhibit" I1 
Page I of I % )  - 
3PECIAL ASSESSMENTS Code Amount Acres Amount Acres 
WASTE DISPOSAL 4 5 7  8 8 . 0 0  
?errnit# Issue Plan# S Action OC TYPE 
$ 3 7 0 2 0  1 2 - 2 4 - 0 3  3 7 0 2 0  1 0 9 - 2 2 - 0 4  9  SNGL FAM RES 
PZ NOTES: OK FOR BLDG PERMIT TX#18925 1 0 / 0 2  SM 
- END - ONE OTHER - - * 
Value 
291613 
BUILDIN? PERMIT API LICATION 
Jurisdiction of Kootenai County, Idaho 
N O .  3 7 C 1 2 Q  
Owner  : IACOBONT, STEP$iSM J ETUE ? f ; 2 ~ f :  { Z Q g J  j ? : j - 5 & & 2  
A d d r e s s :  l i 7 3 5  EASTSBORZ K R Y D E h I  IC 3 3 8 3 5  
S e r i a l  : 2 2 3 5 6 6  P l a n :  5 7 B Z 0  D a t e :  
P a r c e l # :  5 1 N E 3 W - 1 7 - 4 i 5 0  S 1 7  T ilk4 R 63Vl 
L e g a l  : T A X  # l e g 2 5  iIjj  GO!!? LT 4 j  
C o n t c t c :  RILEY & ;IL'f?'- '" .. k a t I? !,I s T P ? " , j f i e :  : Z $ e )  7 1 3 - 3 6 5 3  
M C o n t ~ " :  D & D B j A T Z N G  t i 3 4 6 Z  Phfl:~? : { ~ " p , )  , L C  , i - r i i i  7-': 
J o b  A d d :  1 @ 6 3 4  M BLUESOCR L A N E  H A Y D E N  8 . 3 R 3 5  
D i r e c t s :  H W Y  9 9  8 ,  E O N  LANCASTER, H T  Oi; ENGLZSE POINT,  L P  OM 
B L U E R O C R  L A N E  T O  S I T E  O N  W A T E R  S I D E  
V a l u e  : P :  P C  : M :  T o t a l :  P 
S i z e  
OCC T y p :  Y S N G L  PAM RES DCC Group:R3!U O C C  L o a d :  
C o n s t c c :  V R  N W E C :  C ~ Q S Z ,  '5% \> 
Z o n i n g  : RE? H e a i t n :  
("a 3 a 
Onicicl rnaygranlons 6 - m n l h  exlension. 
I re re^, car ly ins!. r l r e  teaa m a  ehnrnnea :ns a o ~  ralonano m ; ~  ~rlr ams 13 oe m e  anocanm: A 
plcr.s :I,S I a * s ~ r ~ ~ ~ o . n a n i r ~  ju.arn.rg!n i I,:.<' *cf.m.s b e c o r p  eo m,n r n c u a ~ ~ o e : ~ ~ e o n a ~ e n  E DEPT. 
o.no1 T " i l l ~ d n l r i i D i d o e m l I O ~ B I n c ! ~ ~ s . r n e ~ O o . . e ~ " ~ " c ~ ~ , I , .  Z i l e C i o r C s l i h e r l n  ;cnrolm,rlniz . - .  
oc iowt saw isgutatingmns~rumion or :he pedannancs ol monmction. 
' ' /  Ey i r s u b g a n y p m l t o r ~ n t f l o ~ I ~ , ~ r  byconducllnganysampll~nceInspoctlon,KmlsnslCaunQmakar 
no~snen~.lrnpllsdorothhhIs~,~h~I~)ny lnspwted bultdlng 16 ~ o n ~ ~ d w h l l y l m p l e w l h  \ 
~ d 0 p t e d c ~ ~ ~ ~ r l h B l l l l s ~ ~ f ~ ~ r l I t I 0 1 ( 1 n y p ~ n l t p r p . K ~ l 0 t e n e l C ~ ~ n l y ~ x p r s m r l y d l ~ I ~ I m 6 ~ ~ y  
Inebitmv orronstructlon defects In bulldingr 11 Is~a l led  upanlo Inspec1 inthe course 01 cerwlog out Its 
' ELEVATION CERTIFICATE 
- 
SITE DISTURBANCE 
DEPT. OF M.H. 
1 
OTHER 
J2Y5b6 PLEASE PRINT 
Parcel Number Today's Date 
Appltcanf s Name P o  1?5-Sbl03 
Owner's Name S{c\)tsrj\&~ \i T&.u hod 1 Phone &/Q k # p c c A  
Owner's Mail~ng Address 1 7 5 $. & C L ~  $W CltyIStateTZtp && 9 3S3q 
t Contractor's Name - Phone 7- ; )3-S663 
Contractor's Address b 0 ~ 1 5 7 0  
\ 
EngineerlArchitect i Phone 
Mechanical Contractor's Name Dl- Ltcense # / 8 G b ~  Phone 7Ib 5- 7 7 2  7 
Utility Co. Heat System (/; CA Type of Windows 
Has Project Received Red Tag? N If so, date 
TYPE OF PERMIT APPLIED FOR: 
~ouse& Pole Bam- Garage- D e c k  Commercial- Industrial - Other- 
Addition- Remodel- Change of Use- Site Disturbance- 
R 
'Setting- 'Mobile to Real- Number of Existing Buildings on the Property - u
9s - 
LCX /a  I/U "-- L 
'MANUFACTURED HOME: Make Year Size X 
Setting Contractor: Lic No. Phone: .............*.... -..*...**..*.**.*.**....**..*....*.***.*.*~.**..~.*.*. 
OFFICE USE ONLY 
Serial # 937524? zone /Q.& Property Size 70 Fko,Coverage .435?/t). ... . . . . .. 
C/ (sa-\ - , 3 3 5 K  Flood Zone Map 160076- 
Property Address ye& 3 4 /L! &/UC.,.~C/;L/ Q? SL/Q dPR 93833j  
If Commercial./lndustrial. Describe Usage 
Residential (49) C S100 Commercia!flnduslnai (50) C Hwy District 
n Removal of Existing Structure/Mobile DYC! p./ii~3 , 
? Warranty Deed Inst. * Fire Distnct d ,  c-& ) 
3 Not for Habitable Space/Comm/lnd Use 2 IDUArrny CorplAirportllTD 
2 Elevation Cert C Stormwater/Landscape Designs 
cri Other 
APPROVED We % h d - ~ 1  DATE - 
Rev 1OlOO 
AT8.1 2 2 9 5 6 6  51N03W-17-4150 9EAL R E G U M  ROLL for  2 0 0 3  2E, " 2 0 0 3  
3502 1 7  51N 03W 1 A r e a  118-000  : 3 0 : 5 2  
IACOBONI, STEPHEN J ETUX 
3 0 9 9  E FERNAN HILL RD 
COEUR D ALENE, I D  8 3 8 1 4  
L o c a t r o n :  1 0 6 3 4  N BLUEROCK LN, HAYDEN 
# I 8 9 2 5  [ I N  GOVT LT 41 L a s t  Y e a r ' s  M a r k e t :  $ 1 4 7 , 4 3 0  LAND 
$ 1 4 7 , 4 3 0  T o t a l  
PARENT: 51N03W-17-3150 REVAL YEAR 2 0 0 3  
NOTICE DATE: 05-27-03  
C a t e g o r y  Note Acres F r o n t  F t  M a r k e t  B l t  A p p r d  I n i t  F a c t o r  
1 2  RURAL LAND UW333 0 . 9 0 6  1 1 5 . 3 0 0  1 4 9 , 6 7 0  0 3 0 3  MLS 1 . 0 0 0  
PZ NOTES: OK FOR BLOG PERMIT TX#18925 1 0 / 0 2  SM 
- END - * 
PART. GOU'T. LOT 4 
B E N S C H E l D T  ' 
LEGEND 
. ---a- 
-. - - - -m.=mt-- 
---<--*z",-- 
-'-c- --- -,",---." . -*mr<m- . . -=>"z-- , .. -w?"c--m . -*,.?-*-.~-.'- . -,."a ,rm 
A R T  T . N .  1 3 , 8 0 5  . -,..--  m"' mm.,c. -8- -,-,-.- --.--c- 
-.-*-.- --.*I=- ' -onrl.m-na -.-.-.- -=.-- -,-.-.- --*- 
-*-,-,- ---A- 
NOTES 
P A R T  T A X  N O .  1 3 8 0 3  ', " . m - m 7 - m - = - - m -  &,.,~~"c.". -- - 
,> *,'"-.--. 
( U L f l l  m m  c o u s r ~  L-rn 
W*l LYI -*.(a 
wrncnrn- 
CERTIFICATE -- ,. ., -. -< - - a,'.awr m,,m nrr nzs o*mr " -,- ,. s, rn - m D!-r 
-,*,m. 

SITE DISTU, .aANCE PERMIT APPLICATION 
Jurisdiction of Kootenai County, Idaho 
C : o n i ; r t : ;  i ? I L ! < y  & X ~ T T Z ! ~  c,w'tcsw ,i t+ I) i ;!i l , o , . ! t , ,  ! ? % ) f i  .; ; , j . . c  ' - 
.? ti t, ., 
M ~ 0 : i t r :  :I 6 1) I ~ B A : % T ~ J G  ~ L H ~ E ; !  I :  i . d I ; i  7 : 1 5 -  7 i S l  
J o b  Rcdd: 1 . 6 6 3 4  11 HJ,UERiit:I< i,E\NI< ' ( i a l 'O8N  $!!!Is 
l ' ) l ! e c t c :  H W Y  4 5  ) I ,  6 (:IN LRNcRI:': .!; .~, : I ; $  I ,  LF !!J
B L U K R O C K  L A N E  7 0  3!TE O N  W R T R P  SICR 
v a i u e  : P :  i;~.: : H : ?r t., rI 1 : 
S i z e  I 
O C C  T y p :  Y SNGL PAM H K S  O C C  G r o u p :  P i i U  O C C  L o a d :  
C o n a t r c :  V B  N WgC : 
Zoning : RF Nea l t l i :  
C o m m e n t :  . . l a &  R C ,  1 4 6 x 2  $ 3 ~ 1  RV;;::''A (;A:;, I 4 : ~ l : i ~ ~  N?,X g i j y  2 ,  
I f 4 T O  SETBRCP 
Erosion I Stormwater I Plan Required 1 EROSION SCORE STORMWATER SCORE 
- Low (<9) Gradient -0-10 (1) -0-5 (0) I L o w I M o d e r a t e  ( 4 4 )  1 -<-No 1 - ModerateIHigh (10-20) -High (>l5) (%Slope) -1 1-25 (5) -6-10 (3) ui.4. ,.on\ - >25 (10) -11-15(6) 
ID - I -04 ( Soil Permeability - >0.5 (0) - , -~  
Type c2...0-& 
Amount 
Soil K -0-0.2 (1) 
Factor -0.21-0.4 (3) 
- >0.4 (5) - 
Exp+ation Date - <u.> (3) 
Company 
SITE CONTACT PERSON: 
Name 
Proximity - >500 (1) - >SO0 (0) 
lo Sudace -201-500 (5) - 201 -500 (5) 
,Water (ti) -0-200 (10) - -0-200 (10) - 
Amount 01 -0-33 (1) 
Disturbance -34-66 (5) 
(%of Parcel-67-100 (10) - 
Area 
Total Impervious 





SI NATUREI;.'. DATE 7 , .F'. 
I ,  / i / i j  ; I ; . a  , . / j \  
NAME (PLEASE PRINT) 
ED 
Drainage - Yes (5) 
Crossing -No (0) - 
Butter -Yes(-10) - Yes (-10) 
Strip -No (0) - -No (0) - 
TOTAL - - 











$8 ' .!! \ t ' BUILDINC PERMIT APT LICATION 
+? ' - ,  
i Jurisdiction of Kootenai County, Idaho 
C W R ~ C  : I A C O B O N I ,  STBP i !EN J ETUX P t l o f i e t  ; : ' @ g )  7 7 3 - t : F : F . ;  , ., 7 )  2 
R d d r e s a :  1 1 7 3 5  E R S T 8 8 0 L ? K  H R Y D A N  T D  8 3 8 3 5  
S e r i a l  : 2 2 9 5 6 6  P l a n :  3 7 6 2 0  D a t e :  
P a r c e l # ;  5 1 N 0 3 W - 1 7 - 4 1 5 #  S i 7  T 5 1 M  R 03W 
L e g a l  : T A X  dlC192'5 jIll G O V T  I,?' I ! ]  
~ a n t c t c :  N:LK![ & R L T T ~ ~ R  C O M S T  I ,  ( z ~ e i  7 : i 3 . . ~ ~ r .  - "  .J 3 
14. C o n t r :  D f D H E R T I N C  X I 8 4 6 2  pI;o;ie : Z Q U  I ' 7 ~ 5 . . 7 7 2 7  
Yab Rdd :  1Q634 M BLURHOCK L A N E  [ 4 A Y U B N  8 3 8 3 5  
D i r e c t c ;  R W Y  9 5  N ,  i? O N  L A I J C A S T E B ,  R T  O N  E N G L I S E  P O I N T ,  LP OF1 
[+ I, .6 .. -. - ! LAN!; T ' i j  g i T &  ON i j&Tga  :;%OF: 
V r t l i ~ e  : P: PC : 14 : ?'(jt; d l  : 
S i z e  : 
U C C  T y p ;  9 SNGL P A M  R E 6  l i ( 'C ( . . .. . ; i . uup : t ?3 i ! J  CJCC Loaii :  
~ o n s t r c ~  VB t.lk"~i:: 
Z~:I YI !. r ~ c j  : i?v g + ~ ' ; t h :  
separsto permits are reqvirsdloi elecirlcai or pl 
This permil beomer null and void il wock oiconrlmclion aumotized is no$ mmmenced wilhln 18Odays. oi ii 
ciinstc~c~ion orwork ir suspended or abandoned lor pen& of 180dsys st any lime alter worn is commenced. 
Ro~linely~chsd~l~din5pe~li~~~ssep~ml~i111tiniiedddiii1y(inIhepe~mil. Ilrequened nw~img,IhhB~ild$ 
Oiliciel may pian! one 6 - monlh sflension. 
I heieby cenihi lhal I have read and examined lhir aupiicalion and know !he same lo be Ive andronect. 
p rou i~ im~  of laws and aidinawes poveming this lype oi woh must be complied nilh ahelher rpecilird heiei 
ornol, ~hegrantingoiapemitdoesnotprerumelogiveau~hon~y iowols~eoreenceltheprovisiooro!snyrtai 
or iocal law regvla~iop mnstrvction or ihe peilormanca of constmaion. 
B y l ~ ~ ~ l n g a n y p e l m l l o ( C s n l l ~ ~ t ~ , o r b y ~ ~ n d d ~ t I n g ~ ~ y ~ ~ m p I I ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ p e ~ l l ~ n ~ K m t t n n l C o u n ~ m e k e r  
no warrsnly.lmplled or OIhemlae, that any Inspecled buildlog bconrfruEled wholly lncomplisnce with 
sdoptsdcodsrorthalllIIIIiIIIIltlo~anyp~~l~uI~~p~Ip~, KmlsnslCovntyerprerrly dlscIIimbbby 
liablllly or construction dafacts In bviidlngr ll Is csiied u p n  l o  l n s w l  h l h e  counir o l  carving aul Its 
NAME [PLEASE PRlNTi 
3 w n e ~  , . : , ~ ' ~ : ! ~ ~ ~ ! l [ ,  SrEpE{E)4 j $.Tl,:Y( 
A d d r e s s ,  : i : 7 3 5  ~ & S : ~ S B O ~ E  H A Y D ~ N  I C  8 3 , 8 3 5  
~ ~ , i l , j i ~ y  addr-ss : i a s j ~ :  tj ~ i g e ~ r ~ ~ a  L A N ~  H ~ ~ D G N  8 3 8 3 5  
L e g a l  3 e j c  I T&,Y # i & , > Z i  [ I N  SOVT LT 41 
1'7 5'iM 8 3 % '  : 
S e p : : i c  P e r m i t  $19~~6p! D*" OLe -2 
T h e  L(i ;otei! . j i  C o u i , : y  Su i !d i .n ( j  Cod$  O r d i n a i l c e  r ? q i i ? r e s  t h a t  a  c e r t ! t ' i c 3 : k  :!t 
,<e : , cL . - :  1 O c c u p a n c y  b e  i 9 a i i e d  i ; c ! o r  t o  b i t i ! d i n i j s  biing i c c u p i o d  o r  u s e d .  .. ... ~ , ~ ~ y :  
i s g ~ a ! ~ . c e  o f  3 i i  !;?,he o f  9 c c Q p a n c y  ! n d j . s a t e $  t > % e  m i n l i m l ?  rsq:>.;r;;T:z-: ............. z ,. . 
o f  v a r i o u s  c o d e s  a n d  1 l E e  s a f e t y  i a w s  h s v e  b e e c  m e t .  
T h e r e f o i a ,  p i n a s : ,  i i i ! i : & ; i ~  i i i e  ~ i g n a t u r e s  o f  c ~ p p t : a v a . ; ,  a s  i!-!,J:nafi?;i b + : o w .  
w h e n  request in,^ a  C e c t i i i c a t e  s f  O c c u p a n c y .  At t a c h n e n t s  
S l a r i a t u r e  0 ;  Conc!iwi!Ss 
~/2[6$ 
F i r e  P r o t e c t i o n  D i s t r i ; t ! F i r e  M a r s h a !  C o t e  
September 27,2006 
Scott Poorman, Attorney at Law 
Beck & Poorman, LLC 
P.O. Box 1390 
Hayden, Idaho 83835 
Re: Building Permit No. 37020 (Stephen Iacoboni) 
Dear Mr. Poorman: 
Per you request, I have researched Building Permit No. 37020, a permit issued in the 
name of Stephen Iacoboni. The permit was issued for a single family residence on 
December 24, 2003 and received the final on September 22,2004. It does not appear a 
permit was issued for the stairway on the parcel. 
I have enclosed a copy of Building Permit No. 37020 for your review. If you have any 
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PHONE (208) 446-1070 FAX (208) 446-1071 
"F- ,-. -------.-- T A T . - -  . -- nnnn . n,-.--- - ' A  --.- TT. O"O7 a2 nnnn 
BECK & POORMAN, LLC 
Scott L. Poorman, ISB #4701 
Post Office Box 1390 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 
Hayden, ID 83835-2871 
Phone: 772-4400 
h ax: 772-7243 
~ t t o m e y  for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
Petitioners, I Petitioners' Brief 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, 
husband and wife, 
vs.  
Case CV 06-5323 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of Idaho, 
Respondent. 
Petitioners, JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, husband and wife, (hereafter 
"WOHRLE") through their attorney, Scott L. Poorman, submit the following brief in support of 
the petitioners' Petition for Judicial Review: 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This case involves a request for a variance from the front yard setback requirements 
found in Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance No. 348. After an initial public hearing, the 
Kootenai County Heating Examiner recommended denial of the petitioners' variance request. 
Following a second public hearing, the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners voted to deny 
Petitioners' Brief 043 Page - 1 
the petitioners' variance application. WOHRLE timely filed this action seeking judicial review 
of the decision by Kootenai County to deny their variance request. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
WOHRLE is the owner of a parcel located on Wolf Point Bay of Lake Coeur d'Alene in 
the Restricted Residential zone. The 1.377 acre parcel has 100 feet of frontage on the lake and 
can only be accessed via the water. The topography of the WOHRLE parcel is very steep with 
slopes between 70 and 80 degrees. Prior to September, 2005, WOHRLE constructed two small 
decks at the shoreline of their parcel. One deck was built upon a concrete reinforced area of the 
hillside, above the high water line. The other deck was constructed on three pilings placed below 
the high water line. The two decks were built in the only reasonably accessible area of the 
WOHRLE property. Prior to constructing the decks, WOHRLE was informed by the Idaho 
Department of Lands that building permits would not be required for the decks. 
In 2005, Kootenai County issued a code violation notice for the construction of the decks 
without building permits. In September, 2005, WOHRLE applied for a variance from the 25 foot 
front setback required under Section 8.09 of Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance #348. 
Kootenai County Hearing Examiner Gary Young conducted a public hearing on the 
variance application in March of 2006. At that hearing, Carl Washburn of the Idaho Department 
of Lands testified that a permit had been issued by the Department of Lands for the WOHRLE 
boat dock, and that the Department would accept and process an application by WOHRLE for 
any portion of their decks encroaching over the lake. Hearing Examiner Young also noted that 
the Army Corps of Engineers had initially issued a Notice of Violation against WOHRLE for 
placing rock in Coeur d'Alene Lake without a permit, but had subsequently decided to not take 
Petitioners' Brief 0 4 4 Page - 2 
any action against WOHRLE because the rock was minor and caused little impact to aquatic 
resources. 
James Wohrle, Penny Wohrle and Carl Washhum were the only persons to testify at the 
public hearing before the Hearing Examiner. Prior to the hearing, Kootenai County received 6 
written comments: 4 in support of the variance request, 1 neutral and 1 that did not indicate any 
position. There was no public opposition to the variance request. 
In recommending denial of the variance request, the Hearing Examiner concluded that, 
although an undue hardship would result from the literal enforcement of the 25 foot setback 
requirement due to the steep topography of the property, the requested variance failed "to meet 
the requirement of public interest and the intent of the zoning ordinance, specifically Section 
30.03d." [R. p. 1621 In his "conclusions of law" the Hearing Examiner also stated: 
The issuance of variances that not only encroach into the 
required setback but also the lakebed is not in the public 
interest and would allow a benefit that is not afforded to other 
property owners fronting Coeur drAlene Lake. 
The granting of this permit would confer a right or special 
privilege because it is not permitted of others developing on the 
waterfront and would set an unfavorable precedent of "build first 
and ask for permits later". 
The requested variance does not conform to Kootenai County Zoning 
Ordinance No. 348 and IC 67-6516 because the requested variance 
is not necessary to accommodate the recreational use of the 
property and would be detrimental to surrounding properties and 
the public welfare if zero setbacks and lake encroachments were 
to be allowed, even by special permit. 
[R. p. 1621 
WOHRLE requested a second public hearing before the Kootenai County Board of 
Commissioners. Prior to the Board hearing, WOHRLE resolved all outstanding issues with the 
Idaho Department of Lands and received an official "notice of compliance" from the Department 
on May 30,2006. WOHRLE presented a copy of the May 30,2006 letter to the Board of 
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Commissioners at the second public hearing on June 1,2006. At the hearing, Mr. Wohrle also 
testified that a large portion of one deck had been removed to comply with Department of Lands' 
requirements, and that the Army Corps of Engineers had inspected the property and had "signed 
us off." [T. p. 24, lines 18-21] An adjacent property owner, Ted Baycroft, testified in favor of 
the WOHRLE variance, and the Board of Commissioners received 8 written comments in 
support of the variance request and 2 neutral comments. There was no written comment or 
public testimony in opposition to the variance application. 
During the hearing, Commissioner Brodie made the following comment: 
I guess the concern, of course, is no permit. Here they are, I 
mean, it set a precedent, more or less, and, um, it's easier to 
beg for forgiveness than to get permission, so it puts us in a 
pretty tough spot. 
[T. p. 28, lines 17-20] 
After closing the public hearing, Commissioner Johnson introduced a new issue with the 
following comments to the other commissioners: 
Before we begin deliberations, something that has come up over 
this testimony on all three of them that is the same, is, the 
buildable versus non-buildable on the description of the lot. 
And something that I would like to check on before we make that 
decisions, that we may have to take this deliberations to another 
week, is something I want to check on is at, through the 
Assessor's Office, I would like to see the assessment on these . . .  
on whether or not these lots are assessed as buildable or non- 
buildable lot. That brings up an issue here that was brought up 
on all three of these as to whether they were buildable or not. 
Especially when (inaudible) that there is power down to one of 
those that they could share. Is that something that you guys 
would entertain or not? 
[T. p. 32, lines 12-25, p. 33, lines 1-21 
Although the 2005 Assessor's records for the WOHRLE parcel were already part of the 
record from the previous hearing, the Commissioners sent a staff person to the Assessor's office 
to find out if the property was assessed as "buildable" or "non-buildable." [T. p. 34, lines 1-21 
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After a brief recess, the following comments were made during deliberations by Commissioner 
Johnson: 
We are back from a recess. Uh, Debbie Wilson went downstairs to 
the Assessor's Office and received the Assessor's, uh, Valuation 
Sheet and coding of the land type of these types of properties 
for James Wohrle, Jerry Judd, and Theodore Baycroft. 
[T. p. 34, lines 24-25, p. 35, lines 1-31 
Um, under Mr. Wohrle, on all three of them, I can go, I will lump 
them all three together. On the land type, uh, under one 
classification, waterfront vacant, non-buildable. And then they 
have remaining acreage of the, of the one acre is non-buildable, 
the remaining acreage is a .62. On Mr. Judd's, wait a minute, I 
just read Mr. Judds, .62. On Mr. Baycroft's, he has a .688 of 
remaining acreage at number two, waterfront vacant, non- 
buildable, of the one acre. And on Mr. Wohrle's, it is remaining 
acreage of the .688 and one acre of waterfront vacant non- 
buildable. On all three classifications, on all three pieces of 
property. The reason I asked for that, because when you, when 
those lots were purchased. And we all, we've lived here long 
enough to know those lots were waterfront, yes, but at a non- 
buildable rate, taxable, that meant they were less, the value of 
the property was also less than what you would normally find 
around the rest of the lake on a buildable lot. 
[T. p. 35, lines 22-25, p. 36, lines 1-13] 
At this point, County attorney Pat Braden suggested that the Commissioners should allow 
the applicant to view the new information from the Assessor's office and offer rebuttal. The 
Commissioners then reopened the public hearing and Commissioner Johnson had the following 
exchange with Mr. Wohrle: 
Chairman Johnson: This is what we received from the Assessor's 
Office on your property and we want to allow any comments you'd 
like to add. 
James Wohrle: Non-buildable, does that mean any structure, such 
as a deck, or does that just mean house, or living structure? 
Chairman Johnson: What it means is non-buildable, it is all 
before a, you're taxed at a non-buildable rate, knowing that the 
property would not,, uh, qualify to build a home. It doesn't 
mean, not the deck, but, what I am trying to, my reason for 
asking for this, again, was so that it, it would clarify, because 
it has been talked about buildable and non-buildable, that's why 
you have to do the decks, and, and that's all I was trying to get 
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at is a, uh, when you purchased the property. And, again, it is 
a buyer-beware state. When you purchased the property, so you 
purchased a piece of property that was at a value that would be 
much less, knowing that it was a dock lot. That's, that's, 
that's the purpose of me trying to find this. History provides 
us with the properties on that lake, on that side of the lake, 
they are non-accessible. Everybody knew it for years and years 
and years. When folks were buying them for a dock lot. They 
knew they could put a dock in, tie their boat up, and still have, 
be on the water. That is why the values are a lot less. And 
when I look at these, uh, decks that are being put on now and 
protruding over the water and what not, some are on their own 
property, but they are building these, these things, I'm not sure 
if that was the purpose, intent of those lots to be built on in 
that manner. They were going to be, again, be called dock lots. 
And that was the only purpose, I was trying to find out where we 
were at on this cause it was talked about buildable and non- 
buildable. 
James Wohrle: Well, we never, never entertained the, the fact of 
building a home there, we were just doing the dock, the deck for 
convenience sake. Like Ted says, we have a place to actually 
put, if you looked at all, you know, all of the properties where 
people have purchased them, they actually have been digging out 
the hillside, making flat areas and it seems to be access, 
acceptable. Uh, perhaps because nobody has been sited for it 
and, uh, we just did the decks just to, uh, uh, keep the dirt 
level down and (inaudible) down and things like that. I know 
that ones over the water, which we did take out was, uh, way 
beyond what we should have done. I realize that. That is why we 
took it out. Probably take the concrete out, um, probably later 
on this fall when the water level is down. Because we've done, 
we built everything in the off-season, in the fall and winter, so 
we didn't, didn't hurt the water quality and things like that. 
Chairman Johnson: Okay. Thank you. 
Commissioner Currie: Move the public hearing closed on V-841-05 
and move to deliberations after the other two. 
[T. p. 37, lines 10-25, p. 38, p. 39, lines 1-91 
Commissioner Currie's motion was unanimously approved and the public hearing was 
again closed without any further comment from Mr. Wohrle, and without any opportunity to 
comment given to Mr. Baycroft, Mrs. Wohrle or any of the other persons in attendance. 
During their deliberations, the commissioners made the folIowing comments: 
Commissioner Brodie: It's ugly. I mean, the bottom line is, I, I 
feel very, very sorry for each and every one of you for being 
allowed to believe, number one, it was a buildable lot, that you 
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could do something other than enjoy a dock lot, which is, I think 
exactly what you have. Regardless of that, the requirement is, 
you build within setbacks and you get a permit first. 
Commissioner Currie: I'm going to take it a step further. I sit 
on the, on a Basin Commission, uh, and there are representatives 
from Washington State. Uh, and this tells me that Washington 
State's rules are tougher than what ours are. Uh, so, uh, I, I 
would think that you would have, uh, looked into the legal 
setbacks, especially, I have to complement you, you guys did a 
great job in the building process. I, I come from the building 
industry and, uh, uh, you did a good job. But, you didn't, 
didn't do your homework. Uh, and, uh, rules changed. Uh, uh, I, 
I used, I used, my family used to have a place on (inaudible) 
couple of years ago. And what we could have done back in the 
sixties is different than what we could do today. Uh, and, I 
think you should have done your, home, uh, your due home, uh, due 
diligence and your homework and your process. So, uh, at, Gus, 
do you have anything else to... 
Chairman Johnson: I don't. It's been said. 
[T. p. 39, lines 19-25, p. 40, lines 1-16] 
Without further deliberation, the Commissioners unanimously voted to sustain the 
Hearing Examiner's recommendation that the WOHRLE variance be denied. WOHRLE timely 
filed this petition for judicial review. 
ISSUES 
1. Was the decision to deny the WOHRLE variance arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of 
discretion? 
2. Was the decision to deny the WOHRLE variance made in violation of statutory or 
constitutional provisions? 
3. Was the decision to deny the WOHRLE variance made upon unlawful procedure? 
4. Was the decision to deny the WOHRLE variance not supported by substantial evidence 
on the record as a whole? 
5 .  Was the decision to deny the WOHRLE variance in excess of the statutory authority 
granted to Kootenai County? 
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Under Idaho Code $67-5279(1), a court reviewing a case involviiig the Local Land Use 
Planning Act, "shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the 
evidence on questions of fact." The reviewing court should defer to the agency's findings of fact 
unless they are clearly erroneous or not supported by substantial, competent evidence in the 
record. Fischer v. City ofkletchum, 141 Idaho 349,352 (2005). 
"A variance request, like a rezoning request, focuses upon a specific parcel of property. 
It invokes a quasi-judicial power. Moreover, a variance request contemplates no modification of 
the zoning ordinance. It is governed strictly by existing ordinance requirements. Therefore, in 
reviewing a variance decision, our function is to determine whether the zoning board's findings 
are supported by substantial evidence and, if so, whether the board's conclusions properly apply 
the zoning ordinance to the facts as found." City of Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 Idaho 
906,909 (Ct. App. 1984). 
A Board's variance decision can be overturned where its findings, inferences, conclusions 
or decisions are: "a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; b) in excess of the 
statutory authority of the agency; c) made upon unlawful procedure; d) not supported by 
substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of 
discretion." Eacret v. Bonner County, 139 Idaho 780,784 (2004), citing Idaho Code $ 67- 
5279(3). 
Because zoning ordinances are in derogation of the common-law rights of free ownership 
and use of property, it is the general rule that, in the absence of any statute to the contrary, zoning 
laws should be strictly construed in favor of the property owner. Ada County v. Gibson, 126 
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Idaho 854,858 (App. 1995) The public policy behind this rule of construction is to permit the 
least restricted use of real property. 83 Am.Jur.2d Zoning and Planninz 6 629. 
ARGUMENT 
1. The decision to deny the WOHRLE variance was arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of 
discretion, and made in violation of statutory and zoning ordinance provisions. 
"A variance shall not be considered a right or special privilege, but may be granted to an 
applicant only upon a showing of undue hardship because of characteristics of the site and that 
the variance is not in conflict with the public interest. Prior to granting a variance, notice and an 
opportunity to be heard shall be provided to property owners adjoining the parcel under 
consideration." Idaho Code 867-6516. 
Section 30.03 of Kootenai County zoning ordinance #348 further defines the procedure 
and standards for variance applications: 
SECTION 30.03 PROCEDURES FOR GRANTING VARIANCES 
A. Notice of public hearing shall be given as required by relevant 
Idaho Code provisions. 
B. The public hearing shall be held. Any party may appear in person 
or by agent or by attorney. 
C. The following findings shall be made: 
1. Whether or not the requirements of Section 30.03 have been 
met by the applicant for a variance; 
2. Whether or not the reasons set forth in application justify 
the granting of a variance; 
3. That the variance is the minimum variance that will make 
possible the reasonable use of the land, building, or 
structure; 
4 .  That the granting of the variance will be in harmony with 
the general purpose and intent of this Ordinance, and will 
not be injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise 
detrimental to the public welfare. 
D. In recommending the granting of any variance, the hearing body 
may recommend appropriate conditions and safeguards in conformity 
with this Ordinance. Violation of such conditions and safeguards, 
when made a part of the terms under which the variance is 
granted, shall be deemed a violation of this Ordinance and 
punishable under Article 27 of this Ordinance. 
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As noted in the Board's written Order of Decision, [R. p. 1771, Idaho Code $67-6535 
requires the approval or denial of a variance request to be in writing and based upon standards 
and criteria set forth in the zoning ordinance. In addition, the decision must be "accompanied by 
a reasoned statement that explains the criteria and standards considered relevant, states the 
relevant contested facts relied upon, and explains the rationale for the decision based on the 
applicable provisions of the comprehensive plan, relevant ordinance and statutory provisions, 
pertinent constitutional principles and factual information contained in the record." §67-6535(b). 
In this case, the Board's Order of Decision makes 3 conclusions of law, none of which are 
supported by any evidence presented to the Hearing Examiner or the Board of Commissioners. 
Under paragraph 5.01 of the Order of Decision, the Board correctly concludes that a strict 
enforcement of the 25 foot setback would create an "undue hardship" because of the steep 
topography of the WOHRLE parcel; however, the Board goes on to determine that the requested 
variance "fails to meet the requirement of public interest and the intent of the zoning ordinance, 
specifically Section 30.03(d)." [R. p. 1781 Contrary to Idaho Code $67-6535, the Board does 
not reference any facts relied upon in reaching its conclusion that the variance request fails to 
meet the requirement of public interest. In fact, no such requirement exists under Idaho law. 
Again, Idaho Code $67-65 16 requires an applicant to show that the requested variance is 
"not in conflict with the public interest." It appears the Kootenai County Commissioners turned 
this requirement upside down by requiring WOHRLE to prove that the requested variance was in 
the public interest, rather than not in conflict with the public interest. No written comments in 
opposition to the variance request were received prior to either public hearing and there was no 
public testimony in opposition to the variance request. The only evidence of conflict with the 
public interest was the initial objections by the Idaho Department of Lands and Army Corps of 
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Engineers. Both objections were resolved and removed by WOHRLE prior to the second public 
hearing before the Commissioners. in short, the Board's Conclusion of Law 5.01 is not based 
upon the correct standards set forth in Idaho Code or the zoning ordinance, and is not supported 
by any evidence in the record. The Board's reference to section 30.03(d) is nonsensical. That 
section only applies to recommended conditions when a variance is granted. 
The only explanation or rational provided by the Board for Conclusion of Law 5.01 is the 
following statement: 
The issuance of variances that not only encroach into the 
required setback but also the lakebed is not in the public 
interest and would allow a benefit that is not afforded to other 
property owners fronting Coeur d'Alene Lake. 
[R. p. 1781 
This statement is also not supported by any factual evidence in the record. WOHRLE 
demonstrated that the variance was not in conflict with the public interest when they obtained 
approval from the Idaho Department of Lands for that portion of the decks that encroached onto 
the lakebed. The reference to "a benefit that is not afforded to other property owners fronting 
Coeur d'Alene Lake" also makes no sense. Any water front property owner has the right to apply 
to the Idaho Department of Lands for an encroachment permit. WOHRLE did so for their boat 
dock and were approved. Similarly, any water front properly owner has the right to seek a 
variance from the County setback requirements if a literal enforcement of the setback would 
create an undue hardship due to the physical characteristics of the property. WOHRLE was 
seeking no special privilege and none would have been conferred upon WOHRLE by the 
granting of the requested variance. 
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The Board's Conclusion of Law 5.02 states: 
The granting of the variance requested in this application does 
not meet the requirements of Idaho Code 867-6516 because it would 
serve to legitimize the Applicant's construction of decks without 
required building permits, which would be considered a special 
privilege. 
[R. p. 1781 
This conclusion appears to be based on the Board's belief that it would be setting a 
precedent if the WOHRLE variance was granted. The uncontested evidence presented to the 
Hearing Examiner and the Board of Commissioners explained how WOHFUE was misinformed 
that building permits were not required for the decks. There was no bad faith by WOHRLE in 
building the decks without a permit. WOHRLE also testified that the size of the decks was 
reduced to bring them within the 200 square foot exemption. Again, WOHRLE was not seeking 
any special building permit privilege in the request for a variance from the 25 foot setback 
requirement. The existence of a valid building permit is not a prerequisite under Idaho Code or 
the Kootenai County zoning ordinance for approval of a variance. To impose such a requirement 
against WOHFUE is arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of discretion. 
In addition, only 3 weeks after the WOHRLE variance request was denied by the Board 
of Commissioners, the same Commissioners approved a variance for Stephen and Mary Iacoboni 
under nearly identical circumstances. In variance case number V-849-06, Mr. and Mrs. Iacoboni 
requested a variance from the 5 foot side yard setback required in the Restricted Residential zone, 
for a staircase built by Iacoboni without a building permit. Despite public opposition and against 
the recommendation of the Hearing Examiner to deny the variance, the Board of Commissioners 
approved the Iacoboni variance for a staircase that not only encroached into the setback, but also 
encroached over the property line onto the adjoining parcel. The Iacoboni property is a steep, 
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waterfront parcel similar to the Wohrle property in every discemable way. These completely 
inconsistent variance decisions demonstrate the arbitrary and capricious nature of the 
Commissioners' reasoning. 
Finally, Conclusion of Law 5.03 states: 
The requested variance does not conform to Kootenai County Zoning 
Ordinance No. 348 and Idaho Code 567-6516 because the requested 
variance is not necessary to accommodate the recreational use of 
the property and would be detrimental to surrounding properties 
and the public welfare if zero setbacks and lake encroachments 
were to be allowed, even by special permit. 
[R. p. 1781 
This conclusion, like paragraph 5.01, imposes a requirement not found in Idaho law or the 
County zoning ordinance. Nothing in Idaho Code or the zoning ordinance requires a variance 
applicant to demonstrate that the variance "is necessary to accommodate the recreational use of 
the property." As noted above, section 30.03(~)(3) of the zoning ordinance requires a finding, 
"[tlhat the variance is the minimum variance that will make possible the reasonable use of the 
land, building, or structure." (emphasis added) The only evidence and testimony received by the 
Hearing Examiner and County Commissioners was that WOHRLE could not use the property at 
all without creating a place to sit or stand. The decks were built to allow WOHRLE to have 
some reasonable use of the land itself apart from their boat dock floating on the lake. During the 
Commissioners' hearing, Ted Baycroft testified in favor of the WOHRLE variance: 
The only place they had to do what they did is where they did it. 
There was, I mean, it's, it's a case of undue hardship. There 
was absolutely nowhere else in the process of doing that building 
where they could have done anything. 
[T. p. 30, lines. 17-20] 
With respect to the Commissioners' conclusion that the variance "would be detrimental 
to surrounding properties and the public welfare. .." there was no testimony or evidence 
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presented in any hearing of any detrimental effect on surrounding properties or the puhlic 
welfare. To the contrary, the neighbors suuuorted the WOHRLE variance request. 
The Board's Order of Decision is arbitrary and capricious and violates Idaho Code §67- 
6535 because it is not based upon standards and criteria set forth in the zoning ordinance, it is 
not accompanied by a reasoned statement that explains the criteria and standards considered 
relevant, it does not state the relevant contested facts relied upon, and does not explain the 
rationale for the decision based on the applicable provisions of Idaho Code and the zoning 
ordinance and factual information contained in the record. 
2. The decision to deny the WOHRLE variance was made upon unlawful procedure. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has declared that when a governing body sits in a quasi-judicial 
capacity, it must confine its decision to the record produced at the public hearing. Failing to do 
so is a violation of procedural due process of law. Chambers v. Kootenai County Board of 
Commissioners, 125 Idaho 115, 118 (1994); Cooper v. Board ofCounty Commissioners ofAda 
County, 101 Idaho 407,411 (1980); Gay v. Board ofcounty Commissioners of Bonneville 
County, 103 Idaho 626,629 (Ct.App. 1982). 
The Court has also observed that when a governing body deviates from the puhlic record, 
it essentially conducts a second fact-gathering session without proper notice in violation of due 
process. Chambers, 125 Idaho at 1 18. 
In this case, the transcript of the Commissioners' hearing shows clear violations of the 
petitioners' due process rights. As noted in above, the Commissioners went on a fact-finding 
mission to explore the "buildable vs. non-buildable" nature of the WOHRLE parcel after initially 
closing the public hearing. The record is devoid of any explanation of why or how the 
Commissioners decided the non-buildable character of the property was relevant to the variance 
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request. Nevertheless, the Commissioners believed the issue to be critical to their decision 
despite the fact that the buildable or non-buildable nature of property is not a variance standard 
found in Idaho Code or the Kootenai County zoning ordinance. The record shows that the 
Commissioners sent a staff person to gather new evidence from the Assessor's office despite the 
fact that the issue had not been raised by staff or discussed with the Hearing Examiner. 
After the Commissioners reviewed and commented on the new evidence, the hearing was 
reopened to allow WOHRLE to respond. It is obvious from the transcript that Mr. Wohrle did 
not expect to be ambushed with the Assessor's records or even understand the point 
Commissioner Johnson was attempting to make. Finding himself in the uncomfortable position 
of having to respond off the cuff to Commissioner Johnson's incomprehensible comments, Mr. 
Wohrle asked a reasonable question: 
James Wohrle: Non-buildable, does that mean any structure, such 
as a deck, or does that just mean house, or living structure? 
[T. p. 37, lines 13-15] 
The comments that followed from Commissioner Johnson did little to answer Mr. 
Wohrle's question and contained numerous misstatements of fact, opinions and legal theories 
upon which the Commissioners apparently relied in making their decision to deny the variance. 
For example, Commissioner Johnson testifies that the WOHRLE property is "taxed at anon- 
buildable rate", that "it is a buyer-beware state", that " you purchased a piece of property that was 
at a value that would be much less, knowing it was a dock lot", and "[hlistory provides us with 
the properties on that lake, on that side of the lake, they are non-accessble. Everybody knew it 
for years and years and years." There is no factual evidence in the record to support any of this 
testimony by Commissioner Johnson 
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The record does not reveal why Commissioner Johnson felt compelled to abandon his 
position as elected County Commissioner and assume the role of opvonent to the WOHRLE 
variance application. However, the record is clear that the Commissioners did not confine their 
decision to the evidence presented by the witnesses, but instead conducted their own fact 
gathering session and offered their own testimony in violation of the applicants' due process 
rights. Although Mr. Wohrle was given a token opportunity to rebut the evidence presented by 
Commissioner Johnson, that opportunity was rendered meaningless by the fact that he had no 
advance notice that the issue would be discussed. And while Mr. Wohrle was given at least 
some opportunity to respond, none of the other people present at the hearing were even offered a 
chance to speak before the hearing was again closed on a motion by Commissioner Cunie that 
was unanimously approved without hesitation or discussion. 
When the governing body in a land use matter becomes an adversary witness, there can 
be no doubt that the applicants' fundamental due process rights were violated. 
3. The decision to deny the WOHRLE variance was not supported by substantial 
evidence on the record as a whole. 
The finding of fact recited in the Board's Order of Decision fairly conform to the 
evidence and testimony presented by the applicants and other witnesses at the two public 
hearings. Absent from those findings of fact is any reference to the "buildable or non-buildable" 
condition of the parcel. Also absent is any finding of fact related to how the requested variance 
might be in conflict with the public interest, or whether the requested variance is the minimum 
variance that will make the reasonable use of the land possible. 
Nevertheless, without these missing findings, and without any evidence in the record, the 
Commissioners conclude that the property is "non-buildable" and that the non-buildable 
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condition is a material fact which precludes the requested variance. The Commissioners also 
conclude that the applicants have failed to prove that the requested variance is in the public 
interest, even though the law imposes no such requirement and all the evidence presented 
demonstrates that the variance would not be in conflict with the public interest. In fact, the 
Commissioners take it one step further and conclude that the requested variance would be 
"detrimental to surrounding property owners and the public welfare" without =evidence in the 
record to support such a conclusion. Finally, the Commissioners conclude that the requested 
variance "is not necessary to accommodate recreational use of the property", even though no 
such requirement exists in ldaho Code or the zoning ordinance and there is no evidence in the 
record to support such a conclusion. 
Having concluded that an undue hardship existed from the characteristics of the property, 
the Commissioners should have focused on the other half of a variance evaluation; whether the 
requested variance is in conflict with the public interest. The only evidence supporting a possible 
conflict with the public interest was negated when WOHRLE obtained approval from the ldaho 
Department of Lands and the Army Corps of Engineers. Simply put, the evidence in the record 
does not support the Commissioners' decision to deny the variance. 
4. The decision to deny the WOHRLE variance was in excess of the statutory authority 
granted to Kootenai County. 
As detailed above, the Kootenai County Commissioners created new legal standards and 
requirements for the WOHRLE variance not found in Idaho Code or the adopted zoning 
ordinance. These new requirements included: (1) no variance for any structure built without a 
(2) applicants must prove the variance will be in the public interest, (3) property 
' Apparently the rule precluding variances for structures built without a p e n i t  only applied to WOHRLE because 
the same Commissioners approved the Iacoboni variance for an unpenitted staircase only 3 weeks later. 
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assessed as "non-buildable" for tax purposes does not qualify for a variance, (4) the variance 
must be necessary to accommodate the recreational use of the property, and (5) no variance for 
any lakebed encroachment. 
By imposing these invalid legal requirements and standards on the WOHRLE variance, 
the Kootenai County Commissioners exceeded their statutory authority. 
CONCLUSION 
The legislature created the variance process in the Local Land Use Planning Act to allow 
a reasonable measure of flexibility in the application of land use regulations. Without any 
variance provision, the literal enforcement of land use regulations, regardless of specific 
circumstances, could create unnecessary and undue hardship. The 25 foot front setback required 
in the Restricted Residential zone of Kootenai County is not a sacred, unquestionable distance. 
When the physical characteristics of a parcel make the application of that setback requirement 
untenable, and when a variance from that requirement will not harm anyone, the law allows such 
a variance to be granted. This rather simple analysis is all that Idaho Code and the Kootenai 
County zoning ordinance require. 
For the most part, the Hearing Examiner followed this analysis and determined that the 
WOHRLE variance would not be appropriate because it would potentially conflict with the rules 
and requirements of the Idaho Department of Lands and the Army Corps of Engineers. 
WOHRLE responded to the Hearing Examiner's comments and obtained the approval of the 
Department of Lands and Army Corps, thereby removing the potential conflict with the public 
interest. 
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However, the County Commissioners completely abandoned the variance standards and 
analysis set forth in Idaho Code and the zoning ordinance in favor of their own arbitrary and 
capricious standards, their own testimony and evidence and their own legal requirements. For 
these reasons, the petitioners respectfully request that the denial of their variance request be 
reversed and this matter be remanded to Kootenai County for proceedings in conformance with 
1daho law and the petitioners' due process rights. 
Dated this 12" day of October, 2006. 
BECK & POORMAN, LLC. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY 
WOHRLE, husband and wife, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of ldaho. 
Respondent. 
Case NO. CV-06-5323 
MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION 
TO AUGMENT RECORD 
COMES NOW the Respondent, Kootenai County, a political subdivision of the 
State of Idaho, by and through its attorney of record, Patrick M. Braden of the Kootenai 
County Department of Administrative Services, and hereby provides the following in 
opposition to the Motion to Augment Record filed with the District Court on or about 
October 10, 2006. 
FACTUAL SUMMARY 
The Appellants, James Wohrle and Penny Wohrle (hereinafter "Appellants"), 
applied to the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners (hereinafter "Board") for a 
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variance requesting a twenty-five foot (25') variance from the twenty-five foot (25') front 
setback requirement outlined in section 8.09 of the Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance, 
Ordinance No. 348, as amended (hereinafter "the Zoning Ordinance"). This requested 
variance would have allowed for a front setback of zero (0) feet at the fronunorth 
property line for two (2) existing decks. (Agency Record at 174-78.) 
Appellants had constructed these decks without first having obtained Kootenai 
County building permits. The smaller deck is 13'xI 8' in size and is built upon a concrete 
reinforced area of the hillside, above the high water mark. The larger deck is 26'x14' in 
size and is built into the hillside with three pilings located below the high water mark. 
(Id.) 
The site is a 1.377-acre parcel located near Wolf Point on Lake Coeur d'Alene, 
and is accessible by boat only. The parcel is a steep, north facing slope sparsely 
vegetated with trees and brush, with the exception of the shoreline, which is mostly rock 
with some brush and moss. It is located in the Restricted Residential zone. (Id.) 
Appellants' variance requests was heard by Kootenai County hearing examiner 
Gary Young on March 16, 2006. On March 21,2006, Young issued a recommendation 
that these requests be denied. (A.R. at 159-63.) On June 1, 2006, the Board held a 
public hearing on the application and on variance applications submitted by two (2) 
neighboring property owners. At the conclusion of that public hearing, the Board voted 
to deny Appellants' variance requests. (A.R. at 174-78.) On July 13, 2006, Appellants 
filed a "Petition for Judicial Review and Writ of Mandate" in the District Court. (A.R. at 
5-1 0.) 
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ARGUMENT 
A variance from the requirements of a county land use ordinance is defined in 
ldaho Code 3 67-6516. This reads, in pertinent part, as follows: 
A variance is a modification of the bulk and placement requirements of the 
ordinance as to lot size, lot coverage, width, depth, front yard, side yard, 
rear yard, setbacks, parking space, height of buildings, or other ordinance 
provision affecting the size or shape of a structure or the placement of the 
structure upon lots, or the size of lots. A variance shall not be considered 
a right or special privilege, but may be granted to an applicant only upon a 
showing of undue hardship because of characteristics of the site and that 
the variance is not in conflict with the public interest. 
ldaho Code § 67-6516 (emphasis added). A variance request focuses upon a specific 
parcel of property. City of Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 ldaho 906, 909. 693 
P.2d 1108, 111 1 (Ct. App. 1984). It is, by definition, "limited to adjustment of certain 
regulations concerning the physical characteristics of the subject property.'' Gay v. 
Bonneville County, 103 ldaho 626,628,651 P.2d 560,562 (Ct. App. 1982) 
As demonstrated above, the decision of whether to grant or deny a variance is to 
be made based on unique characteristics of the parcel for which the variance is 
requested where compliance with the land use regulation at issue would constitute an 
undue hardship. Therefore, any attempt to introduce evidence regarding a variance 
request which was granted is simply irrelevant, as such variance would have been 
granted based on unique characteristics of that particular parcel. 
Here, the characteristics of Appellants' parcel are far different than those of the 
parcel on Hayden Lake where the variance application submitted by Dr. Stephen 
lacaboni was granted. For example, the lacaboni application was brought as a result of 
a survey showing that the stairway at issue encroached onto a neighboring parcel. That 
application proposed that the stairway would be reconstructed, upon issuance of a 
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building permit, such that only seventy feet (70') of the stairway would be built within the 
setback, where the entire length of the stairway was in excess of two hundred fifty feet 
(250'). In this case, the decks at issue were newly constructed without building permits 
and are entirely within the setback area (other than the portion of one deck which 
cantilevers over the lake). Also, in the lacaboni case, the fact that the original stairway 
may not have been included within the scope of the original building permit was not 
mentioned in the hearing examiner decision recommending denial or in the Board's 
decision of approval. (See Poorman Aff., Exhibits 1-8.) Therefore, the submissions 
regarding the lacaboni case are completely irrelevant to this case, and should be 
excluded from the record. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above, Appellants' Motion to Augment the Record should 
be denied 
Dated this & day of October, 2006. 
Kootenai County Department 
of Administrative Services 
h.& 
Patrick M. ~ r a d e r  
Attorney for Respondent 
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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
The facts and procedural history relevant to this Petition for Judicial Review are 
as follows: 
The Petitioners, James and Penny Wohrle (hereinafter "Petitioners"), constructed 
two decks on real property they own near Wolf Point on Coeur d'Alene Lake prior to 
September of 2005 without first having obtained either a variance or building permits 
from Kootenai County. (Agency Record at 41, 112, 175.) The smaller deck is thirteen 
feet by eighteen feet (1 3'xI 8') in size and is built upon a concrete reinforced area of the 
hillside, above the high water mark of Coeur d'Alene Lake (elevation 2128'). (A.R. at 
40, 112, 175.) The larger deck is built into the hillside with three pilings located below 
the high water mark, and was originally twenty-six feet by fourteen feet (26'x14') in size. 
(A.R. at 40, 112, 175.) Later, at the request of the Idaho Department of Lands (IDL), 
Petitioners reduced the size of this deck to approximately twenty-six feet by six feet 
(26'x6'). (Tr. at 24-25.) 
The United States Army Corps of Engineers issued a Notice of Violation on June 
16, 2005, citing Petitioners for discharging two (2) yards of concrete for pile footings and 
fifty (50) cubic yards of grouted broken rock into Coeur d'Alene Lake without a permit 
pursuant to section 404 of the Clean Water Act. (A.R. at 72-74.) A letter of this 
violation was sent to Kootenai County Building and Planning, which initiated a code 
enforcement action, CV-4080-05. (A.R. at 112, 176.) IDL also issued a stop-work order 
in June of 2005. (A.R. at 125). 
Petitioners then applied to the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners 
(hereinafter "Board") on September 16, 2005 for a twenty-five foot (25') variance from 
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the twenty-five foot (25') front setback requirement outlined in section 8.09 of the 
Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance, Ordinance No. 348, as amended (hereinafter "the 
Zoning Ordinance"). (A.R. at 41-44, 175.) This requested variance would have allowed 
for a front setback of zero (0) feet at the frontlnorth property line for the two existing 
decks. (A.R. at 43-44, 175.) The application was deemed accepted by Kootenai 
County Building and Planning as of October 21, 2005. (A.R. at 105.) 
The site is a 1.377-acre parcel which is accessible by boat only. (A.R. at 35-41, 
104.) The parcel is a steep, north facing slope sparsely vegetated with trees and brush, 
with the exception of the shoreline, which is mostly rock with some brush and moss. 
(Id.) The property is located in the Restricted Residential zone. (A.R. at 104, 175.) 
On November 22, 2005, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers sent a letter to 
Petitioners stating that it had determined that the concrete and grouted broken rock 
which were the subject of the Notice of Violation were not causing "discernable adverse 
effects on the aquatic environment." It also warned Petitioners, however, that their 
"grouted broken rock fill and the concrete footings for the pier are not authorized and 
may not be maintained." (A.R. at 75-76.) IDL also issued a letter to Petitioners 
informing them that the portion of the main deck structure located below the high water 
mark was in compliance with IDL requirements. (A.R. at 125.) 
Petitioners' variance request was assigned Case No. V-841-05, and were heard 
by Kootenai County hearing examiner Gary Young on March 16, 2006. (A.R. at 43-44, 
159, 169-70; Tr. at 2-14.) On March 21, 2006, Young issued a recommendation that 
this request be denied. (A.R. at 159-63.) Petitioners requested a public hearing before 
the Board in a letter dated March 27, 2006, and at a public meeting for deliberations on 
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pending planning and zoning cases held on March 30, 2006, the Board granted that 
request. (A.R. at 24, 60, 193; Tr. at 17-19.) 
On June 1, 2006, the Board held a public hearing on the application and on 
similar variance applications submitted by two (2) neighboring property owners. (A.R. at 
174, 189-91; Tr. at 22-41.) Debbie Wilson of Kootenai County Building and Planning 
introduced the case, Petitioners testified and responded to questions from the Board, 
Ted Baycroft, who was one of the neighbor-applicants, testified in favor of Petitioners' 
application, and comment sheets were received. (A.R. at 189; Tr. at 23-31 .) The Board 
then closed the public hearing in this case and moved on to one of the other public 
hearings. (A.R. at 190; Tr. at 31-32.) 
During the course of proceedings in all three cases, Wilson provided the Board 
with documentation from the Kootenai County Assessor's Office regarding the valuation 
of the property. (Tr. at 32-36.) Soon thereafter, the Board reopened the public hearing 
in this case to afford Petitioners an opportunity to examine that documentation and to 
offer a response. (A.R. at 190; Tr. at 36-37.) One of the Petitioners, James Wohrle, did 
offer comments in response to this information. (A.R. at 190; Tr. at 37-39.) The Board 
then closed the public hearing on this request, and deliberated on all three requests. 
(A.R. at 190; Tr. at 39-40.) At the conclusion of deliberations, the Board voted to deny 
Petitioners' variance request. (A.R. at 178, 190; Tr. at 40-41.) 
On June 15, 2006, the Board voted to approve signature of the order denying 
Petitioners' variance request, and signed that order. (A.R. at 174-78, 186; Tr. at 44-45.) 
On July 13, 2006, Petitioners timely filed a Petition for Judicial Review and Writ of 
Mandate in the District Court. (A.R. at 5-10.) 
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II. ISSUES ON APPEAL 
1. Whether the decision of the Board in Case No. V-841-05 was: 
a. arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion; 
b. made in violation of applicable constitutional or statutory provisions; 
c. made upon unlawful procedure; 
d. not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
e. made in excess of the Board's statutory authority. 
2. Whether any substantial rights of Petitioners were prejudiced as a result of 
the decision of the Board in Case No. V-841-05. 
Ill. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Judicial review of planning and zoning decisions made by a board of county 
commissioners under the Local Land Use Planning Act (LLUPA), ldaho Code !j 67-6501 
et seq., is to be made the same manner as that of any administrative determination or 
order in accordance with the ldaho Administrative Procedures Act, ldaho Code !j 67- 
5201 et seq (IAPA). See ldaho Code !j 67-6519. Thus, in such cases, the board of 
county commissioners is the "agency" for purposes of judicial review under the IAPA. 
The scope of judicial review of administrative decisions is as follows: 
(1) The court shall not substitute its judgment for that of the agency as 
to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact. 
. . . 
(3) When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or 
by other provisions of law to issue an order, the court shall affirm 
the agency action unless the court finds that the agency's findings, 
inferences, conclusions, or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
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(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a 
whole; or 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
If the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or 
in part, and remanded for further proceedings as necessary. 
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (2) and (3) of this 
section, agency action shall be affirmed unless substantial rights of 
the appellant have been prejudiced. 
ldaho Code 3 67-5279 
LLUPA requires counties to submit written decisions in all planning and zoning 
matters, and include findings of fact and conclusions of law in such decisions. ldaho 
Code § 67-6535(b). Judicial review of such orders is limited to the record. Balser v. 
Koofenai County, 110 ldaho 37, 39, 714 P.2d 6, 8 (1986). The board's findings of fact 
are to be upheld if they are supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole. 
Sanders Orchard v. Gem County, 137 ldaho 695,698, 52 P.3d 840, 843 (2002). 
IV. ARGUMENT 
A. The decision of the Board in Case No. V-841-05 was based on substantial 
evidence in the record as a whole, was not made in violation of applicable 
constitutional or statutory provisions, was not arbitrary, capricious, or an 
abuse of discretion, and was not made in excess of the Board's statutory 
authority. 
Petitioners argue that the decision of the Board in Case No. V-841-05 was not 
based on substantial evidence in the record as a whole, was made in violation of 
applicable constitutional or statutory provisions, was arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse 
of the Board's discretion, and was not made in excess of the Board's statutory authority. 
(Petitioners' Brief at 9-14, 16-18.) In determining this issue, it is important to note that 
the Court is not to substitute its judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the 
evidence presented, but must instead defer to the Board's findings of fact unless they 
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are clearly erroneous. Sanders Orchard, 137 ldaho at 697-98, 52 P.3d at 842-43 
Additionally, there is a strong presumption of favoring the validity of the actions of 
zoning boards, which includes the application and interpretation of their own zoning 
ordinances. Id. at 698, 52 P.3d at 843 
A variance from the requirements of a county land use ordinance is defined in 
ldaho Code 5 67-6516. This reads, in pertinent part, as follows: 
A variance is a modification of the bulk and placement requirements of the 
ordinance as to lot size, lot coverage, width, depth, front yard, side yard, 
rear yard, setbacks, parking space, height of buildings, or other ordinance 
provision affecting the size or shape of a structure or the placement of the 
structure upon lots, or the size of lots. A variance shall not be considered 
a right or special privilege, but may be granted to an applicant only upon a 
showing of undue hardship because of characteristics of the site and that 
the variance is not in conflict with the public interest. 
ldaho Code 5 67-6516 (emphasis added). A variance request focuses upon a specific 
parcel of property. City of Burley v. McCaslin Lumber Co., 107 ldaho 906, 909, 693 
P.2d 1108, 111 1 (Ct. App. 1984). It is, by definition, "limited to adjustment of certain 
regulations concerning the physical characteristics of the subject property." Gay v. 
Bonneville County, 103 ldaho 626,628,651 P.2d 560, 562 (Ct. App. 1982). 
The approval or denial of a variance is within the discretion of the body with 
authority to make decisions under county land-use planning ordinances, including 
boards of county commissioners. ldaho Code 55 67-6516, 67-6519; Sanders Orchard, 
137 ldaho at 698, 52 P.3d at 843. This discretion is not unbounded, however. Id. For a 
variance to be granted, the applicant must show that he or she has suffered an undue 
hardship due to the characteristics of the site, must additionally show that the 
variance would not conflict with the public interest. See ldaho Code 5 67-6516 
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Applications for variances are also governed under the Zoning Ordinance, the 
relevant portions of which are cited in Section 4.01 of the Board's decision in Case No. 
V-841-05. (A.R. at 176-77.) In order for a variance application to be approved, the 
following findings must be made: 
a) Whether the requirements of Section 30.03 [regarding notice of 
public hearing and the holding of that hearing] have been met. 
b) Whether the reasons set forth in the application justify the granting 
of a variance. 
c) That the variance is the minimum that will make possible the 
reasonable use of the land, building or structure. 
d) That the granting of the variance will be in harmony with the 
general purpose and intent of the Zoning Ordinance, and will not be 
injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise detrimental to the public 
welfare. 
Kootenai County Ordinance No. 348, as amended, § 30.03 
Petitioners initially contend that the Board issued conclusions of law which were 
not supported by the record. This is completely untrue. The record in this case reflects 
that Petitioners completely ignored county ordinances regarding building permit 
requirements and setbacks, as well as relevant state and federal permitting 
requirements, in constructing the decks at issue. See Kootenai County Ordinance No. 
348, as amended, 39 8.09 and 28.02; Kootenai County Code § 7-1-7. Not only were 
these structures built without building permits, they were built within a setback 
applicable to properties within the Restricted Residential zone without first obtaining a 
variance which & a prerequisite to the issuance of building permits for construction of 
structures within a setback. It was only after Petitioners received a Notice of violation. 
from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and the code enforcement action which ensued 
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from that violation was initiated, that they came to the County asking for forgiveness. 
Particularly telling in this regard is James Wohrle's comment at the public hearing 
before the hearing examiner that "[wle just thought we were under the radar for this 
thing ...." (Tr. at 4.) 
Accordingly, the granting of a variance which would have the effect of excusing 
conduct defined in the Zoning Ordinance as misdemeanors, as well as providing 
grounds for civil injunctive relief, would be tantamount to granting "a right or special 
privilege" specifically prohibited by ldaho Code § 67-6516. See Kootenai County 
Ordinance No. 348, as amended, §§ 28.03, 28.05. Such a variance would clearly be in 
conflict with the public interest, and the Board sDecificallv so found in Sections 5.01 and 
5.02 of its order, as follows: 
The issuance of variances that not only encroach into the required setback 
but also the lakebed is not in the public interest and would allow a benefit 
that is not afforded to other property owners fronting Coeur d'Alene 
Lake .... 
The granting of the variance requested in this application does not meet 
the requirements of ldaho Code 967-6516 because it would serve to 
,legitimize the Applicants' construction of decks without required building 
permits, which would be considered a special privilege .... 
[Tlhe requested variance is not necessary to accommodate the 
recreational use of the property and would be detrimental to surrounding 
properties and the public welfare if zero setbacks and lake encroachments 
were to be allowed, even by special permit. 
(A.R. at 178.) Furthermore, these findings show, at a minimum, that the granting of the 
variance would not be in harmony with the general purpose and intent of the Zoning 
Ordinance, and would be detrimental to the public welfare. See Kootenai County 
Ordinance No. 348, as amended, 5 30.03. 
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Therefore, Petitioners' contention that the Board required them to show that the 
requested variance was in the public interest is a non-starter. The Board specifically 
found that the requested variance was in conflict with the public interest under ldaho 
Code 3 67-6516 and Section 30.03 of the Zoning Ordinance, and this conclusion was 
based on the facts found from the record. (See A.R. at 175-78.) 
The Board also found that the requested variance was not the minimum 
necessary to make possible the reasonable use of the property. While Petitioners 
complain of the use of the word "recreational," the Board merely made reference to this 
as the particular reasonable use of this particular. property. This conclusion was 
reasonably based on the facts in the record as to the property's location, terrain, and 
lack of access by road. The record also reflects that Petitioners, by virtue of ownership 
of this property, were entitled to use and enjoy a dock on Lake Coeur d'Alene with the 
proper permit from the ldaho Department of Lands. This, by itself, represents a 
reasonable use of the property enjoyed by only a relatively few number of parcels in 
Kootenai County. 
In addition, Petitioners offered no evidence that their variance request was the 
minimum setback variance necessary to make possible the reasonable use of the 
property. This is especially true of the requested "zero setback (actually a "negative" 
setback to the extent either deck cantilevers over the lake). The only reason for the 
requested setback variance was to cover Petitioners' as-illegally-built decks. Had they 
started the variancelbuilding permit process when they were supposed to have done so, 
they could have designed a site plan which provided for no encroachment into the 
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setback (in which case a variance would have been unnecessary), or at least provided 
for a lesser encroachment than the decks actually built. 
Petitioners' attempt to excuse their conduct as not being in bad faith, and that 
they were simply misinformed, does not rise to the level of justifying the granting of a 
variance, either. Ignorance of the law is no excuse, and neither is reliance on the 
representation of a person (Carl Washburn of IDL) with no connection to the County. It 
is the duty of the property owner to ascertain what regulations may pertain to a 
contemplated building project before the owner commences it. 
Finally, Petitioners attempt to compare this case to another variance application 
involving lakeshore property where the variance was granted. As discussed above, 
Idaho Code 3 67-6516 is abundantly clear that the decision of whether to grant or deny 
a variance is to be made based on unique characteristics of the parcel for which the 
variance is requested where compliance with the land use regulation at issue would 
constitute an undue hardship. Therefore, any attempt to introduce evidence regarding 
another variance request which was granted is simply irrelevant. Even if such evidence 
were deemed relevant, the granting of another variance request nevertheless would not 
render the denial of the variance request in this case arbitrary and capricious because 
each variance must, by law, be granted based on unique characteristics of that 
particular parcel. 
Based on the above discussion, the facts set forth in the Statement of the Case 
above, and the record as a whole, the decision of the Board in Case No. V-841-05 was 
supported by substantial, though in some ways conflicting, evidence, and was neither 
arbitrarily nor capriciously made. Moreover, it was well within the Board's authority, and 
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within the sound discretion vested in the Board by the statutes and ordinances which 
grant that authority, to deny the requested variance for failure to show that it would not 
conflict with the public interest. Therefore, the decision of the Board in this case should 
be affirmed 
B. The decision of the Board in Case No. V-841-05 was not made upon 
unlawful procedure. 
Petitioners also contend that the denial of the requested variance was based on 
unlawful procedure. This argument is based on the alleged denial of due process to 
Petitioners as a result of the Board requesting, and Wilson obtaining, information from 
the Kootenai County Assessor's Office concerning whether the property was classified 
as "buildable" or "non-buildable" for assessment purposes. (See Tr. at 32-36.) The 
information was requested because, after the public hearing was initially closed and the 
Board commenced with its deliberations, the Board indicated that it wanted to ascertain 
whether Petitioners had been placed on notice as to limitations on the lawful use and 
development of the property by the Assessor's valuation thereof. (Tr. at 32-33, 35-36.) 
After Wilson obtained the document pertaining to Petitioners' property, the Board 
briefly read and discussed it. (Tr. at 34-36.) Upon advice of counsel clearly reflecting 
concern for Petitioners' due process rights, the Board then re-opened the public hearing 
in this case in order to afford them an opportunity to review the document and provide a 
response. (Tr. at 36-37.) One of the Petitioners, James Wohrle, did in fact respond. 
(Tr. at 37-39.) This process was completed in one day as an accommodation to 
Petitioners, who had come from Spokane to be present at that hearing. (Tr. at 33.) In 
so doing, they did not object to the Board's consideration of that document, and did not 
request additional time for rebuttal. (See Tr. at 32-39.) 
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ldaho case law is clear that consideration of a variance request involves the 
quasi-judicial function of a local governing board, where due process requirements 
apply. Evans v. Cassia County, 137 ldaho 428, 432-33, 50 P.3d 443, 447-48 (2002); 
City of Burley, 107 ldaho at 909, 693 P.2d at 11 1 I. In support of his contention that he 
was denied due process as a result of introduction of new evidence, Petitioners cite 
Chambers v. Kootenai County, 125 ldaho 115, 118, 867 P.2d 989, 992 (1994), a case 
involving a decision made after considering evidence not introduced into the record at a 
public hearing. The Chambers Court stated that a governing board, when conducting a 
quasi-judicial proceeding considering a zoning-related issue, must a) provide notice of 
meetings where the matter is considered, whether the meeting is a public hearing or a 
meeting for deliberations, b) provide a transcribable verbatim record of the proceedings, 
and c) make specific findings of facts and conclusions upon which the decision was 
based. Chambers, 125 ldaho at 118, 867 P.2d at 992. These requirements also imply 
the opportunity to present and rebut evidence. Id. 
Chambers, however, is not controlling in this case because the additional 
evidence in this case was included in the record of proceedings during the course of 
one single, continuous proceeding, and the public hearing was re-opened in order to 
give Petitioners the opportunity to review the additional evidence and provide an 
opportunity to respond - the very due process rights to which the Chambers Court 
stated they should be entitled. By contrast, in Chambers, the county commissioners 
made their decision at least in part on evidence received outside the context of a public 
hearing, and which had not been introduced at the public hearing held before a hearing 
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examiner. The Court found that this had served to deny the right to notice and an 
opportunity to respond to the new evidence. See id. 
A court reviewing a decision of a local governing board under LLUPA is required 
to "consider the proceedings as a whole and to evaluate the adequacy of procedures 
and resultant decisions in light of practical considerations with an emphasis on 
fundamental fairness and the essentials of reasoned decision-making." ldaho Code 3 
67-6535; Evans, 137 ldaho at 433, 50 P.3d at 448. Here, the Board was not acting 
upon a cold appellate record to make its decision; rather, it was the original deciding 
body. In that capacity, the Board received testimony and evidence in addition to that 
considered by the hearing examiner (including Petitioners' testimony, and evidence 
introduced by, or favorable to, Petitioners). 
In the end, though, the classification of the property by the Assessor as 
"buildable" or "non-buildable" was not the determining factor in the Board's decision to 
deny Petitioners' variance requests. There was other substantial evidence presented at 
the hearing upon which the Board based its decision even if it had not considered the 
document derived from the records of the Assessor. In addition, as discussed above, 
interested persons were provided a fair opportunity to present and rebut this evidence 
once the public hearing was reopened. Cf Evans, 137 ldaho at 433, 50 P.3d at 448. 
Therefore, the Board's decision was not based upon unlawful procedure. Even if the 
Court were to find that this portion of the proceeding were procedurally defective, 
however, the Board's decision should nevertheless be affirmed because the reasoning 
behind the Board's decision is amply supported in the remainder of the record. 
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C. No substantial rights of Petitioners have been prejudiced as a result of the 
decision of the Board in Case No. V-841-05. 
As Justice Stephen Bistline once pointed out, "there is no entitlement to a ... 
variance, even where an applicant has met all of the required conditions. The granting 
of such a variance is discretionary with the Board of Commissioners, and the fact that 
an applicant has jumped through all the right hoops does not necessarily guarantee that 
the Board will decide in the applicant's favor." South Fork Coalition v. Bonneville 
County, 117 Idaho 857, 868, 792 P.2d 882, 893 (1990) (Bistline, J., dissenting) 
(emphasis in original). 
The denial of Petitioners' variance request does not deprive Petitioner of any 
lawful use of their property prior to their variance application; it merely reinforces the 
pre-existing limitations on the use of this property. Moreover, even without the 
requested variance, Petitioners are still able to put their property to use as permitted 
under applicable state laws and regulations, and county ordinances. Specifically, 
ownership of this property entitles Petitioners to use and enjoy a dock on Lake Coeur 
d'Alene, so long as they comply with the requirements of IDL and, when applicable, the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. This is a reasonable use of this property which accrues 
to only a relatively few number of parcels located in Kootenai County. 
Because Petitioners are not entitled to the granting of a variance, and because 
Petitioners are able to put the property to reasonable use with or without the variance, 
no substantial rights have been prejudiced as a result of the decision in this case. 
Accordingly, that decision should be affirmed. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
The Board's decision to deny Petitioners' variance request in Case No. V-841-05 
was the result of Petitioners' own actions, was within the Board's authority and 
discretion under Idaho law and Kootenai County ordinances, was supported by 
substantial and competent evidence in the record as a whole, and was not arbitrary or 
capricious. The Board's decision was also not based on unlawful procedure, as 
Petitioners' due process rights were not violated. Furthermore, the decision did not 
prejudice Petitioners' substantial rights. Therefore, the decision in Case No. V-841-05 
should be AFFIRMED. 
Dated this yf 1 day of November, 2006 
Kootenai County Department 
of Administrative Sewices 
.& 
Patrick M. Braden 
Attorney for Respondent 
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I hereby certify that on this day of November, 2006, 1 caused to be 
sewed a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and 
addressed to the following: 
[ ] U.S. Mail Chambers Copy to: 
[ ] HAND DELIVERED Hon. John T. Mitchell 
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M TELEFAX (FAX) 
Scott L. Poorman 
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FAX (208) 772-7243 
~a f i i c k  M. Braden 
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BECK & POORMAN, LLC 
Scott L. Poorman, ISB #4701 
Post Office Box 1390 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 
Hayden, ID 83835-2871 
Phone: 772-4400 
Fax: 772-7243 
STATE OF IDAllO 
DEPUTY 
Attorney for Petitioners 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of Idaho, 




Case CV 06-5323 
ORDER Granting Motion to 
Augment Record 
Petitioners' Motion to Augment Record was heard by the Court on November 29,2006 at 
the hour of 3:30 p.m. with petitioners JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE represented by 
their attorney of record, Scott L. Poorman, and respondent Kootenai County represented by 
attorney Patrick Braden. Based upon the pleadings on file, the arguments of counsel and good 
cause appearing; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Petitioners' Motion to Augment Record is granted 
and the record shall be supplemented with the information attached to the Affidavit of Scott L. 
Poorman previously filed with the Court. 
jlc day of December, 2006. ENTERED this - 
ORDER Granting Motion to Augment Record Page - 1 
Clerk's Certificate of Delivery 
I hereby certify that on the 3 day of December, 2006, the foregoing ORDER Granting 
Motion to Augment Record was served as follows: 
0 US Mail Patrick Braden 
Fax Kootenai County Department of Legal Services 
0 Hand Delivered PO Box 9000lLS 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 16 
FAX: (208) 446-1 621 
0 US Mail Scott L. Poorman 
-;e(: Fax Beck & Poorman, LLC 
Hand Delivered PO Box 1390 
Hayden, ID 83835 
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BECK & POORMAN, LLC 
Scott L. Poorman, ISB #4701 
Post Office Box 1390 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 
Hayden, ID 83835-2871 
Phone: 772-4400 
Fax: 772-7243 
Attorney for Petitioners 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, I 
Petitioners, I 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of Idaho, 
Case CV 06-5323 
ORDER Granting Motion for 
Continuance 
The petitioners' Objection to the Record and Motion for Continuance was heard by the 
court on January 4,2007 with petitioners represented by attorney Scott L. Poorman and 
Respondent represented by attorney Patrick Braden. Based upon the stipulation of the parties and 
good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Kootenai County shall prepare serve on petitioners a 
combined transcription of all statements and testimony from the June 1, 2006 Board of 
Commissioners hearings and deliberations on Case No. V-841-05 (James and Penny Wohrle), 
Case No. V-842-05 (Jerry Judd) and Case No. V-843-05 (Theodore and Johanna Baycroft). 
It is further ordered that oral argument on the petition is continued to February 14,2007 
ORDER Granting Motion for Continuance Page - 1 
Petitioners and respondent shall have until February 1, 2007 to file any supplemental 
briefing following receipt of the combined transcript ordered above. 
ENTERED this zday of January, 2007 
- . L Z  n LA.- - 
ell, District Judge 
Clerk's Certificate of Delivery 
I hereby certify that on the & day of January, 2007, the foregoing ORDER Granting Motion 
for Continuance was served as follows: 
Patrick Braden 
% :El l l ivered Kootenai County Department of Legal Services PO Box 9000lLS 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816 
FAX: (208) 446-1621 
Scott L. Poorman 
% ::::livered Beck & Poorman, LLC PO Box 1390 
Hayden, ID 83835 
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BECK & POORMAN, LLC 
Scott L. Poorman, ISB #4701 
Post Office Box 1390 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 
Hayden, ID 83835-2871 
Phone: 772-4400 
Fax: 772-7243 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
Petitioners, I Petitioners' AMENDED Brief 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, 
husband and wife, 
vs. 
Case CV 06-5323 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of Idaho, 
Respondent. 
Petitioners, JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, husband and wife, (hereafter 
"WOHRLE") through their attorney, Scott L. Poorman, submit this amended brief pursuant to 
the Court's Order Granting Motion for Continuance and in support of the petitioners' Petition for 
Judicial Review: 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This case involves a request for a variance from the front yard setback requirements 
found in Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance No. 348. After an initial public hearing, the 
Kootenai County Hearing Examiner recommended denial of the petitioners' variance request. 
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Following a second public hearing, the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners voted to deny 
the petitioners' variance application. WOHRLE timely filed this action seeking judicial review 
of the decision by Kootenai County to deny their variance request. 
STATEMENT OF PACTS 
WOHRLE is the owner of a parcel located on Wolf Point Bay of Lake Coeur d'Alene in 
the Restricted Residential zone. The 1.377 acre parcel has 100 feet of frontage on the lake and 
can only be accessed via the water. The topography of the WOHRLE parcel is very steep with 
slopes between 70 and 80 degrees. Prior to September, 2005, WOHRLE constructed two small 
decks at the shoreline of their parcel. One deck was built upon a concrete reinforced area of the 
hillside, above the high water line. The other deck was constructed on three pilings placed below 
the high water line. The two decks were built in the only reasonably accessible area of the 
WOHRLE property. Prior to constructing the decks, WOHRLE was informed by the Idaho 
Department of Lands that building permits would not be required for the decks. 
In 2005, Kootenai County issued a code violation notice for the construction of the decks 
without building permits. In September, 2005, WOHRLE applied for a variance from the 25 foot 
front setback required under Section 8.09 of Kootenai County Zoning Ordinance #348. 
Kootenai County Hearing Examiner Gary Young conducted a public hearing on the 
variance application in March of 2006. At that hearing, Carl Washburn of the Idaho Department 
of Lands testified that a permit had been issued by the Department of Lands for the WOHRLE 
boat dock, and that the Department would accept and process an application by WOHRLE for 
any portion of their decks encroaching over the lake. Hearing Examiner Young also noted that 
the Army Corps of Engineers had initially issued a Notice of Violation against WOHRLE for 
placing rock in Coeur d'Alene Lake without a permit, but had subsequently decided to not take 
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any action against WOHRLE because the rock was minor and caused little impact to aquatic 
resources. 
James Wohrle, Penny Wohrle and Carl Washburn were the only persons to testify at the 
public hearing before the Hearing Examiner. Prior to the hearing, Kootenai County received 6 
written comments: 4 in support of the variance request, 1 neutral and 1 that did not indicate any 
position. There was no public opposition to the variance request. 
In recommending denial of the variance request, the Hearing Examiner concluded that, 
although an undue hardship would result from the literal enforcement of the 25 foot setback 
requirement due to the steep topography of the property, the requested variance failed "to meet 
the requirement of public interest and the intent of the zoning ordinance, specifically Section 
30.03d." [R. p. 1621 In his "conclusions of law" the Hearing Examiner also stated: 
The issuance of variances that not only encroach into the 
required setback but also the lakebed is not in the public 
interest and would allow a benefit that is not afforded to other 
property owners fronting Coeur dlAlene Lake. 
The granting of this permit would confer a right or special 
privilege because it is not permitted of others developing on the 
waterfront and would set an unfavorable precedent of "build first 
and ask for permits later". 
The requested variance does not conform to Kootenai County Zoning 
Ordinance No. 348 and IC 67-6516 because the requested variance 
is not necessary to accommodate the recreational use of the 
property and would be detrimental to surrounding properties and 
the public welfare if zero setbacks and lake encroachments were 
to be allowed, even by special permit. 
[R. p. 1621 
WOHRLE requested a second public hearing before the Kootenai County Board of 
Commissioners. Prior to the Board hearing, WOHRLE resolved all outstanding issues with the 
Idaho Department of Lands and received an official "notice of compliance" from the Department 
on May 30,2006. WOHRLE presented a copy of the May 30,2006 letter to the Board of 
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Commissioners at the second public hearing on June 1,2006. At the hearing, Mr. Wohrle also 
testified that a large portion of one deck had been removed to comply with Department of Lands' 
requirements, and that the Army Corps of Engineers had inspected the property and had "signed 
us off." [T. p. 9, lines 12-21] ' An adjacent property owner, Ted Baycroft, testified in favor of 
the WOHRLE variance and the Board of Commissioners received 8 written comments in support 
of the variance request and 2 neutral comments. There was no written comment or public 
testimony in opposition to the variance application. 
It is important to note that on June 1,2006, the Board of Commissioners heard the 
WOHRLE variance request, a similar variance request by Jerry Judd, and a third variance request 
by Ted Baycroft. The three public hearings were conducted back to back and then the Board 
deliberated on all three variance requests together. [T. p. 7, lines 18-22] 
During the WOHRLE hearing, the Commissioners made comments which revealed their 
confusion or predisposition against the WOHRLE variance request. For example, after Jim 
Wohrle testified that they had complied with the Department of Lands requirements and received 
approval from the Army Corps of Engineers, Commissioner Johnson stated: 
What we are dealing today with is not so much your compliance 
with Idaho Department of Lands, but it is with the variance ... per 
County Ordinance. Could you tell me why you didn't get a 
building permit? 
IT. p. 9, lines 22-24; p. 10, lines 1-21 
After Mr. Wohrle described the cliff-like nature of his parcel, Commissioner Brodie asked: 
Mr. Wohrle, when you bought those lots, were they billed as dock 
lots only, non-buildable? 
[T. p. 11, lines 18-19] 
' All references are to the cornbinedtranscript of the Wohrle, Judd and Baycroft hearings. 
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Later, Commissioner Brodie added the following commentary: 
I guess the concern, of course, is no permit. Here they are, I 
mean, it set a precedent, more or less, and, urn, it's easier to 
beg for forgiveness than to get permission, so it puts us in a 
pretty tough spot. 
[T. p. 13, lines 17-20] 
After closing the last public hearing on the Baycroft variance, Commissioner Johnson 
introduced a new issue with the following comments to the other commissioners: 
Before we begin deliberations, something that has come up over 
this testimony on all three of them that is the same, is, the 
buildable versus non-buildable on the description of the lot. 
And something that I would like to check on before we make that 
decisions, that we may have to take this deliberations to another 
week, is something I want to check on is at, through the 
Assessor's Office, I would like to see the assessment on these ... 
on whether or not these lots are assessed as buildable or non- 
buildable lot. That brings up an issue here that was brought up 
on all three of these as to whether they were buildable or not. 
Especially when (inaudible) that there is power down to one of 
those that they could share. Is that something that you guys 
would entertain or not? 
[T. p. 35, lines 17-24, p. 36, lines 1-71 
Although the 2005 Assessor's records for the WOHRLE parcel were already part of the 
record from the previous hearing, the Commissioners sent a staff person to the Assessor's office 
to find out if the property was assessed as "buildable" or "non-buildable." [T. p. 37, lines 1-81 
During deliberations, Commissioner Brodie asked all three applicants whether they knew 
if their property was assessed as "buildable" or "non-buildable." [T. p. 37, lines 10-121 Ted 
Baycroft responded and, at the suggestion of the county attorney, the Baycroft public hearing was 
reopened to allow Mr. Baycroft to testify. [T. p. 37, lines 13-25] After a brief comment by Mr. 
Baycroft, the Board again closed their deliberations without offering or allowing WOHRLE or 
JUDD to testify. [T. p. 38, lines 8-25] 
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After a brief recess, the following comments were made during deliberations by 
Commissioner Johnson: 
We are back from a recess. Uh, Debbie Wilson went downstairs to 
the Assessor's Office and received the Assessor's, uh, Valuation 
Sheet and coding of the land type of these types of properties 
for James Wohrle, Jerry Judd, and Theodore Baycroft. 
IT. p. 40, lines 2-61 
Um, under Mr. Wohrle, on all three of them, I can go, I will lump 
them all three together. On the land type, uh, under one 
classification, waterfront vacant, non-buildable. And then they 
have remaining acreage of the, of the one acre is non-buildable, 
the remaining acreage is a . 6 2 .  On Mr. Judd's, wait a minute, I 
just read Mr. Judds, . 6 2 .  On Mr. Baycroft's, he has a .688  of 
remaining acreage at number two, waterfront vacant, non- 
buildable, of the one acre. And on Mr. Wohrle's, it is remaining 
acreage of the . 688  and one acre of waterfront vacant non- 
buildable. On all three classifications, on all three pieces of 
property. The reason I asked for that, because when you, when 
those lots were purchased. And we all, we've lived here long 
enough to know those lots were waterfront, yes, but at a non- 
buildable rate, taxable, that meant they were less, the value of 
the property was also less than what you would normally find 
around the rest of the lake on a buildable lot. 
[T. p. 41, lines 1-17] 
At this point, County attorney Pat Braden suggested that the Commissioners should allow 
the applicant to view the new information from the Assessor's office and offer rebuttal. The 
Commissioners then reopened the WOHRLE public hearing and Commissioner Johnson had the 
following exchange with Mr. Wohrle: 
Chairman Johnson: This is what we received from the Assessor's 
Office on your property and we want to allow any comments you'd 
like to add. 
James Wohrle: Non-buildable, does that mean any structure, such 
as a deck, or does that just mean house, or living structure? 
Chairman Johnson: What it means is non-buildable, it is all 
before a, you're taxed at a non-buildable rate, knowing that the 
property would not, uh, qualify to build a home. It doesn't 
mean, not the deck, but, what I am trying to, my reason for 
asking for this, again, was so that it, it would clarify, because 
it has been talked about buildable and non-buildable, that's why 
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you have to do the decks, and, and that's all I was trying to get 
at is a, uh, when you purchased the property. And, again, it is 
a buyer-beware state. When you purchased the property, so you 
purchased a piece of property that was at a value that would be 
much less, knowing that it was a dock lot. That's, that's, 
that's the purpose of me trying to find this. History provides 
us with the properties on that lake, on that side of the lake, 
they are non-accessible. Everybody knew it for years and years 
and years. When folks were buying them for a dock lot. They 
knew they could put a dock in, tie their boat up, and still have, 
be on the water. That is why the values are a lot less. And 
when I look at these, uh, decks that are being put on now and 
protruding over the water and what not, some are on their own 
property, but they are building these, these things, I'm not sure 
if that was the purpose, intent of those lots to be built on in 
that manner. They were going to be, again, be called dock lots. 
And that was the only purpose, I was trying to find out where we 
were at on this cause it was talked about buildable and non- 
buildable. 
James Wohrle: Well, we never, never entertained the, the fact of 
building a home there, we were just doing the dock, the deck for 
convenience sake. Like Ted says, we have a place to actually 
put, if you looked at all, you know, all of the properties where 
people have purchased them, they actually have been digging out 
the hillside, making flat areas and it seems to be access, 
acceptable. Uh, perhaps because nobody has been sited for it 
and, uh, we just did the decks just to, uh, uh, keep the dirt 
level down and (inaudible) down and things like that. I know 
that ones over the water, which we did take out was, uh, way 
beyond what we should have done. I realize that. That is why we 
took it out. Probably take the concrete out, urn, probably later 
on this fall when the water level is down. Because we've done, 
we built everything in the off-season, in the fall and winter, so 
we didn't, didn't hurt the water quality and things like that. 
Chairman Johnson: Okay. Thank you. 
James Wohrle: Thank you. 
Commissioner Currie: Move the public hearing closed on V-841-05 
and move to deliberations after the other two. 
Chairman Johnson: Great. 
[T. p. 42, lines 14-25, p. 43, p. 44, lines 1-15] 
Commissioner Cume's motion was unanimously approved and the WOHRLE public 
hearing was again closed without any further comment from Mr. Wohrle, and without any 
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opportunity to comment given to Mrs. Wohrle, Mr. Judd, Mr. Baycroft or any of the other 
persons in attendance. 
At this point, the combined transcript reveals that the JUDD variance hearing was 
reopened for public testimony. [T. p.44, lines 23-25, p. 45, lines 1-61 What followed was a 
discussion between Jerry Judd and the Commissioners concerning the assessed and market value 
of his parcel as a "buildable" lot. This discussion ended abruptly with amotion by 
Commissioner Currie to close public testimony and move to the next case (Baycroft). [T. p. 45, 
lines 7-25 through p. 47, line 61 While the JUDD public hearing was reopened, none of the 
other applicants were given the opportunity to speak or rebut any of the additional testimony 
given or taken by the Commissioners. 
Finally, the Board reopened the Baycroft variance hearing and Mr. Baycroft asked a 
relevant question: 
Theodore Baycroft: Okay, my question, my, to state it further, I 
mean, I went to the Assessor's Office and they gave, they said it 
was a neutral position, it hadn't been determined. Obviously, 
this information is here. My question is, when did they 
determine it was buildable or unbuildable. Because when I went, 
they didn't have a determination. And was that determination 
after, after they reassessed our property? Because, when I 
originally bought the property, they didn't have a determination. 
[T. p. 47, line 23 through p. 48, line 71 
Mr. Baycroft and Commissioner Johnson then engaged in a lengthy debate over the 
meaning of the County Assessor records with Commissioner Johnson offering new information, 
testimony and his own legal conclusions. [T. pp 48-51] During this dialog, a woman in the 
audience tried to disagree with Commissioner Johnson's comments, but she was not allowed to 
speak. [T. p. 49, lines 23-25] Again, without allowing any other person to testify or rebut this 
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new information, the Board closed the public testimony in the Baycroft hearing and went into 
simultaneous deliberations on all three variance cases. [T. p. 52, lines 15-25] 
The sum total of deliberations by the Board on all three cases consists of the following 
comments: 
Commissioner Brodie: It's ugly. I mean, the bottom line is, I, I 
feel very, very sorry for each and every one of you for being 
allowed to believe, number one, it was a buildable lot, that you 
could do something other than enjoy a dock lot, which is, I think 
exactly what you have. Regardless of that, the requirement is, 
you build within setbacks and you get a permit first. 
Commissioner Currie: I'm going to take it a step further. I sit 
on the, on a Basin Commission, uh, and there are representatives 
from Washington State. Uh, and this tells me that Washington 
State's rules are tougher than what ours are. Uh, so, uh, I, I 
would think that you would have, uh, looked into the legal 
setbacks, especially, I have to complement you, you guys did a 
great job in the building process. I, I come from the building 
industry and, uh, uh, you did a good job. But, you didn't, 
didn't do your homework. Uh, and, uh, rules changed. Uh, uh, I, 
I used, I used, my family used t o  have a place on (inaudible) 
couple of years ago. And what we could have done back in the 
sixties is different than what we could do today. Uh, and, I 
think you should have done your, home, uh, your due home, uh, due 
diligence and your homework and your process. So, uh, at, Gus, 
do you have anything else to ... 
Chairman Johnson: I don't. It's been said. 
[T. p. 53, lines 7-25, p. 54, lines 1-41 
Without further deliberation, the Commissioners unanimously voted to sustain the 
Hearing Examiner's recommendations that the WOHRLE, JUDD and BAYCROFT variances be 
denied ordered that the structures be removed within 60 days. WOHRLE timely filed this 
petition for judicial review. 
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A Board's variance decision can be overturned where its findings, inferences, conclusions 
or decisions are: "a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; b) in excess of the 
statutory authority of the agency; c) made upon unlawful procedure; d) not supported by 
substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of 
discretion." Eacret v. Bonner County, 139 Idaho 780, 784 (2004), citing Idaho Code 9 67- 
5279(3). 
Because zoning ordinances are in derogation of the common-law rights of free ownership 
and use of property, it is the general rule that, in the absence of any statute to the contrary, zoning 
laws should be strictly construed in favor of the property owner. Ada County v. Gibson, 126 
Idaho 854, 858 (App. 1995) The public policy behind this rule of construction is to permit the 
least restricted use of real property. 83 Am.Jur.2d Zonina and Planninn 6 629. 
ARGUMENT 
1. The decision to deny the WOHRLE variance was arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of 
discretion, and made in violation of statutory and zoning ordinance provisions. 
"A variance shall not be considered a right or special privilege, but may be granted to an 
applicant only upon a showing of undue hardship because of characteristics of the site and that 
the variance is not in conflict with the public interest. Prior to granting a variance, notice and an 
opportunity to be heard shall be provided to property owners adjoining the parcel under 
consideration." Idaho Code 967-65 16. 
Section 30.03 of Kootenai County zoning ordinance #348 further defines the procedure 
and standards for variance applications: 
SECTION 30.03 PROCEDURES FOR GRANTING VARIANCES 
A. Notice of public hearing shall be given as required by relevant 
Idaho Code provisions. 
B. The public hearing shall be held. Any party may appear in person 
or by agent or by attorney. 
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C. The following findings shall be made: 
1. Whether or not the requirements of Section 30.03 have been 
met by the applicant for a variance; 
2. Whether or not the reasons set forth in application justify 
the granting of a variance; 
3. That the variance is the minimum variance that will make 
possible the reasonable use of the land, building, or 
structure; 
4. That the granting of the variance will be in harmony with 
the general purpose and intent of this Ordinance, and will 
not be injurious to the neighborhood or otherwise 
detrimental to the public welfare. 
D. In recommending the granting of any variance, the hearing body 
may recommend appropriate conditions and safeguards in conformity 
with this Ordinance. Violation of such conditions and safeguards, 
when made a part of the terms under which the variance is 
granted, shall be deemed a violation of this Ordinance and 
punishable under Article 27 of this Ordinance. 
A s  noted in the Board's written Order of Decision, [R. p. 1771, Idaho Code 867-6535 
requires the approval or denial of a variance request to be in writing and based upon standards 
and criteria set forth in the zoning ordinance. In addition, the decision must be "accompanied by 
a reasoned statement that explains the criteria and standards considered relevant, states the 
relevant contested facts relied upon, and explains the rationale for the decision based on the 
applicable provisions of the comprehensive plan, relevant ordinance and statutory provisions, 
pertinent constitutional principles and factual information contained in the record." §67-6535(b). 
In this case, the Board's Order of Decision makes 3 conclusions of law, none of which are 
supported by any evidence presented to the Hearing Examiner or the Board of Commissioners. 
Under paragraph 5.01 of the Order of Decision, the Board correctly concludes that a strict 
enforcement of the 25 foot setback would create an "undue hardship" because of the steep 
topography of the WOHRLE parcel; however, the Board goes on to determine that the requested 
variance "fails to meet the requirement of public interest and the intent of the zoning ordinance, 
specifically Section 30.03(d)." [R. p. 1781 Contrary to Idaho Code 567-6535, the Board does 
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not reference any facts relied upon in reaching its conclusion that the variance request fails to 
meet the requirement of public interest. In fact, no such requirement exists under Idaho law. 
Again, Idaho Code 567-65 16 requires an applicant to show that the requested variance is 
"not in conflict with the public interest." It appears the Kootenai County Commissioners turned 
this requirement upside down by requiring WOHRLE to prove that the requested variance was in 
the public interest, rather than not in conflict with the puhlic interest. No written comments in 
opposition to the variance request were received prior to either public hearing and there was no 
public testimony in opposition to the variance request. The only evidence of conflict with the 
public interest was the initial objections by the Idaho Department of Lands and Amy Corps of 
Engineers. Both objections were resolved and removed by WOHRLE prior to the second public 
hearing before the Commissioners. In short, the Board's Conclusion of Law 5.01 is not based 
upon the correct standards set forth in Idaho Code or the zoning ordinance, and is not supported 
by any evidence in the record. Finally, the Board's reference to section 30.03(d) is nonsensical. 
That section only applies to recommended conditions when a variance is granted. 
The only explanation or rational provided by the Board for Conclusion of Law 5.01 is the 
following statement: 
The issuance of variances that not only encroach into the 
required setback but also the lakebed is not in the public 
interest and would allow a benefit that is not afforded to other 
property owners fronting Coeur d'Alene Lake. 
[R. p. 1781 
This statement is also not supported by any factual evidence in the record. WOHRLE 
demonstrated that the variance was not in conflict with the public interest when they obtained 
approval from the Idaho Department of Lands for that portion of the decks that encroached onto 
the lakebed. The reference to "a benefit that is not afforded to other property owners fronting 
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Coeur d7Alene Lake" also makes no sense. Any water front property owner has the right to apply 
to the Idaho Department of Lands for an encroachment permit. WOHRLE did so for their boat 
dock and were approved. Similarly, any water front property owner has the right to seek a 
variance from the County setback requirements if a literal enforcement of the setback would 
create an undue hardship due to the physical characteristics of the property. WOHRLE was 
seeking no special privilege and none would have been conferred upon WOHRLE by the 
granting of the requested variance. 
The Board's Conclusion of Law 5.02 states: 
The granting of the variance requested in this application does 
not meet the requirements of Idaho Code 567-6516 because it would 
serve to legitimize the Applicant's construction of decks without 
required building permits, which would be considered a special 
privilege. 
This conclusion appears to be based on the Board's belief that it would be setting a 
precedent if the WOHRLE variance was granted. The uncontested evidence presented to the 
Hearing Examiner and the Board of Commissioners explained how WOHRLE was misinformed 
that building permits were not required for the decks. There was no bad faith by WOHRLE in 
building the decks without a permit. WOHRLE also testified that the size of the decks was 
reduced to bring them within the 200 square foot exemption. Again, WOHRLE was not seeking 
any special building permit privilege in the request for a variance f?om the 25 foot setback 
requirement. The existence of a valid building permit is not a prerequisite under Idaho Code or 
the Kootenai County zoning ordinance for approval of a variance. To impose such a requirement 
against WOHRLE is arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of discretion. 
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In addition, only 3 weeks after the WOHRLE variance request was denied by the Board 
of Commissioners, the same Commissioners approved a variance for Stephen and Mary Iacoboni 
under nearly identical circumstances. In variance case number V-849-06, Mr. and Mrs. Iacoboni 
requested a variance from the 5 foot side yard setback required in the Restricted Residential zone, 
for a staircase built by lacoboni without a building permit. Despite public opposition and against 
the recommendation of the Hearing Examiner to deny the variance, the Board of Commissioners 
approved the Iacoboni variance for a staircase that not only encroached into the setback, but also 
encroached over the property line onto the adjoining parcel. The Iacoboni property is a steep, 
waterfront parcel similar to the Wohrle property in every discernable way. These completely 
inconsistent variance decisions demonstrate the arbitrary and capricious nature of the 
Commissioners' reasoning. 
Finally, Conclusion of Law 5.03 states: 
The requested variance does not conform to Kootenai County Zoning 
Ordinance No. 348 and Idaho Code S67-6516 because the requested 
variance is not necessary to accommodate the recreational use of 
the property and would be detrimental to surrounding properties 
and the public welfare if zero setbacks and lake encroachments 
were to be allowed, even by special permit. 
[R. p. 1781 
This conclusion, like paragraph 5.01, imposes a requirement not found in Idaho law or the 
County zoning ordinance. Nothing in Idaho Code or the zoning ordinance requires a variance 
applicant to demonstrate that the variance "is necessary to accommodate the recreational use of 
the property." As noted above, section 30.03(~)(3) of the zoning ordinance requires a finding, 
"[tlhat the variance is the minimum variance that will make possible the reasonable use of the 
land, building, or structure." (emphasis added) The only evidence and testimony received by the 
Hearing Examiner and County Commissioners was that WOHRLE could not use the property at 
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all without creating a place to sit or stand. The decks were built to allow WOHRLE to have 
some reasonable use of the land itself apart from their boat dock floating on the lake. During the 
Commissioners' hearing, Ted Baycroft testified in favor of the WOHRLE variance: 
The only place they had to do what they did is where they did it. 
There was, I mean, it's, it's a case of undue hardship. There 
was absolutely nowhere else in the process of doing that building 
where they could have done anything. 
[T. p. 15, lines 17-20] 
Finally,.there was no testimony or evidence presented at any of the hearings to support the 
Commissioners' conclusion that it "would be detrimental to surrounding properties and the 
public welfare if zero setbacks and lake encroachments were to be allowed, even by special 
permit." To the contrary, the neighbors supported the WOHRLE variance request, the Idaho 
Department of Lands ap~roved the WOHRLE encroachment and the Army Corps of Engineers 
dropped its initial objections. 
The Board's Order of Decision is arbitrary and capricious and violates Idaho Code $67- 
6535 because it is not based upon standards and criteria set forth in the zoning ordinance, it is 
not accompanied by a reasoned statement that explains the criteria and standards considered 
relevant, it does not state the relevant contested facts relied upon, and does not explain the 
rationale for the decision based on the applicable provisions of Idaho Code and the zoning 
ordinance and factual information contained in the record. 
2. The decision to deny the WOHRLE variance was made upon unlawful procedure. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has declared that when a governing body sits in a quasi-judicial 
capacity, it must confine its decision to the record produced-at the public hearing. Failing to do 
so is a violation of procedural due process of law. Chambers v. Kootenai County Board of 
Commissioners, 125 Idaho 115, 118 (1994); Cooper v. Board of County Commissioners ofAda 
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County, 101 Idaho 407,411 (1980); Gay v. Board of County Commissioners of Bonneville 
County, 103 Idaho 626, 629 (Ct.App. 1982). 
The Court has also observed that when a governing body deviates from the public record, 
it essentially conducts a second fact-gathering session without proper notice in violation of due 
process. Chambers, 125 Idaho at 118. 
In this case, the transcript of the Commissioners' hearing shows clear violations of the 
petitioners' due process rights. As noted in above, the Commissioners went on a fact-finding 
mission to explore the "buildable vs. non-buildable" nature of the WOHRLE parcel after initially 
closing the public hearing. The record is devoid of any explanation of why or how the 
Commissioners decided the non-buildable character of the property was relevant to the variance 
request. Nevertheless, the Commissioners believed the issue to be critical to their decision 
despite the fact that the buildable or non-buildable nature of property is not a variance standard 
found in Idaho Code or the Kootenai County zoning ordinance. The record shows that the 
Commissioners sent a staff person to gather new evidence from the Assessor's office despite the 
fact that the issue had not been raised by staff or discussed with the Hearing Examiner 
After the Commissioners reviewed and commented on the new evidence, the hearing was 
reopened to allow WOHRLE to respond. It is obvious from the transcript that Mr. Wohrle did 
not expect to be ambushed with the Assessor's records or even understand the point 
Commissioner Johnson was attempting to make. Finding himself in the uncomfortable position 
of having to respond off the cuff to Commissioner Johnson's incomprehensible comments, Mr, 
Wohrle asked a reasonable question: 
James Wohrle: Non-buildable, does that mean any structure, such 
as a deck, or does that j'ust mean house, or living structure? 
[T. p. 42, lines 17-19] 
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The comments that followed from Commissioner Johnson did little to answer Mr. 
Wohrle's question and contained numerous misstatements of fact, opinions and legal theories 
upon which the Commissioners apparently relied in making their decision to deny the variance. 
For example, Commissioner Johnson testifies that the WOHRLE property is "taxed at anon- 
buildable rate", that "it is a buyer-beware state", that "you purchased a piece of property that was 
at a value that would be much less, knowing it was a dock lot", and "[hlistory provides us with 
the properties on that lake, on that side of the lake, they are non-accessble. Everybody knew it 
for years and years and years." There is no factual evidence in the record to support any of this 
testimony by Commissioner Johnson. 
The record does not reveal why Commissioner Johnson felt compelled to abandon his 
position as elected County Commissioner and assume the role of opponent to the WOHRLE 
variance application. However, the record is clear that the Commissioners did not confine their 
decision to the evidence presented by the witnesses, but instead conducted their own fact 
gathering session and offered their own testimony in violation of the applicants' due process 
rights. Although Mr. Wohrle was given a token opportunity to rebut the evidence presented by 
Commissioner Johnson, that opportunity was rendered meaningless by the fact that he had no 
advance notice that the issue would be discussed. And while Mr. Wohrle was given at least 
some opportunity to respond, none of the other people present at the hearing were even offered a 
chance to speak before the hearing was again closed on a motion by Commissioner Cunie that 
was unanimously approved without hesitation or discussion. 
When the governing body in a land use matter becomes an adversary witness, there can 
be no doubt that the applicants' fundamental due process rights were violated. 
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3. The decision to deny the WOHRLE variance was not supported by substantial 
evidence on the record as a whole. 
The finding of fact recited in the Board's Order of Decision fairly conform to the 
evidence and testimony presented by the applicants and other witnesses at the two public 
hearings. Absent from those findings of fact is any reference to the "buildable or non-buildable" 
condition of the parcel. Also absent is any finding of fact related to how the requested variance 
might be in conflict with the public interest, or whether the requested variance is the minimum 
variance that will make the reasonable use of the land possible. 
Nevertheless, without these missing findings, and without any evidence in the record, the 
Commissioners concluded that the property is "non-buildable" and that the non-buildable 
condition is a material fact which somehow precludes the requested variance. The 
Commissioners also concluded that the applicants failed to prove that the requested variance was 
in the public interest, even though the law imposes no such requirement and all the evidence 
presented demonstrates that the variance would not be in conflict with the public interest. In fact, 
the Commissioners took it one step further and concluded that the requested variance would be 
"detrimental to surrounding property owners and the public welfare" without %evidence in the 
record to support such a conclusion. Finally, the Commissioners concluded that the requested 
variance "is not necessary to accommodate recreational use of the property", even though no 
such requirement exists in Idaho Code or the zoning ordinance and there was no evidence in the 
record to support such a conclusion. 
Having concluded that an undue hardship existed from the characteristics of the property, 
the Commissioners should have focused on the other half of a variance evaluation; whether the 
requested variance is in conflict with the public interest. The only evidence supporting a possible 
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conflict with the public interest was negated when WOHRLE obtained approval from the Idaho 
Department of Lands and the Army Corps of Engineers. Simply put, the evidence in the record 
does not support the Commissioners' decision to deny the variance. 
4. The decision to deny the WOHRLE variance was in excess of the statutory authority 
granted to Kootenai County. 
As detailed above, the Kootenai County Commissioners created new legal standards and 
requirements for the WOHRLE variance not found in Idaho Code or the adopted zoning 
ordinance. These new requirements included: (1) no variance for any structure built without a 
permit2, (2) applicants must prove the variance will be in the public interest, (3) property 
assessed as "non-buildable" for tax purposes does not qualify for a variance, (4) the variance 
must be necessary to accommodate the recreational use of the property, and (5) no variance for 
any lakebed encroachment. 
By imposing these invalid legal requirements and standards on the WOHRLE variance, 
the Kootenai County Commissioners exceeded their statutory authority. 
CONCLUSION 
The legislature created the variance process in the Local Land Use Planning Act to allow 
a reasonable measure of flexibility in the application of land use regulations. Without any 
variance provision, the literal enforcement of land use regulations, regardless of specific 
circumstances, could create unnecessary and undue hardship. The 25 foot front setback required 
in the Restricted Residential zone of Kootenai County is not a sacred, unquestionable distance. 
When the physical characteristics of a parcel make the application of that setback requirement 
untenable, and when a variance from that requirement will not harm anyone, the law allows such 
Apparently the rule precluding variances for structures built without a permit only applied to WOHRLE because 
the same Commissioners approved the lacoboni variance for an unpemitted staircase only 3 weeks later. 
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a variance to be granted. This rather simple analysis is all that Idaho Code and the Kootenai 
County zoning ordinance require. 
For the most part, the Hearing Examiner followed this analysis and determined that the 
WOHRLE variance would not be appropriate because it would potentially conflict with the rules 
and requirements of the Idaho Department of Lands and the Army Corps of Engineers. 
WOHRLE responded to the Hearing Examiner's comments and obtained the approval of the 
Department of Lands and Army Corps, thereby removing the potential conflict with the public 
interest. 
However, the County Commissioners completely abandoned the variance standards and 
analysis set forth in Idaho Code and the zoning ordinance in favor of their own arbitrary and 
capricious standards, their own testimony and evidence and their own legal requirements. For 
these reasons, the petitioners respectfully request that the denial of their variance request be 
reversed and this matter be remanded to Kootenai County for proceedings in conformance with 
Idaho law and the petitioners' due process rights. 
Respectfully submitted this 1st day of February, 2007. 
BECK & POORMAN. LLC. 
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Case CV 06-5323 
ORDER ON PETITION FOR 
JUDICIAL REVIEW 
The Petition for Judicial Review by JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE was 
heard by the Court on January 20,2007 at the hour of 4:00 p.m. with petitioners represented by 
their attorney of record, Scott L. Poorrnan, and respondent Kootenai County represented by 
attorney Patrick Braden. Based upon the record on appeal, the briefs filed by the parties, the oral 
arguments of counsel, and good cause appearing: 
THE COURT HEREBY FINDS that the June 15,2006 decision of the Kootenai County 
Board of Commissioners to deny the variance request of JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY 
WOHRLE in case number V-841-05 was arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of discretion. 
ORDER on Petition for Judicial Review 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the decision of the Kootenai County Board of 
Commissioners in case number V-841-05 is reversed and remanded to the Kootenai County 
Board of Commissioners for rehearing. 
ENTERED this &day of February, 2007. 
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AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY FEES 
AND COSTS 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of Idaho, 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai 1 
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) 
Scott Poorman, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho, and the atto~mey of record 
for the petitioners in this action. I make this affidavit based upon my personal 
knowledge. 
2. In response to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 54(e)(3): 
A. Time and Labor Required: A copy of the billing statements for the legal 
services provided in this matter are attached hereto as "Exhibit A." 
Total Attorney's Fees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6,681.25 
Total Costs under IRCP 54(d)(l)(C) . . . . . . $ 308.10 
TOTAL ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS $6.989.35 
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B. The novelty and difficulty of the questions: This case involved legal questions 
and issues unique to administrative law, land use, zoning and variances. Such questions 
and issues are not difficult for an attorney experienced in these areas of the law. 
C. Requisite skill and ability to perform the legal services: In addition to a 
working knowledge of administrative law and the procedures for judicial review, a high 
level of skill and knowledge regarding local zoning ordinances, variances and the 
administrative procedures of Kootenai County was required for this case. 
D. The prevailing charges for like work: To the best of my knowledge, the 
prevailing rate for this type of legal work in Kootenai County is between $1 50 and $250 
per hour. The fees charged for this case were reasonable and consistent with the 
prevailing charges. 
E. Fixed o r  contingent fee: The fees charged in this case were $125.00 per hour for 
associate attorney's time, and $225.00 per hour for my time. 
F. Time limitations imposed by the client or  the circumstances of the case: Like 
any appellate case, judicial review of an administxative action requires careful 
compliance with relatively short deadlines and procedural requirements. In addition, the 
clients were anxious to see their claims adjudicated as quickly as possible because all 
construction work on their property had been halted by Kootenai County. 
G. Amount involved and the results obtained: While this litigation did not 
involve a monetary amount per se, from the petitioners' perspective the case involved the 
value of improvements constructed on their real property and whether they would be able 
to complete those improvements or be required to tear them down. The petitioners 
Affidavit of Fees and Costs 
obtained a favorable result; a remand of their variance case back to the County 
Commissioners for a new hearing. 
H. Undesirability of the case: The only element of undesirability in this case was 
the difficult burden of proof and standard of review that any petitioner must overcome in 
a petition for judicial review of an administrative decision. 
I. Nature and length of the professional relationship with the client: Ow firm 
was retained by the petitioners on July 5,2006. 
J. Awards in similar cases: There are numerous, reported Idaho decisions where 
attorney fees and costs have been awarded to the prevailing party on a petition for 
judicial review under Idaho Code 312-1 17. See Petitioner's Brief in Support of Request 
for Attorney Fees and Costs filed herewith. 
K. Reasonable cost of automated legal research, if necessary: Approximately 18 
hours of legal research was performed by our associate attorney. Of these 18 hours, only 
6.1 hours were billed to the client at the rate of $125 per hour. 
L. Other factors which the Court deems appropriate in the particular case: Our 
firm represented Jerry Judd in a companion petition for judicial review, case number CV 
06-5322. Because both cases shared many common issues and elements, Mr. and Mrs. 
Wohrle and Mr. Judd each paid half of the total attorney fees incurred on both cases. 
Costs were divided according to the costs incurred in each individual case. Because of 
the similarities in both cases, the time and effort required to litigate both cases was only 
slightly more than the time and effort one case would have required. In reviewing the 
attached invoices, the Court should also note the additional time required for a successful 
motion to augment the record and successful motion to amend the transcript. 
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a- Respectfully submitted this -day of February, 2007. 
SUBSCRIBED AND kr&\n this da j  of February, 2096, 
A+/ Commission Expires: 9/$3&/2 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the ZZday of February, 2007, I served the foregoing Affidavit of Fees 
and Costs to: 
USMail Patrick Braden 
Fax Kootenai County Department of Legal Services 
Hand Delivered PO Box 9000LS 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 8381 6 
FAX: (208) 446-1621 
Affidavit of Fees and Costs 
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1803 W. Mission 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Regarding: JuddMlohrle - Kootenai County 
Invoice No: 6362 
Professional Services 
Date Staff Description Hours Rate Charges 
7/05/2006 SLP Review order of decision on variance applications. re vie^ 2.20 $225.00 $495.00 
ordinance provisions and Idaho Code regarding appeal 
and takings analysis. Meeting with new clients to 
discuss denial of variance requests and strategy to 
respond. Advise of legal options and process. Open new 
file. 
711 312006 SLP Review files and prepare petition for judicial review for 2.40 $225.00 $540.00 
each variance case. Telephone conference with Jerry for 
additional information. Draft letter to BOCC for takings 
analysis. File petitions with court and serve copies to 
county commissioners. 




Total Hours 4.60 Total Fees $1,035.00 
Current 30 Days 60 Days 90 Days 120 and Over Total 
. &. ,. ....................... . -. ...... - .................................... ... 
$1,035.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.035.00 
Exhibit" h ' 
Page / of 13 . 
Date: 911 2/2006 
Jerry Judd 
1803 W. Mission 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Regarding: JuddNVohrle - Kootenai County 
Invoice No: 6548 
Professional Services 
Date Staff Descri~tion Hours Rate Charges 
8/18/2006 SLP Review correspondence from client Judd regarding status 0.10 $225.00 $22.50 
of case. 
8/23/2006 SLP Retrieve and review transcript of hearing and agency 2.20 $225.00 $495.00 
record for Judd. 
8/23/2006 SLP Review transcript of hearing and agency record for 1.90 $225.00 $427.50 
Wohrle. 
8/24/2006 SLP Review Regulatory Takings Analysis by attorney Braden 0.40 $225.00 $90.00 
for Wohrle & Judd. 
Total Hours 4.60 Total Fees $1,035.00 
Expenses 
Start Date Description Charqes 
8/22/2006 Kootenai County Planning Dept. - balancedue on transcript prep for Wohrle $82.80 
8/22/2006 Kootenai County Planning Dept. - balance due on transcript prep for Judd $20.30 
Total Expenses $103.10 
Total New Charges 
JuddIWohrle - Kootenai County 
Page No. 2 
Previous Balance $1,035.00 
811 812006 Payment Payment from J. Judd - thank you $-517.50 
8/23/2006 Payment Payment from trust account for Kootenai county Planning (Wohrle $-82.80 
transcript balance) 
8/23/2006 Payment Payment from trust account for Kootenai County Planning (Judd $-20.30 
transcript balance) 
813012006 Payment Payment thank you $-517.50 
Total Payments and Credits $-1,138.10 
Balance Due $1,035.00 
. - - - --- ..- .---. 
A/R Aging Current 30 Days 60 Days 90 Days 120 and Over Total 
................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
$1.035.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,035.00 
+ , ( ) ( ]~> '#  ; 
: [ $ ! [ i ) . . : : [ <  ,& 1 .  . J I ,[\ ii.j(.ji{Yf :l-,:L;i7 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 




1803 W. Mission 
Spokane. WA 99201 
Regarding: JuddIWohrle - Kootenai County 
invoice No: 6613 
Previous Balance 
9/26/2006 Payment Payment from Jim Wohrle - thank you 
9/28/2006 Payment Payment thank you 
Total Payments and Credits $-1,035.00 
Balance Due $0.00 
A/R Aging Current 30 Days 60 Days 90 Days 120 and Over Total 
.,.. . . . . ... . . . . ~  .... . .. . 
[ ' \ l ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~  :[( ,& ![I$!( $( :$:[-:,i.i[,tj\Y7 :[,,,l,J.-! 
8884 N.  Gover~lnicni Way, Suile D 




1803 W. Mission 
Spokane. WA 99201 
Regarding: JuddlWohrle - Kootenai County 
Invoice No: 6776 
Professional Services 
Date -- Staff D e s c r i p t i o n  Hours Rate Charges 
10/04/2006 SLP Review file and drafl settlement letter to attorney Braden. 1.30 $225.00 $292.50 
Emaii to clients for review and comment. 
10/05/2006 PEK Research statutory and case law in Idaho regarding 6.10 $125.00 $762.50 
general variance law, including the standards for what 
constitutes unlawful procedure, arbitrary and capricious 
and whether county commissioners may gather 
independent evidence at public hearing. 
10/06/2006 PEK Additional research on variances and administrative 0.00 $125.00 No Charge 
procedure. Draft memorandum of law for partner. 
6.40 No Charge 
10/09/2006 SLP Review research from associate. Drafl Motion and 5.00 $225.00 $1,125.00 
Affidavit to Augment record to include lacoboni variance 
file. Begin drafling Petitioner's Brief. 
10/10/2006 PEK Research Idaho case law whether inconsistent decisions 0.00 $125.00 No Charge 
made by county commissioners amount to an arbitrary 
and capricious decision. Draft memo of law for partner. 
3.90 No Charge 
10/10/2006 SLP Continue research and drafting of appeal briefs for Judd 6.00 $225.00 $1,350.00 
and Wohrle. Review letter from attorney Braden. 
JuddIWohrle - Kootenai County 
Page No. 2 
1011 112006 PEK Additional research of Idaho case law regarding whether it 0.00 $125.00 No Charge 
is appropriate for a county commissioner to present 
evidence; and whether a commission may rely on past 
precedent when granting variances. 
1.90 No Charge 
10/11/2006 SLP Complete brief for Wohrle and begin drafting Judd brief. 8.00 $225.00 $1,800.00 
10112/2006 SLP Finalize, file and serve briefs for judicial review. Copy to 2.00 $225.00 $450.00 
clients. 
.... . - . , . - 
Total Hours 40.60 Total Fees $5,780.00 
Total New Charges 
Previous Balance $0.00 
Balance Due 
AIR Aging Current 30 Days 60 Days 90 Days 120 and Over 
........ - - .................... .................................................. -. Total 
$5,780.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $5,780.00 
:13;i[!;!i.'':[( .(% :[:)a( I:( j ' J $ ~ i ~ { , ~ J ~ 2  ;[.,:[.;i,.' 
8x84 N .  Govenimcnt Way. Suite D 




1803 W. Mission 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Regarding: Judd/Wohrle - Kootenai County 
Invoice No: 6883 
Professional Services 
Date Staff Description Hours Rate Charges 
11/09/2006 SLP Review Briefs filed by Kootenai County on petition for 1 .OD $225.00 $225.00 
judicial review Telephone conference with Susan Weeks 
to discuss her case and briefing. 
11/29/2006 SLP Prepare for and argue motion to augment record with , 1.40 $225.00 $315.00 
lacoboni variance information. Motion granted. 
11/30~2006 SLP Draft and file Orders granting motions to augment record. 0.50 $225.00 $112.50 
Total New Charges 
Previous Balance 
12/06/2006 Payment Payment from Jerry Judd - thank you 
Total Payments and Credits 
Total Hours 2.90 Total Fees $652.50 
Balance Due 
'[:!;lp;i;';[( ,&, :p( ):(:) '(2 lL,.![,;j&', ,X.J,-: 
8884 N. Gover~iment Way, Sttile D 
P.O. Box 1390. tliiyden. ID 83835 
Telephone: 208-772-4400 
Date: 111 112007 
Jerry Judd 
1803 W. Mission 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Regarding: JuddIWohrle - Kootenai County 
Invoice No: 7057 
Professional Services 
Date Staff Descri~tion Hours Rate Charges 
12/05/2006 SLP Telephone conference with attorney Susan Weeks 0.30 $225.00 $67.50 
regarding omissions from transcript of BOCC hearings. 
Review transcripts to confirm omissions. 
12/13/2006 SLP Meeting with clients to discuss status of cases and 0.80 $225.00 $180.00 
strategy for continuance. 
12/14/2006 SLP Draft Objection to record and motion to continue hearing. 1.20 $225.00 $270.00 
Draft affidavit in support of motion. Drafl stipulation for 
attorney Braden. Fax all pleadings to Braden and 
discuss motion and stipulation with Braden by telephone. 
Memo to file. 
12120/2006 SLP Telephone conference with attorney Braden regarding 0.60 $225.00 $135.00 
response to motion to continue. Draft similar pleadings 
for Wohrle, fax to Braden and file with court in both 
cases. Prepare proposed orders for Judge. 
. . - . - . .. .- . - 
Total Hours 2.90 Total Fees $652.50 
Total New Charges 
Previous Balance 
JuddlWohrle - Kootenai County 
Page No. 2 
12/14/2006 Payment Payment from Judd -thank you 
1/03/2007 Payment Payment - Thank you 
Total Payments and Credits 
Balance Due 
A/R Aging Current 30 Days 60 Days 90 Days 120 and Over Total 
.............................. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
'p) + \p;:[ -'~[< , ?  !& :I)!( j:( )I$,[i.i,?Ap,'p ;[.,;[-,!(..: 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 




1803 W. Mission 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Regarding: Judd/Wohrle - Kootenai County 
Invoice No: 7218 
Professional Services 
Date Staff Descriotion Hours Rate Charges 
1/02/2007 SLP Telephone conference with Judge Mitchell's clerk 0.40 $225.00 $90.00 
regarding motions to continue hearings. Drafl and fax 
proposed orders to Judge, Clerk and attorney Braden. 
1/03/2007 SLP Review objection filed by attorney Braden. Telephone 1.30 $225.00 $292.50 
conference with court regarding motion to continue and 
oral argument. Review transcripts from Baycroft hearings 
and compare to JuddlWohrle transcripts. 
1/04/2007 SL? Prepare for hearing with Judge Mitchell on motion to 1.30 $225.00 $292.50 
continue. Attend and argue motion. Motion granted. 
1/09/2007 SLP Review fax from Attorney Braden re: proposed Orders 0.30 $225.00 $67.50 
Granting Motion for Continuance. Send copy to clients. 
1/18/2007 SLP Telephone conference with Jim regarding settlement offer 0.20 $225.00 $45.00 
to County. Finalize and fax letter to attorney Braden. 
1/23/2007 SL? Review fax from Attorney Braden regarding Notice of 0.10 $225.00 $22.50 
Lodging of Combined Transcript. 
1/31/2007 SL? Review fax from Attorney Braden rejecting settlement 0.10 $225.00 $22.50 
proposal. 
JuddNVohrle - Kootenai County 
Page No. 2 
113112007 SLP Review combined transcript from hearings. Telephone 5.00 $225.00 $1,125.00 
conference with attorney Susan Weeks to discuss 
hearing and decision in Baycrofl. Review brief filed in 
Baycrofl case. Drafl amended brief for Wohrle and begin 
drafling amended brief for Judd. 
.................. - . 
Total Hours 8.70 Total Fees $1,957.50 
- .. . 
Total New Charges $1,957.50 
Previous Balance $652.50 
1/26/2007 Payment Payment from J. Judd - thank you $-326.25 
1/29/2007 Payment Payment from Wohrle -thank you $-326.25 
Total Payments and Credits $-652.50 
Balance Due 
A/R Aging Current 30 Days 60 Days 90 Days 120 and Over Total 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . -  ......... . . . . . . .  
$1,957.50 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1,957.50 
BECK & PCDORMAN, LLC 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 




1803 W. Mission 
Spokane, WA 99201 
Regarding: JuddiWohrle - Kootenai County 
invoice No: 7242 
Professional Services 
Date Staff Description Hours Rate Charges 
2/01/2007 SLP Finalize Amended brief for Judd. File both briefs with the 2.20 $225.00 $495.00 
court, serve bench copy to judge and serve attorney 
Braden. 
212012007 SLP Review files and pleadings. Prepare oral argument 4.00 $225.00 $900.00 
outline. Telephone conference with attorney Weeks 
regarding status of Baycroft case. Present argument to 
court. Cases remanded to BOCC. 
2/21/2007 SLP Draft proposed Orders per court's instructions. Fax to 2.80 $225.00 $630.00 
attorney Braden. Telephone conference with Jerry to 
discuss settlement offer to County. Review billing records 
and prepare memorandum and affidavit of costs and fees. 
Research case law for brief in support of attorney fees. 
Review I.C. 12-1 17. 
2/22/2007 SLP Additional legal research on IC 12-1 17. Draft Briefs in 1.00 $225.00 $225.00 
Support of Request for Attorney Fees and Costs. 
Total Hours 10.00 Total Fees $2,250.00 
Expenses 
Start Date Description Charges 
2/21/2007 Clerk of the District Court - filing fee for Judd $78.00 
2/21/2007 Clerk of the District Court - filing fee for Wohrle $78.00 
2/21/2007 Kootenai County Building & Planning -transcript fee 129 $147.30 
JuddNVohrle - Kootenai County 
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2/21/2007 Kootenai County Building & Planning -transcript fee 
Total New Charges 
$147.30 
Total Expenses $450.60 
Previous Balance $1,957.50 
2/21/2007 Payment Payment from trust account for filing fee - thank you. $-78.00 
2/21/2007 Payment Payment from trust account for transcript fee -thank you. $-147.30 
2/21/2007 Payment Payment from trust account for transcript fee -thank you $-147.30 
2/21/2007 Payment Payment from trust account for filing fee - thank you $-78.00 
Total Payments and Credits $450.60 
Balance Due 
A/R Aging Current 30 Days 60 Days 90 Days 120 and Over Total 
$4,207.50 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 . $4,207.50 
BECK & POORMAN, LLC 
Scott L. Poorman, ISB #4701 
Post Office Box 1390 
8884 N. Government Way, Suite D 
Hayden, ID 83835-2871 
Phone: 772-4400 
Fax: 772-7243 
2007 FEB 27 PM 12: 1 I 
Attorney for Petitioners 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, 
Petitioners, 
VS. I 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of Idaho, 
Case CV 06-5323 
Petitioners' Brief in Support of 
Request for Attorney Fees and Costs 
Respondent. 
Petitioners, JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, through their attorney, Scott L. 
Poorman, submit the following brief in support of the petitioners' request for attorney fees and 
Petitioners filed this action seeking judicial review of the County's decision to deny their 
request for a variance. This court found that the Board of County Commissioners acted in an 
arbitrary and capricious manner and abused its discretion in denying said variance request. The 
variance request was remanded back to the Board of Commissioners for rehearing. 
Idaho Code 5 12- 1 17 mandates an award of reasonable attorney's fees and reasonable 
expenses to the prevailing party, "if the court finds that. the party against whom the judgment is 
rendered acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law." 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Attorney Fees and Costs I 'A Page-, 
In Bogner v. State Department ofRevenue and Taxation, 107 Idaho 854,693 P.2d 1056 
(1984) the Idaho Supreme Court interpreted Section 12-1 17. 
We believe the purpose of that statute is two-fold: (1) to serve 
as a deterrent to groundless or arbitrary agency action; and (2) 
to provide a remedy for persons who have borne unfair and 
unjustified financial burdens defending against groundless 
charges or attempting to correct mistakes agencies should never 
had made. Accord Van Gordon v. Oregon State Board of Dental 
Examiners, 63 0r.App. 561, 666 P.2d 276, 280 (1983). 
Id. 107 Idaho at 859. 
In Rural Kootenai Organization v. Board of Commissioners, 133 Idaho 833,993 P.2d 
596 (1 999) the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners approved a preliminary subdivision 
plat after concluding that the proposal complied with the applicable ordinance requirements. 
After finding that the proposal in fact did not comply with the ordinance requirements for open 
space and proof of ownership, the Idaho Supreme Court held that the Board had acted without a 
reasonable basis in fact and approved an award of attorney fees against Kootenai County 
pursuant to Idaho Code $1 2-1 17. Id. 133 Idaho at 845,846. 
Finally, in Sanders Orchard v. Gem County, 137 Idaho 695,52 P.3d 840 (2002) the Idaho 
Supreme Court upheld the District Court's award of attorney fees to Sanders Orchard pursuant to 
I.C. $12-1 17. On a petition for judicial review of the decision by the Gem County Board of 
Commissioners to deny a subdivision application by Sanders Orchard, the District Court 
determined that the Board had exceeded its statutory authority and that the Board's findings of 
fact and conclusions of law were not supported by substantial evidence in the record. Gem 
County appealed the District Court decision and the Supreme Court affirmed the award of fees to 
Sanders Orchard pursuant to I.C. $ 12-1 17 as follows: 
In this case, the Board's decision hinged upon its finding that 
"it is projected that development of central sewer system and 
water lines will be extended to that area in the reasonably near 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Attorney Fees and Costs 
132  
Page - 2 
future." The Board has not pointed to any evidence it considered 
that would support that finding. Therefore, by basing its 
decision upon this finding, the Board acted without a reasonable 
basis in fact. The district court's award of attorney fees to 
Sanders Orchard is affirmed. 
Id. 137 Idaho at 703. 
In the present case, Kootenai County acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law when 
it denied the petitioners' variance request. The County based its decision on irrelevant 
information and concluded that the requested variance would conflict with the public interest 
even though there was absolutely no evidence to support such a finding. 
The petitioners are clearly the prevailing party in this action and are entitled to an award 
of all reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred in this action. 
Respectfully submitted this day of February, 2007. 
BECK & POORMAN, LLC. 
Certificate of Service or Delivery 
I hereby certify that on the - ZZ day of February, 2007, the foregoing Petitioner's Brief in 
Support of Request for Attorney Fees and Costs was served as follows: 
:Mail Pat Braden 
Kootenai County Department of Legal Services 
a Hand Delivered PO Box 9000iLS 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 16 
FAX: (208) 446-1621 
Petitioner's Brief in Support of Attorney Fees and Costs 
7 33 
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ORIGINAL 
Kootenai County Department of Administrative Services 
Patrick M. Braden, ISB #6020 
451 N. Government Way 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 8381 5-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1620 
Fax: (208) 446-1621 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY 
WOHRLE, husband and wife, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of Idaho, 
Respondent. 
Case NO. CV-06-5323 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO PETITIONERS' MOTION 
FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
COMES NOW the Respondent, Kootenai County, a political subdivision of the 
State of Idaho, by and through its attorney of record, Patrick M. Braden of the Kootenai 
County Department of Administrative Services, and hereby provides the following in 
opposition to the Motion for Attorney Fees filed with the District Court on or about 
February 27,2007. 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETITIONERS' MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES - 1 
H \Plannlng\WoIf Pant Appeals - 2006\Wohrle\Merno in Opposition to Mollon for Costs and Attorney 
ARGUMENT 
1. The Court should not award attorney fees to Petitioners because this 
request was not included in their briefing. 
I.R.C.P. 84 does not specifically address the awarding of attorney fees to the 
prevailing party on a petition for judicial review. However, I.R.C.P. 84(r) states that 
"[alny procedure for judicial review not specified or covered by these rules shall be in 
accordance with the appropriate rule of the ldaho Appellate Rules to the extent the 
same is not contrary to this Rule 84." 
I.A.R. 41(a) provides that, under most circumstances, that "any party seeking 
attorney fees on appeal must assert such a claim as an issue presented on appeal jg 
the first appellate brief filed by such party ...." In addition, I.A.R. 35(a)(6) states that 
appellants seeking attorney fees must include "the contentions of the appellant with 
respect to the issues presented on appeal, the reasons therefor, with citations to the 
authorities, statutes and parts of the transcript and record relied upon." When a party 
seeking attorney fees has failed to comply with these rules, the ldaho Supreme Court 
has denied such requests for failure to comply with these rules. See, e.g., Craig 
Johnson Const. v. Floyd Town Architects, 142 ldaho 797, 803, 134 P.3d 648, 654 
(2006); Weaverv. Searle Bros., 131 ldaho 610, 616, 962 P.2d 381, 387 (1998); 
Here, Petitioners did request attorney fees in their petition for judicial review. 
However, they did not do so in either their originally filed brief or in their amended brief. 
Therefore, Petitioners' claim for attorney fees should be denied for non-compliance with 
the above-cited ldaho Appellate Rules. 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETITIONERS' MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES - 2 
H:\Planning\Wolf Point Appeals - 2006\Wohrle\Memo in Opposition to Motion for Costs and Attorney 
Fees.doc 
11. The Court should not award attorney fees to Petitioners because 
Respondent did not act without a reasonable basis in fact or law, which is a 
prerequisite for an award of attorney fees under ldaho Code 9 12-117. 
ldaho Code 3 12-1 17 governs the awarding of attorney fees in civil actions to 
which a public entity is a party. It reads, in pertinent part, as follows: 
(1) Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any administrative or civil 
judicial proceeding involving as adverse parties a state agency, a city, a 
county or other taxing district and a person, the court shall award the 
prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and reasonable 
expenses, if the court finds that the party against whom the judgment is 
rendered acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law. 
(2) If the prevailing party is awarded a partial judgment and the court finds 
the party against whom partial judgment is rendered acted without a 
reasonable basis in fact or law, the court shall allow the prevailing party's 
attorney's fees, witness fees and expenses in an amount which reflects 
the person's partial recovery. 
ldaho Code § 12-117(1)-(2). An award of attorney fees under this statute is 
inappropriate in any action in which the court is asked to interpret a statute for the first 
time within the context of the facts of that case. Sacred Hearf Med. Cfr. v. Boundary 
County, 138 ldaho 534, 537, 66 P.3d 238, 241 (2003). Additionally, such an award is 
unwarranted if the court were to decide that the public entity's error "involved a 
reasonable, but erroneous, interpretation of an ambiguous statute." Cox v. State of 
ldaho ex re/. Dep't of Ins., 121 ldaho 143,148,823 P.2d 177, 182 (Ct. App. 1991) 
Both of the above principles apply here. This case calls for the interpretation of a 
statute and a county ordinance governing the consideration of variance requests. The 
issue on which the Court based its decision was whether a board of county 
commissioners could deny a variance request on the basis that it would conflict with the 
public interest to grant the requested variance when the subject of the request was built 
without the owner first having received either a variance or a building permit. 1 3 6 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PETITIONERS' MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES - 3 
H:\Planning\Wolf Point Appeals - 2006\Wohrle\Memo in Opposition to Motion for Costs and Attorney 
Fees.doc 
Respondent believed this was a valid basis for the denial of a variance, but the 
court ultimately disagreed. The language of the statute and county ordinance 
considered by the Court in making its decision is broad, and leaves governing boards 
with wide, though not unbounded, discretion to grant or deny variances to certain land 
use requirements. In addition, there are no ldaho appellate decisions which specifically 
address this issue 
Therefore, even though the Court decided that Respondent's decision was based 
on an erroneous interpretation of applicable law, an award of attorney fees under ldaho 
Code $$ 12-117 would be inappropriate because Respondent's decision had a 
reasonable basis in fact and existing statutory and case law, and county ordinance, and 
because this action involved the interpretation of very broad statute and county 
ordinance language in a context which has not been definitively addressed by ldaho 
appellate courts. 
Ill. The Court should find that Respondent prevailed in part because it found 
that Petitioners did not show that the variance was the minimum necessary 
to make reasonable use of the property, and remanded the matter for 
further findings in this regard. 
I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l) states that "the court may award reasonable attorney fees ... to 
the prevailing party or parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(l)(B) ...." I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B) 
reads as follows: 
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to 
costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final 
judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the 
respective parties. The trial court in its sound discretion may determine 
that a party to an action pre.vailed in part and did not prevail in part, and 
upon so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties 
in a fair and equitable manner after considering ail of the issues and 
claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments 
obtained. 
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Here, while the Court found that Respondent erred in denying Petitioners' 
variance request, it did also find that Petitioners failed to adequately show that the 
requested variance was "the minimum that will make possible the reasonable use of the 
land, building or structure," as required under Kootenai County Code § 9-23-3 (formerly 
Zoning Ordinance § 30.03). Thus, the Court remanded the matter to the Board of 
County Commissioners for further proceedings on this issue. Therefore, if the Court 
awards costs and/or attorney fees in this case, it should find that Respondent prevailed 
in part for the reasons stated above, and apportion any award of costs or attorney fees 
in accordance with I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B) 
IV. Specific Costs and Fees Claimed 
~espondent does not have any objection to an award of costs in this matter, 
except to the extent stated in Part Ill above regarding prevailing parties. Respondent 
also does not have any objection to any specific items claimed by Petitioners in their 
Memorandum of Costs. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above, Appellants' Motion for Attorney Fees should be 
denied. If the Court does award costs or attorney fees, it should find that Respondent 
prevailed in part. 
Dated this & day of March, 2007. 
Kootenai County Department 
of Administrative Services 
Patrick M. kraden 
Attorney for Respondent 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this & day of March, 2007, 1 caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the aforegoing by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to the following: 
[ ] U.S. Mail Chambers Copy to: 
[ ] HAND DELIVERED Hon. John T. Mitchell 
[ ] OVERNIGHT MAIL (via hand delivery) 
& TELEFAX (FAX) 
Scott L. Poorman 
BECK & POORMAN, LLC 
P. 0. Box 1390 
884 North Government Way, Suite D 
Hayden, ID 83835-2871 
FAX (208) 772-7243 
P&fi L 
Patrick M. Braden 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNN OF KOOTENAI 
JERRY JUDD, ) 
1 
Petitioners, 




MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 





JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY WOHRLE, ) 
husband and wife, ) 
1 
case NO. CV 2006 5323 
Petitioners, i MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
) 
ORDER GRANTING ATTORNEY 
vs. FEES 
KOOTENAI COUNN. ) 
Respondent. ) 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
Petitioner Judd and petitioners Wohrle sought judicial review of the Kootenai 
County Board of Commissions' which denied their request for a variance for decks the 
Petitioners had built on their property. These cases are not consolidated, but oral 
argument on both were held simultaneously on February 20, 2007, since both dealt with 
essentially identical facts, and all petitioners were represented by the same attorney. 
This Court found that the Board of Commissioners acted in an arbitrary and 
capricious manner and abused its discretion in denying said variances. February 26, 
140 - 
2007 Order on Petition for Judicial Review, pp. 1-2. The variance request was 
remanded back to the Board of Commissions for a hearing on whether the requested 
variance was the "minimum that will make possible the reasonable use of the land, 
building or structure", as required under Kootenai County Code §9-23-3 (formally 
Zoning Ordinance s30.03). Id., p. 2. 
Petitioners requested attorney fees under I.C. 512-1 17, arguing the Board acted 
without a reasonable basis in fact or law when it denied the Petitioners' variance 
requests. Respondent opposes the request for attorney fees, asserting the petitioners 
are not entitled to fees because: 1) the request was not included in the petitioners' 
briefing, 2) the respondent did not act without a reasonable basis in fact or law and 3) 
the respondent prevailed in part because the case was remanded to the Board for 
further findings. 
Neither party has requested oral argument on this issue. Accordingly, the issue 
of costs and attorney fees are at issue. 
II. ANALYSIS. 
A. PETITIONERS' FAILURE TO INCLUDE A REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY 
FEES IN THEIR BRIEF IS NOT FATAL TO THEIR CLAIM FOR FEES. 
Under most circumstances, parties seeking an award of attorney's fees must 
assert such claims in their first appellate briefing Under I.A.R. 41(a) and I.A.R. 35(a)(5). 
Respondent asserts petitioners are not entitled to an award of attorney's fees because 
they did not comply with ldaho Appellate Rules 41(a) and 35(a)(5). Attorney fees on 
appeal are not awarded as a matter of right. Ackerman v. Bonneville County, 140 
ldaho 360, 280 P.3d 897 (2005). ldaho Appellate Rule 41(a) requires the parties to 
request attorney fees in their first appellate brief, pursuant to I.A.R. 35(a)(5) and 
35(b)(5). 
I.A.R. 41(a) provides: 
Any party seeking attorney fees on appeal must assert such a claim as an 
issue presented on appeal in the first appellate brief filed by such party as 
provided by Rules 35(a)(5) and 35(b)(5); provided, however, that the 
Supreme Court may permit a later claim for attorney fees under such 
conditions as it deems appropriate. 
ldaho Appellate Rule 41(a) provides a procedure for requesting attorney fees on 
appeal, but is not authority alone for awarding fees. Shawver v. Huckleberry Estates, 
140 ldaho 354, 365, 93 P.3d 685, 696 (2004). ldaho Appellate Rule 35(a)(5) also 
provides a procedure for requesting attorney fees. That rule requires that "if the 
appellant is claiming attorney fees on appeal the appellant must so indicate in the 
division of issues on appeal that appellant is claiming attorney fees and state the basis 
for the claim". I.A.R. 35(a)(2). 
Respondent asserts petitioners are not entitled to an award of attorney fees 
because they did not follow the procedures outlined in the above rules. These rules 
appear to require parties to follow the proper procedure and submit their request for 
attorney fees within their opening appellate briefs. This requirement seems clear from 
the language in the rules, which state the parties seeking the fees "must assert such 
claim" (I.A.R. 41(a)) and "must so indicate" (I.A.R. 35(a)(5)) their request for fees in their 
appellant brief. (emphasis added). However, I.A.R. 41(a) appears to also allow for 
leniency toward parties who do not precisely follow the proper procedure by allowing 
the Court to "permit a later claim for attorney fees under such conditions as it deems 
appropriate". I.A.R. 41(a). This language appears to give courts some discretion on 
when to allow attorney fees when the party seeking attorney fees deviates from the 
procedures outlined in I.A.R. 41(a) and I.A.R. 35(a)(5). It is within this Court's discretion 
to permit the petitioners' claim for attorney fees under the condition that such fees were 
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requested in their Petition for Judicial Review. Judd Petition for Judicial Review, p. 5 ,n  
4; Wohrle Petition for ~udicial Review, p. 5, 4. Petitioners did not fail to request 
attorney fees altogether, but merely failed to insert such request into their appellate 
briefing. This Court thus finds that under I.A.R. 41(a), that such a procedural oversight 
amounts to a "condition upon which a latter claim for attorney fees is appropriate". See 
I.A.R. 41(a). 
B. IDAHO CODE 5 12-117 MANDATES AN AWARD OF REASONABLE 
ATTORNEY FEES AND EXPENSES TO THE PREVAILING PARTY F THE 
COURT FINDS THE PARTY AGAINST WHOM THE JUDGMENT IS 
RENDERED ACTED WTIHOUT A REASONABLE BASIS IN FACT OR 
LAW. 
Petitioners submit they are entitled to reasonable attorney fees and costs 
because Kootenai County acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law when it 
denied petitioners' variances requests. ldaho Code §12-117 governs the awarding of 
attorney fees in civil actions to which a public entity is a party. It states in part: 
(1) Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any administrative or civil 
judicial proceeding involving as adverse parties a state agency, a city, a 
county or other taxing district and a person, the court shall award the 
prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees, witness fees and reasonable 
expenses, if the court finds that the party against whom the judgment is 
rendered acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law. 
(2) If the prevailing party is awarded a partial judgment and the court finds 
the party against whom partial judgment is rendered acted without a 
reasonable basis in fact or law, the court shall allow the prevailing party's 
attorney's fees, witness fees and expenses in an amount which reflects 
the person's partial recovery. 
ldaho Code 912-117(1)-(2). Petitioners cite Sanders Orchard v. Gem County, 137 
ldaho 695, 52 P.3d 840 (2002), where the ldaho Supreme Court upheld the award of 
attorneys fees when it found that the Gem County Board of Commissioners had not 
"pointed to any evidence it considered that would support [its] finding." Id. at 703. The 
District Court held that the County Board of Commissioners had exceeded its statutory 
authority and that its findings of fact and conclusions of law were not supported by 
substantial evidence in the record. The ldaho Supreme Court affirmed the District 
Court's holding and its award of attorney fees, reasoning that because the Board had 
not supported its findings with any evidence, the Board acted without a reasonable 
basis in fact. Id 
Petitioners argue the Board acted without a reasonable basis in fact or law when 
it based its decision to deny the petitioners' variance requests on irrelevant information 
and came to the conclusion that the requested variances would conflict with the public 
interest. Petitioners assert that such a finding was not supported by any evidence in 
the record, and therefore such finding was without a reasonable basis in fact or law. 
This Court's decision in Wohrle and Judd is substantially similar to the district 
court's holding in Sanders Orchard. Here, the Court found that the Kootenai County 
Board of Commissioners based their findings on an issue that was irrelevant and not 
supported by any evidence found in the record. The Kootenai County Board of 
Commissioners denied petitioners' requests finding the variances would conflict with the 
public interest, although there was no evidence in the record of any public opposition 
and all adjoining landowners supported the variance request. The Board was also 
influenced by the fact that petitioners built their decks without first obtaining a building 
permit, but such permit is not a required by the Kootenai County variance ordinance. 
These findings would, thus, support a claim of attorney fees under I.C. §12-117 
Respondent argues petitioners are not entitled to attorney fees because this 
case called for the interpretation of a statute and county ordinance. Therefore, an 
award of attorney fees under I.C. §12-117 is inappropriate because the Board was 
asked to interpret a statute for the first time within the context of the facts of the case. 
See Sacred Heart Med. Ctr. v. Boundary County, 1 8  ldaho 534, 537, 66 P.3d 238, 241 
I n n  
(2003) (Because the appeal required the Court to interpret [the statute] for the first time 
within the context of the facts of this case, neither party is awarded fees). Such an 
award is unwarranted if the court decides that the public entity's error "involved a 
reasonable, but erroneous, interpretation of an ambiguous statute". Cox v. State of 
ldaho ex re/. Dep't of ins., 121 ldaho 143, 823 P.2d 177 (Ct.App. 1991). However, if 
the error involved an erroneous interpretation of an unambiguous statute, then an 
award of attorney fees may be warranted. id. at 148. 
Respondent argues that the language of the statute and county ordinance 
considered by the Court in making its decisions was broad and left room for the Board's 
discretion in its decision to grant or deny the variance. Respondent asserts the issue 
addressed by the Board was "whether a board of county commissioners could deny a 
variance request on the basis that it would conflict with the public interest to grant the 
variance request when the [deck] was built without ... a building permit", to which there 
are no ldaho appellate decisions specifically addressing that issue. Memorandum in 
Opposition to Petitioner's Motion for Attorney Fees, pp.3,4. Respondent argues an 
award of attorney fees is therefore inappropriate because the Board's decision was 
based on an erroneous interpretation of the law and had a reasonable basis in fact. 
The statute which the Respondent argues is ambiguous, and was therefore left 
to the interpretation of the Board, is I.C. 567-6516, That statute states, "A variance 
shall not be considered a right or special privilege, but may be granted to an applicant 
only upon a showing of undue hardship because of characteristics of the site and that 
the variance is not in conflict with the public interest. Prior to granting a variance, notice 
and an opportunity to be heard shall be provided to property owners adjoining the 
parcel under consideration". I.C. 567-6516, This statute requires petitioner show only 
two things. First, petitioners must show there is undue hardship becaus o 9 4Y 
characteristics of the site, and second, petitioners must show the variance is not in 
conflict with the public interest. 
The Court appreciates respondent's argument that the issue of building a 
structure without a permit may be in conflict with the public interest is one of first 
impression. However, the statute is not ambiguous and does not to allow such a broad 
interpretation of the statute as urged by the Board. There were also other issues 
addressed by the Board which fell outside the scope of the statute, and therefore, this is 
not merely an erroneous interpretation of an ambiguous statute. Because there was 
ample evidence in the record to show that the petitioners had met the two requirements 
of I.C. 367-6576, the Board acted without a reasonable basis in fact. Furthermore, 
because the Board had statutes, zoning ordinances, and case law to help guide it in its 
decision, the Board acted without a reasonable basis in law. For those reasons, 
petitioners are entitled to fees under I.C. §12-117. 
C. THIS COURT HAS DISCRETION TO APPORTION COSTS AND 
ATTORNEY FEES IN RELATION TO THE RELIEF SOUGHT. 
Respondent asks this court to find it prevailed in part because the matter was 
remanded for further findings regarding whether the variances requested were the 
minimum necessary to make reasonable use of the property. Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 54(e)(l) allows the court to award reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing 
parties as defined in I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B). I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B) states: 
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to 
costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final 
judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought by the 
respective parties. The trial court in its sound discretion may determine 
that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in part, and 
upon so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties 
in a fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and 
claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments 
obtained. 
Respondent asserts petitioners are not the prevailing parties in this action 
because they failed to adequately show that the requested variance was "the minimum 
that will make possible the reasonable use of the land, building, or structure", as 
required by the Kootenai County zoning ordinance. Respondent argues that because 
the Court remanded this issue back to the Board, this Court should find that respondent 
prevailed in part and apportion any award of costs or fees accordingly. This is a hollow 
argument. In essence, respondent urges the Court to find that petitioners prevailed in 
part because the Court remanded the matter back to the Board of County 
Commissioners. Respondent's argument ignores the fact that the reason the Court 
remands this case back to the Board of County Commissioners is to have the 
Commissioners do what they should have done the first time. That is not "prevailing" by 
the respondent in any way in any part of this dispute, 
The only mention of the issue of prevailing party from the petitioners comes from 
the statement that the "petitioner is clearly the prevailing party in this action and is 
entitled to an award of all reasonable attorney fees and costs ..." Petitioner's Brief in 
Support of Fees and Costs, p. 3. 
The relief sought in the Petition for Judicial Review was: 
1. For an Order finding that the decision of Kootenai County denying the petitioner's 
, variance request was arbitrary, capricious and an abuse of discretion; made in 
violation of the petitioner's statutory and constitutional rights; made upon 
unlawful procedure; not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a 
whole; andlor in excess of Kootenai County's statutory and ordinance authority. 
2. For an Order remanding petitioner's variance application to Kootenai County and 
requiring Kootenai County to hear and decide petitioner's application in 
accordance with Idaho law; 
3. For reimbursement of all reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred by the 
petitioner in the prosecution of this action; 
4. For such other relief as the court deems proper. 1 4 7  
Petition for Judicial Review, p. 5. When the court compares the final judgment or result 
of the action in relation to the relief sought by petitioners, it is clear petitioners were the 
prevailing party in this action. This Court held that there was no indication in the record 
of a conflict of public interest, that there was a due process violation when the Board 
deviated from the record, that the Board's decision to deny the variance was arbitrary, 
capricious and an abuse of discretion, and remanded the case for further proceedings. 
This is the very relief sought by petitioners in their Petition for Judicial Review. In light 
of the Court's findings, the petitioners are the prevailing party under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B) 
and are therefore entitled to attorney fees. 
D. AMOUNT OF ATTORNEY FEES. 
Petitioner did a thorough job of explaining the factors of I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) in the 
Affidavit of Attorney Fees and Costs filed in each case. The Court finds the A-K factors 
set forth in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) support the attorney fee award requested in each case. 
The Court finds as to factor "En the hourly rate of $225.00 per hour to be slightly higher 
than the normal range of attorney fees charged in the area, and that factor alone would 
ordinarily result in the downward departure of attorney fees requested to the amount of 
no more than $200.00 per hour. However, the Court also finds that the explanation of 
factor "K" (only charging for 6.1 hours of research when 18 hours were incurred) and 
factor "L" (two cases being tried for essentially the price of one) and the costs savings 
therein would support an upward departure from the attorney fees claimed. The Court 
finds the downward departure of factor " E  is offset by the upward departure of factor 
" K  and "L". The Court finds all other factors to be neutral. Accordingly, the Court 
awards the attorney fees in each case in the amounts requested. 
E. COSTS. 
Respondent does not object to costs, except to the extent an ap ppqqment  is 
~ --- .- 
ordered if the Court finds the respondent prevailed in part. Respondent did not prevail 
in any part. Respondent has no specific objection to the petitioners' Memorandum of 
Costs. The Court has reviewed that memorandum, and finds those costs to be 
appropriate. 
Ill. CONCLUSION AND ORDER. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, based on the reasons set forth above, petitioners' 
costs are GRANTED as requested: In CV 2006 5323 (Wohrle), costs in the amount of 
$616.20 are awarded; and in CV 2006 5322 (Judd), costs in the amount of $491.20 are 
awarded. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED petitioners' requests for attorney fees are 
GRANTED as requested: In CV 2006 5323 (Wohrle), attorney fees in the amount of 
$6,681.25 are awarded; and in CV 2006 5322 (Judd), attorney fees in the amount of 
$6,681.25 are awarded. The Court has discretion to grant fees under I.A.R. 41 (a) and 
35(a)(5) even though the petitioners did not follow the proper briefing procedure. Idaho 
Code $12-1 17 gives a statutory basis for fees when the agency's decision was not 
reasonably based in law or fact and the petitioners were the prevailing party under 
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B). 
Entered this 27th day of March, 2007. 
I 
- 
John T. Mitchell, District Judge 
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Patrick M. Braden, ISB #6020 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY 
WOHRLE, husband and wife, 
Petitioners-Respondents, 
vs. 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political 
subdivision of the State of ldaho, 
Respondent-Appellant. 
Case NO. CV-06-5323 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY 
WOHRLE, husband and wife, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY, SCOTT L. 
POORMAN of the firm of BECK & POORMAN, LLC, P. 0. Box 1390, 8884 North 
Government Way, Suite D, Hayden, ID 83835-2871, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision 
of the State of ldaho, appeals against the above named Respondents to the ldaho 
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Supreme Court from the Order Granting Motion to Augment Record entered in the 
above-entitled action on the 5th day of December, 2006, the Order on Petition for 
Judicial Review entered in the above-entitled action on the 26th day of February, 2007, 
and the Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Attorney Fees entered in the 
above-entitled action on the 27th day of March, 2007, the Honorable Judge John T. 
Mitchell presiding 
2. The party has a right to appeal to the ldaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and 
pursuant to Rules I l(a)(l), 11 (a)(2), andlor 11(a)(7) of the ldaho Appellate Rules 
3. The following is a preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the 
Appellant intends to assert in the appeal; provided, however, that any such list of issues 
on appeal shall not prevent the Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal: 
a. Whether the District Court erred in ordering that the record be augmented 
to include information pertaining to a variance request which was not at 
issue in the petition for judicial review before the District Court. 
b. Whether the District Court erred in holding that the decision of the 
Kootenai County Board of Commissioners in Case No. V-841-05 was 
arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of discretion. 
c. Whether the District Court erred by substituting its judgment for that of the 
Kootenai County Board of Commissioners in Case No. V-841-05. 
d. Whether the District Court erred in ordering that the requested variance be 
granted, subject only to a determination by the Kootenai County Board of 
Commissioners on remand as to the extent of the variance to be granted. 
e. Whether the District Court erred in awarding costs and attorney fees to 
Respondents on the basis that the decision of the Kootenai County Board 
of Commissioners in Case No. V-841-05 was without a basis in fact or 
law. 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record in this case. 
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5. a. A reporter's transcript is requested, as specified below. 
b. Appellant requests the preparation of a reporter's transcript of the 
following proceedings only: 
(1) Hearing on Motion to Augment Record held on November 29, 2006; 
and 
(2) Oral Argument on Petition for Judicial Review held on February 20, 
2007. 
6. Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules: 
a. Agency Record of Case No. V-841-05, filed in the above-entitled action on 
September 7, 2006; 
b. Transcript of Case No. V-841-05, filed in the above-entitled action on 
September 7, 2006; 
c. Motion to Augment Record, filed in the above-entitled action on October 
10, 2006; 
d. Affidavit of Scott L. Poorman in Support of Motion to Augment Record, 
filed in the above-entitled action on October 10, 2006; 
e. Petitioner's Brief, filed in the above-entitled action on October 12, 2006; 
f. Respondent's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Augment Record, 
filed in the above-entitled action on October 24, 2006; 
g. Brief of Respondent, filed in the above-entitled action on November 9, 
2006; 
h. Order Granting Motion to Augment, entered in the above-entitled action on 
December 5,2006; 
I. Transcripts of Case Nos. V-841-05, V-842-05, and V-843-05, filed in the 
above-entitled action on January 23, 2007; 
1. Petitioners' Amended Brief, filed in the above-entitled action on February 
1, 2007; 
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k. Order on Petition for Judicial Review, entered in the above-entitled action 
on February 26, 2007; 
I: Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees, filed in the above-entitled 
action on February 22, 2007; 
m. Affidavit of Attorney Fees and Costs, filed in the above-entitled action on 
Febriiary 22, 2007; 
n. Petitioner's Brief in Support of Request for Attorney Fees and Costs, filed 
in the above-entitled action on February 22, 2007; 
o. Memorandum in Opposition to Petitioner's Motion for Attorney Fees, filed 
in the above-entitled action on March 6, 2007; and 
p. Memorandum Decision and Order Granting Attorney Fees, entered in the 
above-entitled action on March 27, 2007. 
7. 1 certify: 
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
b. ( 1  [ X ] That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated 
fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(2) [ ] That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated 
transcript fee because 
c. (1) [ ] That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record 
has been paid. 
(2) [ X ] That Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record pursuant to ldaho Code § 31-3212(2) 
because it is a county within the state of ldaho. 
d. (1) [ X ] That the portion of the appellate filing fee payable to the Clerk 
of the Supreme Court ($86.00) has been paid. 
(2) [ X ] That Appellant is exempt from paying the portion of the 
appellate filing fee payable to the Clerk of the District Court 
($15.00) pursuant to ldaho Code § 31-3212(2) because it is a 
county within the state of ldaho. 
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e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
Dated this 61.C day of April, 2007. 
Kootenai County Department 
of Administrative Services 
Patrick M. Braden 
Attorney for Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this r$& day of April, 2007, 1 caused to be sewed a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing via first class mail, postage prepaid, addressed to 
the following: 
Scott L. Poorman 
BECK & POORMAN, LLC 
P. 0. Box 1390 
884 North Government Way, Suite D 
Hayden, ID 83835-2871 
I further certify that on this 61t day of April, 2007, 1 caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing via interoffice mail, addressed to the following: 
Julie Foland, Court Reporter 
Office of Hon. John T. Mitchell, District Judge 
J' 
Patrick M. Braden 
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RESPONDENT EXHIBIT LEST 
Board Of County Commissioners Transcripts V.841.05. V.842.05, V-843-05 
Admitted January 23. 2007 ........................................................................................ 
......................................................... Transcripts V-841-05 Admitted September 7. 2006 
Agency Record V-841-05 ....................................................... Admitted September 7. 2006 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
) 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY ) 
WOHRLE, husband and wife 1 





KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political ) SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO. 
subdivision of the state of Idaho ) 34095 




I, Daniel J. English, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is 
a true, full and correct record of the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
I further certify that exhibits were offered in this case. 
I certify that the Attorneys for the Appellant and Respondent were notified that the 
Clerk's Record was complete and ready to be picked up, or if the attorney is out of town, 
the copies were mailed by U.S. mail, postage prepaid on the '7 day of 
I do further certify that the Clerk's Record will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the 
Supreme Court. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
Kootenai County, Idaho this 7 day of S3& ,2007, 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 




IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
1 
JAMES WOHRLE and PENNY ) 
WOHRLE, husband and wife 




KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political ) 
subdivision of the state of Idaho ) 
Respondent I Appellant. ) 
SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO. 
34095 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Daniel J. English, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have perso~lally 
served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the 
Attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
Patrick M. Braden 
P.O. Box 9000 
45 1 Government Way 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83815-9000 
Scott L. Poorman 
P.O. Box 1390 
8884 N. Government Way 
Hayden, ID 83835 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have unto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this 7 day of Fffr/g ,2007. 
Daniel J. English 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: Qi~k.iep;, u 
